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HANOVERATPLAYTOT-LOTPLAYGROUND 
This playground stands on Town property near the Sylvester School on 
Hanover Street (Route 139) in the center of Town. 
The facility is the result of hard work and effort by a group of volunteers 
who made it grow from an idea to completion. Fifteen months was spent in 
fund-raising and planning. A crew of willing workers took over the field, and 
under the direction of the staff from Robert Leathers Playground Design firm, 
the work was done in five days. 
It would not be possible to list all who contributed the many hours of work, 
material, financial support. the coordinators were Mark Basiliere, Maryann 
Brugnoli, and Joanne Maguire. There were construction crews from all walks of 
life, and the skilled and not-so-skilled worked together and completed the job in 
five days. 
On July 9, 1990, the Hanover at Play Committee twned the Tot-Lot Play-
ground over to the Town, through the Board of Selecunen. They included a 
chec~ for Five Thousand Dollars, representing a Trust Fund for Playground 
Maintenance, which was deposited with the Town Treasurer. The Parks and 
Recreation Committee now has the responsibility for the Tot Lot. 
The Town owes a debt of gratitude to all who participated in any way with 
the planning, construction, and funding of this project. It will serve the families 
of Hanover for many years. 
Picture by Matt Stone, Patriot Ledger 
In 'Decfication fJ'o 
PHILIP BEAL 
Superintendent, Deparunent of Public Works 
Water Superintendent 
BARBARA BEAL 
Board of Registrars 
In 'Jv{emory Of 
ELEANOR FLAMMIA 
ACTING DIRECTOR, JOHN CURTIS LIBRARY 
PRESIDENT, MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES LEAGUE 
In Afemory Of 
CHARLES E. HOPKINS 
BOARD OF ASSESSORS 
Photograph by Craig Murray 
Courtesy of Parrior Ledger 
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TOWN OF HANOVER 
PLYMOUTH COUNTY, MASSACHUSETTS 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 
Tenth Congressional District 
GERRY E. STUDDS, COHASSET 
COUNCILLOR 
Fourth Councillor District 
PETER L. ELEEY, Boston 
STATE SENATOR 
MICHAEL C. CREEDON, Brockton 
STATE REPRESENTATIVE 
Fifth Plymouth Representative District 
JANET W. O'BRIEN, Hanover 
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
ROBERT J. STONE Abington 
MATTHEW C. STRIGGLES Bridgewater 
PATRICIA A. LAWTON Brockton 
Population - 12,220 
(1990 Town Census) 
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ELECTED TOWN OFFICERS 
SELECTMEN 
Chainnan A. Donald Deluse 1991 
Robert K. White 1992 r' 
Margaret M. Morris 1992 , 
ASSESSORS 
Wa~e E. Shaw, Chairman 1991 
Linard Risgin, Clerk 1992 
Gerald S. Culhane 1993 
TOWN CLERK 
William F. Flynn 1992 
·' TREASURER 
Robert P. Royce (Resigned) 
Robert L. Haley 1991 
TAX COLLECTOR 
Eleanor M. Kimball 1992 
SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
Joan DuBois, Chainnan 1991 
Edward F. McVinney 1991 
Joan T. Port 1992 
Jane Estabrooks 1993 '1 
Patricia M. Wolongevicz 1993 
BOARD OF HEALTH 
Albert J. Sullivan, Jr., Chairman 1991 
Leslie J. Molyneaux 1992 
Theodore J. O'Toole 1993 
TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LIBRARY 
Grace M. Boyle, Chairman 
Janet M. Cole 1992 
Albert M. Reale 1993 
1991 
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS 
George H. Lowe, Chairman 1991 
Benjamin L. Kruser 1992 
Henry J. Matthews 1993 
PLANNING BOARD 
Arnold Itz, Chairman 1994 
Marilyn Colombo 1993 (' 
Peter K. Johnson, Clerk 1992 
John A. Libertine, Vice-Chairman 1991 
Robert Ferguson 1995 <' 
r 
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HOUSING AUTHORITY 
Maryann Brugnoli, Chairman 1991 
Ronald J. Walker, Vice-Chairman.Asst. Treas. 1992 
Bernard Campbell, Treasurer 1992 
' 
Viola A. Ryerson 1993 
Kevin Donovan, Executive Director 
MODERATOR 
• Elected Annually 
George H. Lewald 
********** 
OFFICERS APPOINTED BY SELECTMEN 
TOWN ADMINISTRATOR 
Stephen S. Rollins 1992 
MUNICIPAL FINANCE DIRECTOR 
George L. Martin 1992 
TOWN ACCOUNTANT 
George L. Martin 
Kam Chin Chan, Assistant Town Accountant 
TOWN CONSTABLES 
Thomas F. Hayes 1991 
Paul Newcomb 1991 
PUBLIC CONSTABLES 
Francis L. Woodward, Brockton 1991 
Robert S. Barlow, Marshfield 1991 
Stephen M. Cook, Hanover 1991 
Carolyn DuRoss, Marshfield Hills 1991 
Quentin Maver, Plymouth 1991 
DOG OFFICER 
Jessie J. Bostic 
ASSISTANT ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER 
Joan Norris 
FOREST FIRE WARDEN 
Stephen R. Tucker 
Kenneth Blanchard, Deputy 
REGISTRARS OF VOTERS 
"t William F. Flynn, Clerk 
Sue S. Kelley (Resigned) 1991 
Nancy Goldthwait 1992 
1' Paula Gockel 1993 
"'.\ Carmine Salines (to fill unexpired term) 1991 
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BOARD OF APPEALS 
James S. Oldham, Chairman 
Lorrimer Armstrong, Jr. 
Joel T. O'Brien 
Associate Members 
Frederick Adami 
Eugene 0. Beaupre 
Michael T. Jones 
BUILDING INSPECTOR 
Arthur Capaccioli 
INSPECTOR OF GAS PIPING AND APPLIANCES 
INSPECTOR OF PLUMBING 
Theodore F. Luscinski, Inspector 
William Stewart, Deputy Inspector 
INSPECTOR OF WIRES 
William F. Laidler, Inspector 
Robert W. Stewart, Deputy Inspector 
SURVEYOR OF WOOD, LUMBER AND BARK 
William L. Morse, II 
1992 
1991 
1993 
1992 
1991 
1993 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
LOCAL SUPERINTENDENT/SHADE TREE MANAGEMENT & PEST CONTROL 
William L. Morse, II 1991 
VETERANS' AGENT AND VETERANS' OFFICER 
AGENT FOR BURIAL OF INDIGENT SOLDIERS 
MichaelJ.Ahem 
INSPECTOR OF ANIMALS 
Jessie J. Bostic 
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 
Arthur c. West, Jr. 
CUSTODIANS OF THE TOWN HALL 
Arthur McMahon 
Andrew Stevens 
TOWN COUNSEL 
James A. Toomey 
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CIVIL DEFENSE 
James A. Purcell, Director 
Albert M. Farr, Jr., Deputy Director 
Anthony Manna, Deputy Director 
Francis J. DiSabatino, Radio Officer 
Walter J. Harris, R.A.C.E.S. Operator 
Arma E. Manna, R.A.C.E.S. Operator 
(R.A.C.E.S. = Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service) 
AGENT, COUNTY AID TO AGRICULTURE 
Leander B. Nichols 
CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
Sheila Burch, Chairman 
Albert Cavanaugh 
Leonard Fornaro 
David Lane 
John P. Ebersole 
PERSONNEL BOARD 
Paul R. Salines, Chairman (Resigned) 
Joan Kuhn (Resigned) 
Mary Dunn (Resigned) 
Stephen McCaff erty (Resigned) 
EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS CENTER COMMITTEE 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
Francis J. DiSabatino 1991 
A. Peter Davis 1991 
Eugene R. McNulty 1991 
James M. O'Donnell (Resigned) 
COMMITTEE OF OVERSEERS OFTHE STETSON HOUSE 
David B. Richardson (Resigned) 
Dr. A. Peter Davis 
Ralph L. Hadlock 
Roger Leslie 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD 
1991 
1993 
1992 
Walter L. Sweeney, Jr. ffiPO, Local 531, Chairman 1991 
Leslie Molyneaux, Hanover Teachers Assoc. 1991 
Joyce Linde, Municipal Employees League 1991 
Joseph Kerr, Hanover School Custodians 1991 
Thomas Ingle, FF/EMT Assoc., Local 2726, IAFF 1991 
William Welch, South Shore Regional School 1990 
Philip Shorey, Department of Public Works 1990 
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CABLE TELEVISION STUDY COMMITTEE 
W. Scott Obreza, Chairman 
Guy Evans 
Steven Parsons 
David McHugh 
1991 
1991 
}'99i 
1991 
COORDINATOR FOR DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS WASTE 
Theodore O'Toole 
REPRESENTATIVES TO NORTH RIVER COMMISSION 
Daniel C. Jones 1991 
Peter Tyack 1991 
HANOVER ARTS LOTTERY COUNCIL 
Katherine A. DiSabato, Chairman 
Lois VanDoren, Treasurer 
Ellen M. Autio 
Janet Meade 
Patricia A. Shea (Resigned) 
Elaine Tufts 
Ellen White 
Douglas Ulwick (Resigned) 
COORDmATOR OF ENERGY 
Christine Maga 
Dale Lachiatto 
Marilyn J. DeBoer 
HANOVER HISTORICAL COMMISSION 
Barbara Barker 
lawrence Slaney 
Barbara Connors 
Robert Miklos 
David Alger 
HANOVER HOUSING PARTNERSHIP 
David C. Bond, Chairman 
Diane Campbell 
William Crowley 
Robert Currier 
Mary Oeame 
John Homan 
Roberta Reed 
Mary Oeame 
Claunette Valliere 
Anne Allaire 
FAIR HOUSING COMMITTEE 
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1992 
1994 
1994 
1994 
1994 
1994 
1993 
1992 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1990 
1990 
1990 
✓ 
· . .,.. 
~ 
, 
REPRESENTATIVE TO METROPOLITAN AREA PLANNING COUNCIL 
Philippe Plageman 
REPRESENTATIVE TO SOUTH SHORE REGIONAL 
SCHOOL DISTRICT COMMITTEE 
Louis Crescenzi 
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION COMMITTEE 
Thomas Doucette, Dept. of Public Works 
John Lingley, Chief of Police 
Kenneth Blanchard, Deputy Fire Chief 
Stephen S. Rollins, Town Administrator 
Mary Dunn, Personnel Board (Resigned) 
COUNCIL ON AGING 
Herman Gorrill, Chairman 
Esther Jokinen, Vice Chairman 
Peter Hammond (Resigned) 
Winifred Howes, Secretary 
henry S. Newcomb 
Martin J. Quinn 
Jane Murray 
Dorothy Bazley 
1993 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
REPRESENTATIVE TO OLD COLONY ELDERLY SERVICES, INC. 
William Crowley 1991 
Marjorie Abbot (Alternate Member) 1991 
DELEGATE TO OLD COLONY PLANNING COUNCIL ADVISORY BOARD 
Christine Maga 
Martin J. Quinn, Alternate 
*************** 
APPOINTMENTS BY THE BOARD OF HEALTH 
AGENT FOR THE BOARD OF HEALTH 
MILK INSPECTOR 
Jeanmarie Kent 
BOARD OF HEALTH NURSE 
Elizabeth G. STaplcs 
******** 
APPOINTMENTS BY THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS 
SUPERINTENDENT 
Philip C. Beal (Retired) 
Thomas Doucette 
******** 
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APPOINTMENTS BY THE MODERATOR 
BY-LAW STUDY COMMITIEE 
Donald W. Moores, Chairman 
Kathy C. Gilroy 
William B. Sides 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Mameen K. Hynes, Co-Chairman 1991 
Edward R. Claggett, Co-Chairman 1991 
Clifford A. Gaysunas 1992 
Frank C. Stolfa (Resigned) 1992 
Richard S. Jefferson 1992 
Robert P. Basiliere 1991 
Philip T. Frank 1993 
Barbara Y. Itz 1993 
Arthur L. Cewvels 1993 
James O'Beirne* 1992 
* Appointed by Advisory Committee to fill unexpired term. 
PARKS AND RECREATION COMMITTEE 
Arthur L. Ceurvels, Jr., Chairman 1991 
Sydney E. Elliott, ill 1993 
John L. Gabriel, Jr. 1991 
Barbara J. Stone 1992 
Patricia Shea, Bandstand Committee 1992 
Mark Harrington 1993 
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLANNING COMMITTEE 
Shirley M. Minott 1991 
George A. McCall 1993 
Joseph Bellantoni, Chairman 1992 
Mark A. Leahy 1994 
Advisory Committee Member - Frank Stolfa (resigned) 
HANOVER POLICE STATION STUDY COMMITTEE 
Robert K. White, Chairman 
Frederick L. Briggs 
Joseph E. Hannigan 
Gerald F. Huban 
Police Chief John B. Lingley 
SOLID WASTE STUDY COMMITTEE 
Loraine F. Fields, (Resigned) 
1oJm E. Flynn, Jr. 
Benjamin L. Kruser, Board of Public Works 
Leslie J. Molyneaux, Board of Health 
John J. Monahan 
Jeannine M. Doyle, Chairman 
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REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN 
We respectfully submit the One Hundred and Thirty-Eighth 
Annual Report of the Officers and Committees of the Town 
of Hanover for the year ended December 31, 1990. 
This 1990 Town Report is dedicated to Philip Beal, and in 
memory of Charles Hopkins and Eleanor Flammia. 
Philip Beal retired after more than twenty years of 
working for the Town of Hanover. ije became the Water 
Superintendent in 1970, and upon the retirement of Herbert 
Simmons as Highway Superintendent, he became the 
Superintendent of the Department of Public works. He 
worked diligently to be sure that Hanover had an adequa~e 
and safe water supply, and was instrumental in developini 
the State's first bedrock well for municipal use, which is 
now in progress, and which is expected to supply water for 
at least the next fifty years. We thank Phil for his 
innovative ideas, and want to wish Phil and Barbara, a 
former member of the Board of Registrars, many happy and 
healthy years of retirement, with Winters in Florida, and 
perhaps Summers in Hanover. 
Charles Hopkins served three terms as a member of the 
Board of Assessors. He retired last year because of 
lllness, and we were all very sorry to learn of his death 
in March of 1990. He was a most popular figure around the 
Town Hall, and our sincere sympathy goes to his family. 
Eleanor Flammia worked at the John curtis Library for 20 
years, and was named Acting Director for 1988-89. She was 
a dedicated public servant, known and respected by all who 
visited the Library. She died in December 1990 after a 
long and gallant struggle. The Library Trustees and staff 
have planned a fitting memorial for her with the 
establishment of a pre-school nursery room which will be 
named the Eleanor "Ellie" Flamia Children's Room". 
Donations of supplies and labor have been generous, and 
many of the Library patrons and friends continue to honor 
her with donationG to insure that the memorial is 
completed. 
During the year we were sorry to learn of the deaths of 
other public servants. 
Edna w. Simmons was a Charter Member of the Hanover 
Visiting Nurse Association. She had lived in Hanover for 
more than 70 years. She worked as a Visiting Nurse, and 
later worked for many years as a Nqr&e for the School 
Department. She is remembered fondly by all who knew her, 
and our condolences go to her family. 
Barbara Fishwick, Hanovor Hi9h School Teacher, Advisor for 
National Honor Society.She wag active in Talking 
Information center, Mass. Retirod Tooche~s Association, 
the League of Women Voters and the Am@rican Association of 
Retired, Persons. 
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Former Police Officer Russell Beard, who was a member of 
the Hanover Police Department in the Fifties, when there 
were only 2 full time officers. He retired in 1969 
because of illness. We were sorry to learn of his death 
in July at his home in Maine. 
Robert Stewart served as Plumbing Inspector for many 
years, and was also a Water Commissioner. He had been a 
Captain in Company 2 of the Hanover Fire Department. 
He helped to form the North River Little League, and 
continued his interest in baseball in later years. He 
died in March. 
William Thompson served on the Hanover Board of Appeals 
for many years, and also was a member of Company 5 of the 
Call Fire Department for 17 years. He was an active 
member of the Hanover High School Sports Association. He 
had moved to Cape Cod from Hanover, and then to Indiana 
where his daughters and grandchildren live. 
Mrs. Winifred K. Webb taught English at Hanover High 
School for 25 years, and was an author of children's 
books. 
We express our sympathy to the families of these dedicated 
public servants. 
Harry Gerrish, Athletic Director for the School Department 
retired after thirty years of service in that role, and 
more than forty-one years in the Hanover Public Schools. 
The School Department has honored him by naming the High 
School Football Field in his honor. 
Eleanor Nawazelski served as a Dispatcher at the Emergency 
Communications Center for twenty-seven years. We thank 
her for her conscientious performance of the duties 
connected with that work, where calmness, patience, and a 
thorough knowledge of the Town are essential. 
Resignations were received from Board and Committee 
members. We thank them for the time and effort they put 
into their appointments, and want them to know that if 
they find time in the future, we would be glad to welcome 
them back, since we are always looking for volunteers for 
the many positions that become available during the year. 
Those who resigned were 
David Richardson, Overseer of the Stetson House 
Paul Salines, Chairman of Personnel Board 
Mary Dunn, Personn~l Board 
Joan Kuhn, Personnel Board 
Stephen Mccafferty, Personnel Board 
Peter Hammond, Council on Aging 
We appreciate the dedication and effort put forth bI all 
who volunteer to serve on Town Committees. We real ze 
that these appointments can be very time consuming, but 
urge anyone who has an interest in Town affairs to become 
involved. Let us know of your area of interest and 
expertise, and sooner or later, there will be an opening 
where your services can be used and appreciated. 
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We want to say a word of thanks to Arthur West who has 
been acting as Code Enforcement Officer, a position which 
was established two years ago, but for which no funds were 
available. He has been doing this on a volunteer basis, 
and we are very grateful for the fine job he is doing. 
We want to thank the Hanover At Play volunteers who worked 
to complete the Tot Lot Playground, which is featured on 
our cover. The work was done on schedule, in a very 
professional manner, and has proven to be a great success 
if we can judge by the many children using it all rear. 
It is standing up well, and the volunteers have maintained 
it at no cost to the Town. 
We have not given up on our plans for the improvement of 
Route 53 although the state's financial situation leaves 
us with little hope for the immediate future. We are 
looking forward to some progress in traffic safety with 
the installation of the traffic signals at Whiting and 
Webster Streets. We keep in touch with our Representative 
and Senator, and the Massachusetts Department of Public 
Works regarding progress on Route 53. Work is being 
pursued on intersections which need lights, redesign, or 
attention of some kind to improve their safety and 
convenience. 
Janet O'Brien, former Selectman, has moved along to become 
our state Representative. We congratulate her and wish 
her success in her new position. 
The Board of Selectmen meets on Monday at 7:00 PM. 
Meetings are open to the public and press. Routine 
correspondence is reviewed at the beginning of the 
meeting, and appointments are scheduled from 7:30 PM to 
9:00 PM. Appointments may be arranged by telephone 
(826-2261), by the Friday prior to Monday's meeting. 
our Town Administrator is available to assist the public 
on behalf of the Board Monday - Friday 8AM-4PM. 
we urge attendance at Town Meeting on Monday, May 6, 1991, 
at Hanover High School on Cedar street. Please bring your 
warrant booklet with you to help you in following the 
proceedings. 
We thank the Employees, Officers, and Citizens of the Town 
for their continued support and cooperation. 
BOARD OF SELECTMEN 
A. Donald Deluse 
Robert K. White 
Margaret M. Morris 
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REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK 
To the Citizens of Hanover: 
Our Town Election this year brought out 57% of the total 
voters •. The State Primary brought out 59% of the voters 
and the State Election brought out 85% which was a record 
amount for a State Election in Hanover. 
I wish to express my gratitude to the election workers who 
are the behind the scenes personnel who work so hard to 
make elections run smoothly from before the polls open 
until the very early morning hours of the day after the 
polls close. Also, to the efforts of the Registrars, the 
Department of Public Works and the School Department 
personnel in the performance of their tasks at election 
time. 
After seventeen years of dedicated and devoted service to 
the Town Clerks' Office, June I. Smith, Assistant Town 
Clerk, has accepted a full-time position with the Fire 
Department. Her knowledge, diplomacy and meticulous 
attention to detail will surely be missed in the Town 
Clerks' Office and I'm sure by the many people who have 
dealt with June over the years. 
Town Clerk's receipts for the calendar year 1990 were as 
follows: 
Marriage Intentions 
Vital statistics 
Mortgage Recordings 
Pole Locations 
Business Certificates 
Gas Permits 
By-laws and Maps 
Street Listings 
Raffle Permits 
Miscellaneous 
Board of Appeals 
Voter Lists 
Fish & Game Fees 
Fish & Game Licenses 
1990 Dog Licenses 
Late Dog Fees and Fines 
TOTAL 
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$1,205.00 
3,414.00 
3,225.00 
320.00 
1,820.00 
6,000.00 
1,137.06 
987.00 
140.00 
299.80 
625.00 
317.00 
176.90 
4,623.50 
5,235.00 
2,440.00 
$31,965.26 
William F. Flynn 
Town Clerk 
.,.-
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BIRTHS 
January 
1 Kenneth Paul Lavertue Matthew & Kathryn 
John & Robin 
Francis & Katherine 
a Brianne Kathryn Greland 
12 Bayley Elizabeth Piekut 
20 William Joseph Woodward 
22 Louis Andrew vozzo 
III William' Deborah 
Thomas & Linda 
Roland & Janet 
Barned & El.aine 
'7ohn' Sally 
Robert & Mary 
24 Bradford Roland Marx 
26 Joseph Daniel comras 
27 John Albert Avitabile 
31 Michael Adam Peredna 
February 
1 Christine Marie Dewey John & Ellen 
Dean & Jodi 
Joseph & Karen 
Bugh & Ann 
Nicholas & Suzan 
Richard & Susan 
4 Zachary Reagan Schneider 
6 Jessica Sarah LeRoy 
13 Tyler James Kelly 
21 Haney Helene Theodorou 
24 Roxanne Lee Deluca 
March 
1 
3 
' 8 
14 
14 
19 
21 
21 
24 
29 
April 
2 
2 
4 
9 
9 
10 
11 
16 
21 
21 
27 
28 
29 
30 
May 
g 
g 
11 
Nichole Ann Smith 
Meaghan Elizabeth Ives 
Candice Starr Holbrook 
Maegan Elizabeth o•Rourke 
Bonnie Elizabeth Jordan 
Michael James Wheeler 
Colleen Judith Mulligan 
David Francis Parisi 
Philip Taylor Mitchell 
Victoria Ellen Wightman 
Christopher George Hegerich 
Gary & Alice 
David' Elizabeth 
Richmond & Brenda 
Shaun & Maryellen 
Donald & Noreen 
James & Linda 
Robert & Judith 
David & Maria 
Paul & Jo-Ellen 
Donald & Louise 
Richard & Maureen 
Jerebmiah Williams Yvette 
Travis Alexander Carlson Gary & Ellen 
Adrian Carr Shearer Philip & Jennifer 
Peter Caldwell Bailey Thomas & Karen 
Allison Marie Quiles Nicholas & Kathleen 
David Patrick Barton Thomas & Mary Beth 
James Alexander Yaworsky Kim & Jean 
Ashley Lawrence Blumberg Stephen & Laura 
Noelle Kristine Burke Stephen & Deborah 
Brittany Louise Fraser Donald & Christine 
Kaleigh Patricia Fitzgerald Michael & Janet 
Kristine Frances Mulhern John & Janet 
Kelsey Madeline Tower James & Linda 
Briana Carlene Wood Charles & Carlene 
Maggie Elizabeth Lawson 
Andrea Marie Micci 
Joseph Patrick McGlone,III 
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Christopher & Dianne 
Matthew & Anna 
Joseph & Catherine 
May (cont'd) 
12 John Joseph Mara, Jr. John & Sharon 
15 Amanda Catherine Durant Peter & Donna 
18 Batalia Porciello Vincent & Vanessa 
20 Matthew Joseph Tise Paul & Denise 
20 Matthew Jonathan Beers David & Michele 
20 Samantha Joyce Keyes John & Joyce 
23 Kagan Patricia Harvelle Dennis & Kathleen 
25 Kevin David Hannigan, Jr. Kevin & Karen 
27- Michael Joseph Kelliher Jeremiah & Susan 
27 Belen Patricia Trindall Stephen & Karen 
31 Sarah Elizabeth Stone Henry & Barbara 
June 
1 Jason Joseph Kelley Anthony & Susan 
14 Christopher P. Wolongevicz James & Patricia 
1' John Edward O'Brien Michael & ·Linda 
u Mary Jessie Rafferty Carolyn 
18 Alexandra Marie Pla James & Cheryl 
July 
3 Michael Louis Binda Robert & Lisa 
3 Laura Marie Ivens Paul & Colleen 
6 Ryan Orlando O'Day Scott & Karen 
9 Harold Leroy Dunn, IV Harold & Deborah 
13 Amanda Lee Lucey Jeremiah & Beth 
14 Christopher Joseph Fisher Joseph & Lisa 
20 Meghan Carolyn Austin Robert & Linda 
24 Bric Phillip Rollins Boward & Donna 
25 Lauren Catherine Dyer Robert & Phyllis 
26 Christopher John Sadler John & Francesca 
August 
2 Caroline Ann LaFauci David & Celeste 
5 Samantha Lynn Quigley Paul & Jennifer 
14 Andrew Richard Pratt Richard & Robin 
17 Kristen Marie Hoyt James & Kathleen 
19 Christopher Arnold Betsch Kevin & Donna 
24 Andrew Stephen Martino Stephen & Kathleen 
25 James Maxwell Alexander Edward & Ardean 
30 Katie Elizabeth Laque Harold & Linda 
September 
3 Nicholas Steven Stearns Steven & Rosanne 
7 Stephanie P. Hermitage Phillip & Marlene 
a Amanda Marie Salvucci Joseph & Christine 
12 Steven Michael Golberg Dean &.Janette 
14 Michelle Eleanor Pontieri John & Cheryl 
14 Melanie Laurel Parsons Mark & Virginia 
15 Austin James Waldron Thomas & Maribeth 
15 Daniel Joseph Findley John & Deborah -~ 
17 Corey Matthew MacLeod John & Joanne 
17 Holly Victoria Ordway Glenn & Christine 
21 Kristina Louise Hyman Robert & Rhonda 
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September (cont'd) 
23 John Francis Nihan Gregory & Julie 
2S Janelle Christina Bridson Edward & Leslie 
26 Jaclyn Conroy Mallett John & Annmarie 
28 Ryan Jeffrey Goldsmith Jeffrey & Pamela 
\ 28 Mary Elizabeth Kincaid Brian & Patricia 
October 
12 Carley Ann Bishop Richard & Constance 
y 19 Stephen Matthew Petersen Edward & Rebecca 
' 
20 Brittany Catherine K. Graf Thomas & Jean 
21 Casey Jane Quirk Edward & Ellen 
November 
2 Charles Dwelley Merritt,IV Charles & Susan 
s Ashley Elizal)eth Todd Jeffrey & carol 
6 Amanda Grace Sheehan Mark & Mary 
10 Kelsey Patricia Pinkham John & Allison 
13 Eric John Frisina Mark & Anne Marie 
V' 14 Joseph Robert Kenyon Robert & Patricia 23 Lian Elizabeth Atturio Charles & Mary 
23 Brian James Fracasso Steven & Martha 
23 Lucille Ellen Fracasso Steven & Martha 
24 Jillian Belen Egan Robert & Jacqueline 
28 Mark Cameron Sobchuk Gregory & Marie 
December 
6 Sean Thomas Killackey Edward & Candie 
6 Shannon Elizabeth Kelly Dennis & Julie 
7 Thomas Leary Reddish Michael & Kathleen 
10 Rachel Anne Kuhns Richard & Sharon 
12 Timothy Martin Curran John & Judith 
13 James Michael Cook James & Paula 
14 Brian Charles Powers Carl & Joanne 
16 Kevin Daniel Wright Daniel & Nancy 
18 Sarah Elizabeth Wooley David & Stephanie 
19 Sophia Wheeler Tyack Peter & Paula 
23 Oliver Henry Simmons Brian & Christine 
\ 24 Matthew Allen Robinson Thom & Cheryl 
27 Heather Lee Ainslie Robert & Patricia 
:; 31 Erin Colleen Hannigan Robert & Maureen 
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MARRIAGES 
Data Names Residence Married At 
January ·1 
5 Charles c. McDonough, Jr. Hanover Hanover 
Joanna P. Golemme Hanover 
' 
David Stephen Klein Hanover Hanover I 
Susan Marie Shea Hanover r 
6 Joseph N. Pishar Hanover Hanover 
Lisa Anna Compston Hanover 
Fe!)ruary 
10 James E. Pettine Abington Hanover 
ADD Karia XcNulty Hanover 
Karch 
18 Philip W. Abdelnour Brockton Pembroke )' 
Jennifer ADD Ewell Pembroke 
24 Peter Dello Russo Pembroke Hanover 
Joanne Marie XcKeever Hanover 
24 David x. Zeramby Hanover Mansfield 
Maureen c. Sheehan Hanover 
31 John William Griffiths Hanover Pembroke 
Patricia Mary Bean Hanover 
April 
1 James A. Purcell Hanover Hanover 
Dianna x. Collins Hanover 
21 John Perry Flores Hanover Bingham 
Sandra Jana Goodenough Hanover 
22 Richard Anthony McNamara Hanover Hanover 
Dorothy Louise Wenz Hanover 
28 Jeffrey Allen Holland N. H. Hanover 
Dawn Marie Plummer N. H. 
May 
1 John J. Bean Rockland Abington 
Michelle Karie Campbell Rockland 
5 Anthony J. Giannetti E. Boston Hanover r 
Denise Ann Baker Hanover 
5 Michael D. Ferrante Whitman Holbrook 
Susan A •• Chauppette Whitman 
I 
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May (Cont'd) 
12 Joseph Albert Iannone N. J. Hanover 
Marie Traverse Hanover 
,..,, 12 Paul Robert Cheney, Jr. Hingham Hanover 
Susan E. Rogers Hanover 
12 John c. Cavanagh 
Jennifer Ann Hurley 
\ 
Halifax 
Halifax 
Hingham 
19 Edward James Maino Haine Hanover 
HaryBeth Kimball 11anover 
19 John Patrick Connolly Hanover Holbrook 
cyntbia Anne LaBelle Hanover 
26 Earl Egon Weigelt Quincy Duxbury 
carol Leslie Swartz Hanover 
,f - 26 John D. Hone Hanover Weymouth 
Deborah E. Bone Hanover 
26 Richard S. Smith s. Weymouth Hanover 
Diane weckesser s. Weymouth 
26 John Young Hanover Hanover 
Wendi Lynn Parrish Hanover 
27 Daniel Leroy Ball Weymouth Hanover 
Carole Ann Kruser Hanover 
June 
2 James Richard Thornton Hanover Norwell 
Kelley Lee Meagher Hanover 
2 Paul Walter Quigley Hanover Hanover 
Jennifer A. c. Webb Hanover 
2 Donald Edward Watson Hanover Abington 
Rebecca Palmer Hanover 
3 William T. Campbell, III New Seabury Hanover 
Susan Marie Gudbrandsen Hanover 
9 James William Cook Hanover Norwell 
Paul ADD Bartlett Hanover 
10 James Michael Ryan Hanover Hanover 
Suzanne Scott Hanover 
15 Anthony Patrick Fernandez ca. Scituate 
Susan Ellen Finney ca. 
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June (Cont'd) 
16 Roderick James Gillis Dorchester Hanover 
Susan B. cape lot ti Hanover 
16 Damon Gerald Roche Hanover Norwell I Marjorie A. Fredrickson Hanover 
16 Thomas Colman O'Hara Hanover Pittsfield 
Donna Karie Salvitti Hanover 
~ f 
17 Joseph w. Delmonaco, Jr. Peml>roke Hanover 
Mary Elizabeth Lindsey Hanover 
23 Stephen Dudley Wells s. Weymouth Weymouth 
Anne Marie Hashem s. Weymouth 
23 William B. White, Jr. Hanover Hanover 
Deborah Jean Butler Hanover 
28 Charles J. Humphreys Cohasset Nantucket r 
Robert F. sawyer Hanover 
29 Henry T. Hover Plympton Athol 
Marta J. Robichaud Plympton 
30 Arthur G. Randall Halifax Bridgewater 
Paula Ann Darling Halifax 
30 Thomas M. Cibotti New York Hanover '· 
Carla B. Paci Hanover 
30 Bdward L. Fonseca, III Marshfield Hanover 
Dineen E. Light Hanover 
JUly 
6 Michel It. Nassif w. Roxbury Abington ., 
A. Linda Joly Rockland 
8 Allen Craig Straugh Washington Hanover 
April M. Daugherty Hanover 
14 Jeffrey Frank Miller Hanover Plymouth 
Dorothy Jeanne Mccourt Hanover 
14 Philip Francis Kane Hanover Plymouth 
Carol-Ann McCabe Hanover 
28 Roy Arthur Drysdale Sandwich Randolph 
Anne Louise Surdam Sandwich 
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August 
11 Danial A. Salvucci, Jr. Hanover Hanover 
Blissa ADD Richards Hanover 
11 Kavin Michael Araujo Dighton Hanover 
Susan Beatrice Stevens Hanover 
14 Russell James Henry Hanover Abington 
Shirley Ruth Ainslie Hanover 
\ 18 Rodney Allen Barnas Indiana Brockton 
Sharon Lynna Patterson Hanover 
18 Paul Kenneth Hanson Hanson Hanover 
JUdith Lynn White Hanover 
18 James Robert Hay Canada Hanover 
Linda Maria Walters Hanover 
19 Patrick F. McDonough Hanson Duxbury 
1.- Karan Grace Cohoon Kingston 
26 Christopher R. McCarty Pembroke Scituate 
Patricia M. McGilvray Pem))roke 
31 Robert Francis Galluzzo Hanover Pembroke 
Kathleen Louise Reardon Hanover 
31 David Michael Zedik Raleigh,N.C Hanover 
Michelle l\DD Mccormack Raleigh,N.C. 
September 
7 Mark B. Fisher Hanover Hanover 
Lynn I. Manske Hanover 
8 Richard Henry DeBoer Hanover Hanover 
Tammy Christina Edsall Harshfield 
a Michael Patrick Jaccobe Hanson Hanover 
JUlia Maria Gowey Hanover 
8 Dennis Ball Colton Hanover Fall River 
Jeanne Maria Malicia Hanover 
9 Lee Wayne McLaughlin Hanover Hingham 
Laura Grace st. Pierre Hanover 
15 Dannis M. Lindsay Hanover Abington 
Tina Maria Kaczmasz Whitman 
15 Bradford carter Bishop Hanover Eastham 
,_/' 
Beth carol Rodewig Hanover 
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September (cont'd) 
22 William Fraher Abdy Hanover Hanover 
Mary Ellen Petitpas Hanover 
22 Daniel T. Moore Halifax Hingham 
Catherine A. O'Donnell Hanover /I 
22 James R. Campbell, Jr. Plymouth Pembroke 
Susan Lee Campbell Plymouth 
23 Kenneth Allan Johnson Hanson Whitman I 
Justine Michelle Nason Hanson 
29 Rocco Abbondanzio Hanover Norwell 
Michelle Ann Stoddard Hanover 
29 Ronald Burton Barber, Jr. N. H. Marshfield 
Pamela Ann Mcinnes Hanover 
29 Steven Brett Paulin Waltham Hanover 
Ann Marie Winchester Waltham r 
October 
' s Michaels. McDonald Hanover Plympton 
Stephanie JI. Lipinski Hanover 
6 Bruno Francis Caruso Dedham Hanover 
Maureen Anne Pacione Hanover 
' '--
6 Paul N. Caputo Marshfield Hanover 
Lisa Ann Lindsey Hanover 
6 Mark Andrew Eddy California Hanover 
Anna Marie Massimino California 
20 Patrick H. Vaillancourt N. Attleboro Hanover 
Lisa Marie Port Hanover 
30 Chester c. McNutt Hanover Abington 
Bva A. Eckl Hanover ,.. 
November 
4 John Paul Satkewich Hanover Rockland 
Darlene Ann Ferland Hanover r 
17 John Michael Russo Quincy Barnstable 
Kathleen Ann Dornan Quincy 
24 Joseph T. Young Brockton Brockton 
April A. Locke Brockton 
24 Glenn Becker Gardner Hanover Hanover 
Tracy Elizabeth Flynn Braintree 
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Noveml>er (cont'd) 
30 JUlio s. Pizzi Hanover Weymouth 
Claire L. Alexander Hanover 
30 Barry Roland Cormier Hanover Rockland 
Janet DiNicolantonio Hanover 
December 
1 Anthony sciotto, Jr. N. Y. Rockland 
Linda Michela Nali N. Y. 
'"I 
22 David R. Casey Hanover Quincy 
Carole M. Druther Hanover 
', 
30 Peter William LaRosee Hanover Sudbury 
Eileen Karia MacMillan Hanover 
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DEATHS 
January 
2 Helen R. Martyn 87 Hanover ..___ 
15 Robert B. Yourall 74 Hanover ' 
February 
8 Harry v. Bloom 63 Hanover 
10 Dat Choy Leung 38 Hanover 
r' 13 Mary Therese crocker 78 Hanover 
15 Mildred P. Kamp 84 Hanover 
19 Rita Hanning 76 Hanover 
20 Albert L. Taylor 82 Hanover I ~ 
27 Barbara Childs Pishwick 71 Hanover 
27 Mary Rita Lahage 75 Hanover 
28 Robert John Stewart 70· Hanover 
March 
8 Sarah N. Kahler 76 Hanover 
s Beryl x. Becker 93 Hanover .., 
20 Mary G. Logue 97 Hanover 
21 Charles Edward Hopkins 73 Hanover 
22 Vivian J. Wheeler 65 Hanover ' 25 James Donald Kales 56 Hanover 
29 William H. Matte 85 Hanover 
April 
2 George P. TUrner 96 Hanover 
3 Jacqueline D. Walsh 63 Hanover 
8 K. Lillian Murray 86 Hanover 
10 Beatrice B. Brigham 70 Hanover 
14 Bllen V. Walsh 90 Hanover 
15 Bdwin Pleadwell 70 Hanover 
18 Walter P. Smith 80 Hanover 
19 Belen T. Kitchell 75 Hanover 
19 Rena Barbara Kann 68 Hanover 
May 
1 Wallace c. Gruenberg, Jr. 54 Hanover 
3 Susan c. Henry 84 Hanover 
14 William A. WUori 78 Hanover 
23 Bva A. Harris 80 Hanover 
28 Patrick Allan Doherty 51 Hanover f 
June 
1 Richard Henry Sargent 64 Hanover 
7 Bliza))eth xargetet Newson 76 Hanover 
9 Walter B. Gorski 71 Hanover 
12 Michael Pecoraro 72 Hanover 
15 Thomas James Darcy 73 Hanover 
27 Emil Schneider 97 Hanover 
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July 
10 Johanna K. stasilult 95 Hanover 
11 Charles H. McCormack 95 Hanover 
14 Albert Hagel, Jr. 82 Hanover 
17 Beatrice A. Minnehan 70 Hanover 
24 Howard Hall 74 Hanover 
August 
6 Kary K. Connare 85 Hanover 
\ 11 
William Joseph Rooney 54 Hanover 
12 Carl A. Bratt 81 Hanover 
13 John P. Poley 80 Braintree 
15 Raymond A. VonDette 80 Hanover 
31 Robert x. Brown 79 Hanover 
septeuer 
23 William H. York 93 Hanover 
26 Peter w. Planzky, Jr. 57 Hanover 
26 Philip s. Woods 90 Hanover 
October 
2 Anna Gorham 72 Hanover 
12 Prank G. Augusta 84 Hanover 
13 Joan Carolann Garrity 38 Hanover 
15 Ralph L. Ryder 76 Hanover 
18 Anna Rosa Roach 77 Hanover 
19 carol J. Gleason 45 Hanover 
20 Austin c. Quinlan 85 Hanover 
Noveuer 
1 Virginia s. Murray 73 Boston 
5 carol Ann Herbert 51 Hanover 
7 Allan A. Minnehan 81 Rockland 
9 Matthew Berger 15 Boston 
12 Prederick A. Leary, Sr. 76 Hanover 
13 Vernon P. Balch 49 Boston 
Deceml:)er 
13 Eleanor R. Plammia so Hanover 
23 Robert Pinch 79 Braintree 
BURIALS FOR OUT OF TOWN PEOPLE - 1990 
' January 
3 Robert E. MacDonald 50 Dorchester 
10 Bva M. Connelly 88 Marshfield 
24 Robert B. Johnson 64 Brockton 
27 Margaret L. Scott 80 Plymouth 
..- February 
3 Clyde w. Barrington Florida 
---· 
12 Carl Hammerstrom 82 Brockton 
23 Frederick B. Sickoll 71 Hanson 
\ 
..... 
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March 
6 Robert Clark stetson 84 Vermont 
20 Sylvia F. Howe 53 Maine 
April 
3 -Kelford Butts 68 w. Dennis 
18 Harbert Hamilton 86 Weymouth 
25 Borman D. Pepper 74 Kingston 
May r 4 Paula Rayhorn 51 Rockland 
7 Thomas Robert Mccue 78 Weymouth 
10 Walter L. Reardon 76 Marshfield 
11 Tracey Magoun 86 Harshfield i ~ 
12 Bric Herrmann stillborn Bantucket 
31 Beulah s. Welch 84 Rockland 
June 
20 William (Frank) Callahan 81 Florida 
22 Thomas R. Sheppard 57 Texas 
25 Robert B. Josselyn 71 Brockton '--c= 
July 
Kenneth James Griffin " 9 Florida 
9 Josephs. O'Neil 36 Boston 
August 
15 Adele (Dell) Hill 62 Florida 
16 Myrtle B. Stetson 91 Abington 
18 John P. Foley 80 Braintree 
30 Cecile H. v. Bernard 82 Plymouth 
31 Harry Joseph Kilcup 73 Rockland 
September 
5 Robert I. Burpee 62 Kingston 
6 Elizabeth T. Osborne 74 Quincy 
11 George Franklin Pox 88 CT ,. 
October 
5 Robert Crawford 53 Whitman f' 
18 Ralph Lewis Ryder 76 Rockland 
22 Bdna w. Simmons 95 Hingham 
November I" 
s Davis Alden Hurd 93 E. B'water 
30 Emma H. Cormack 86 Norwell 
December 
12 Hildred L. Robbins 95 Rockland 
22 Kevin H. Lally 40 Marshfield 
24 Robert J. Kirwin 76 Dorchester 
28 Dora Fihelly 96 E. Dennis 
.I 
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ANNUAL TOWN MEETING 
WARRANT FOR ANNUAL TOWN MEETING HELD MONDAY, MAY 7, 1990 
GREETING; 
PLYMOOTB, SS: 
To Bither of the constables of the Town of Hanover. 
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you 
are hereby directed to notify and warn the inhabitants of 
said Town who are qualified to vote in Elections and Town 
affairs to meet in the Hanover High School, Cedar street, 
Hanover, on Monday the seventh Day'of May 1990 at a:oo 
P.K. and at a:oo P.K. on Monday the Fourteenth Day of 
May 1990 for the purposes of the 1990 Town Meeting. 
(For copies of Articles see Journal following) 
Polls open at 8 A.H. to 8 P.H. unless otherwise ordered 
by the Town. 
And you are hereby directed to serve this warrant by 
posting attested copies thereof fourteen days at least 
before the time of said meeting as directed by vote of 
the Town. 
Hereof fail not, and make the return of this warrant with 
your doings thereon to the Town Clerk at the time and 
place of said meeting. 
Given under our hands this 26th day of April 1990. 
A TURE COPY ATTEST; 
Thomas P. Hayes, constable 
April 26m 1990 
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Margaret M.Morris 
A. Donald Deluse 
Robert K. White 
Selectmen of Hanover 
RBTUlUI OF WARRANT FOR AmnJAL TOWN MEETING HELD ON 
HOBDAY, HAY 7, 1990 
I have this day April 26, 1990, served the posting 
of the Annual Town Heating Warrant to the following 
places in the Town of Hanover. Heating to be held at 
Hanover High School, Cedar Street, Hanover, Mass. 
center Fire station 
N. Hanover Fire station 
s. Hanover Fire station 
w. Hanover Fire station 
Hanover Fire station 
Drinkwater Fire station 
Police station 
Town Ball 
Towne Pump Gas station 
Myetta•s store 
American Legion Hall 
Curtis Compact 
w. Hanover Post Office 
Hanover Post Office 
Angelo's Market 
Assinippi General store 
Robert's Food Mart 
Joe's country store 
cardinal Cushing Housing 
Legion Housing 
Hanover Bowladrome 
Doran•s Ice cream stand 
V.F.W. Hall 
Hanover Grange 
Mary Lou's News 
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Thomas Hayes, Constable 
Town of Hanover 
r 
-TO; The Citizens of Hanover 
StJBJECT:Annual Fiscal Message - Fiscal 1991 
This bas been a particularly difficult year for the Town 
of Hanover in preparing a budget. Given the continuing 
reductions in funds coming to the Town from the state; the 
rapidly increasing constraints imposed by Proposition 2 
1/2; and the adverse impact that a significant reduction 
in Town employees and services would have on the quality 
of life in Hanover as well as property values, the 
Advisory Committee is unanimously recommending an override 
of Proposition 2 1/2 in fiscal 1991. 
Town Departments are currently operating at minimum 
staffing levels and with minimum expenses. Almost all 
boards and committees in Town consist entirely of 
volunteers. In order to maintain relatively the same 
level of services in Town, additional revenue is needed. 
Without such additional revenue, the level of services 
will decrease significantly and Hanover as a community 
will change. It is up to the residents and taxpayers of 
Hanover to work together to maintain the quality of life 
and sense of pride in the Town. It is up to them to 
decide what they want for the future in Hanover. 
The objectives of the Advisory Committee in preparing the 
Fiscal 1991 budget have been as follows: 
1. Avoid any drastic reductions in Town services or 
employees with only the minimum override necessary. 
2. Begin the process of analyzing all Town services so 
that the Town can continue to provide the basic 
core services despite the limitations imposed by 
Proposition 2 1/2 and continuing reductions in 
State funds coming to the Town. Begin the process 
of downsizing Town services and searching for 
alternative sources of funding. 
3. Protect the capital assets and resources of the 
Town. 
4. Provide adequate reserves for the operation of the 
Town and protect its strong credit rating. This is 
even more important in light of the considerable 
uncertainty with regard to the amount of state 
funds to be returned to the Town. 
We believe the Fiscal Plan for 1991, with the override 
recommended achieves these objectives. 
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As in previous years, the Town's operating funds have 
continued to be adversely affected by unpredictable events 
in the fiscal process. Widely publicized deficits at the 
state level have reduced the amount of state funding 
availal:)le for town use. In Fiscal 1990, Hanover, so far, 
has received approximately $500,000 less than it received ~-
in Fiscal 1989. , 
In Fiscal 1991, projections are that state funds available 
to the Town will decrease at least another $400,000 to 
$500,000. Because of this factor,.the Town's inability to pm 
raise revenues at an adequate rate under the limitations 
of Proposition 2 1/2; negotiated wage increases and 
operating costs increasing at annual rates in excess of 
the Town's ability to fund them, the Advisory Committee.is 
recommending the override of Proposition 2 1/2. 
The Advisory committee has attempted to keep the amount of 
the override to the minimum needed to avoid severe 
reductions in the current level of services and to avoid 
drastic cuts in the number of Town employees. 
The Advisory committee has made significant cuts in 
budgets requested where ve believe that the cuts will not '-
severely reduce the service which can be provided. In 
general, the committee has taken the positon that the Town 
Departments should not increase the numbers of their 
employees nor decrease the hours worked by part-time 
employees. 
The Town must seriously begin to downsize itself and 
reduce non-essential services being provided. Given the 
current revenue restraints, downsizing is the only way the 
Town can continue to balance its budget. 
In addition, the Advisory Committee requests all 
departments to submit as soon as possible comprehensive 
plans for replacement and maintenance of their capital 
assets so that the capital Improvement committee can 
develop a master plan for funding such program through one 1 
overall bonding in fiscal 1992. 
If the override affort is not sucessful in Fiscal 1991, 
significant reductions in Town services will be required 
to balance the budget. The Advisory committee bas 
prioritized the Town services should this eventuality 
arise. Although most departments will experience 
reductions in their budgets without an override, the 
committee has identified the Police and Fire Departments 
as vital services impacting on the safety and property of 
residents of the Town. As such, they should be funded to i 
the fullest extent possible. 
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' 
The Advisory committee wished to thank all Town 
Departments, Boards, committees and appointed officials 
for their continued cooperation in working with us during 
this past year and especially during the planning for the 
1990 ADDual Town Keating. This has not been an easy year 
and reducing departments• budgets and the number of Town 
employees is never easy. we also extend a particular note 
of tbanlts to Mr. George Martin, Municipal Finance 
Director, for his tireless efforts and expertise in the 
budgeting process. 
The Advisory committee appreciates the opportunity to have 
served the citizens of Hanover in this capacity. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Maureen Hynes, co-chairperson 
Edward Claggett, co-chairperson 
Robert Basiliere 
Arthur Ceurvels 
Philip Frank 
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Clifford Gaysunas 
Barbara Itz 
Richard Jefferson 
Frank stolfa 
JOURNAL FOR ANNUAL TOWN MEETING HELD ON 
MONDAY, MAY 7, 1990 
The Annual Town Meeting at Hanover High School was 
called to order by George H. Lewald at 8:15 P.M. with 210 
voters present. 
The Town Clerk reported that the Warrant had been 
served and the return made as required by the Town 
By-Laws. 
There was a pledge to the flag and then a moment 
of silence. 
The Moderator, George H. Lewald introduced himself. 
Town Clerk, William Flynn and the members of the 
Advisory Board and explained their responsibilities. 
Ha outlined the procedure to be followed at the meeting 
in accordance with the Town By-Laws. 
ARTICLE 1. To see if the Town will accept the reports of 
the Officers and committees as printed in the Town Report, 
or take any other action relative thereto. 
VOTED; That the Town So Do 
ARTICLE 2. To hear reports of the Committees and act 
thereon, or take any other action relative thereto. 
VOTED; That the Town So Do 
A TRIBUTE TO C~LES E. HOPKINS 
Charles E. Hopkins served on the Board of Assessors 
from May 1979 until his resignation March 1989 due to 
poor health. He served as Chairman on the Board for a 
number of years. Charlie visited the town hall daily 
during his tenure. He tried hard to assist all people 
witb questions or problems witb assessing and was 
particularly helpful to the elderly. Charlie's wise 
counsel and helpfulness as well as his daily visits 
are sorely missed by all who knew him. We request that 
this tribute be made part of the official records of 
this town meeting. 
Board of Assessors 
Geralds. Culhane 
Linard Risgin 
Wayne E. Shaw 
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Assessing Department 
Lois A. Kendall 
Mary B. Marconi 
Tanistha Collins 
r 
~: 
POLICE STATION BUILDING STUDY COMMITTEE 
After the report of the Police Station Building 
committee was submitted, it was learned that the 
Advisory Committee has asked that the Capital Im-
provement Planning committee develop a capital plan 
to be presented to a subsequent Town Meeting. The 
Police station Building committee wishes to report 
that it will work with the Capital Improvement Plan-
ning committee, and request money at the next Town 
Meeting to fund the study and plans for expansion. 
Robert White, 
Chairman 
REPORT OP THE BYLAW STUDY COMMITEE 
To the Citizens of the Town of Hanover: 
The majority of work the bylaw study committee 
conducted this year dealt with review of the current 
bylaws. The committee met with the Board of Assessors 
to discuss any potential effects in administrative 
reporting and responsibilities in the newly created 
position of Municipal Finance Director as pertaining 
to the current duties (administrative) and 
responsibilities of the Board of Assessors. 
The Committee also discussed possible changes in 
several bylaws whereby the change would be change in the 
dates in order to comply with the state reporting. This 
would be a housekeeping change. several other topics 
that were discussed were the elimination of several old 
and outdated bylaws. These bylaws and several other 
possible topics are presently under further review. 
The Bylaw Study Committee offers its services to 
any Town Committee and citizen who needs aid in the 
design, research and writing of a bylaw. 
The Committee requests that this Report be accepted 
as a Report of Progress. 
Donald w. Moores, chairman 
Kathy Gilroy 
William B. Sides 
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SOLID WASTE STUDY COMMITTEE 
To the Board of Selectmen and Residents of Hanover: 
The Solid Waste committee working in conjunction with 
the Board of Health and the DPW has met twice recently 
after reorganizing. The maml)ers are as follows: 
Jaannina Doyle, John Flynn, John Monahan, Ben Kruser, DPW, 
and Leslie Molyneaux, Board of Health. 
our goals will be to develop and implement programs 
which will help the town to reduce'it•s solid waste .,-
straua through recycling and composting. We will also 
inform and educate the community on methods to achieve 
these goals. 
Jeannine Doyle 
Chairman 
HANOVER EMPLOYEES INSURANCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
I would like to direct your attention to the last 
page in the Town Warrant, specifically ballot questions 
2 and 3. It is the feeling of this committee that the 
questions are necessary in order to bring the Town of 
Hanover into accordance with existing state statutes. 
Dua to the fact that the current situation was 
discovered and brought to the attention of the Board 
of Selectmen we feel that the Board of Selectmen has 
an obligation to bring the Town into compliance with 
the law. It is apparent that the only remedy is a vote 
by ballot. 
The Board of Selectmen have sponsored two such 
questions. Question #2 allows employees of the Town 
of Hanover to purchase, entirely at their own expense, 
group life insurance. This has been the case since 
the early 1980's and apparently it was the feeling of 
the presiding powers at that time that because of prior 
sections of Chapter 32B of Mass. General Laws bad been 
accepted that this in addition could be offered. 
Apparently this is not the case. second, question #3 
deals with insurance offered to Police and Firefighters 
in the Town of Hanover. This would not cost the town any 
additional money however would just make legal wording in 
existing contracts. I cannot stress enough that on these 
questions a yes vote is necessary in order to maintain 
the status quo with employees insurance. Again neither 
ballot questions will cost the taxpayer a dime. 
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Walter Sweeney, 
Chairman 
T 
r 
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the 
Town Treasurer, with the approval of the Board of 
Selectmen, to borrow money from time to time in 
anticipation of the revenue for the fiscal year beginning 
July 1, 1990, in accordance with the provisions of General 
Laws, Chapter 44, section 4, and Acts in amendment 
thereof, and in addition thereto, to issue a note or notes 
therefor, payable within one year, and to renew any note 
or notes as may be given for a period of less than one 
year in accordance with General Laws, Chapter 44, Section 
17, or take any other action relat;ve thereto. 
VOTED: That the Town So Do 
Town Treasurer 
Board of Selectmen 
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will authorize its 
Treasurer to accept such trust funds as may be placed in 
his/her hands during the fiscal year commencing July 1, 
1990, or take any other action relative thereto. 
Town Treasurer 
VOTED: That the Town So Do 
ARTICLE s. To see if the Town will vote to pay such 
accounts as may be presented against the Town, and act 
thereon, or take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Selectmen 
VOTED; That this Article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize its 
Treasurer, with the approval of the Board of Selectmen, to 
dispose of such parcels of real estate as may have been, 
or may be taken by the Town under Tax Title foreclosure 
proceedings, or take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Selectmen 
VOTED; That the Town So Do 
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to transfer any 
unexpended balance of any appropriation to any other 
purpose, as provided for in the Town By-laws s-1, section 
3, or take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Selectmen 
VOTED: That this Article be passed over. 
ARTICLE a. To see if the Town will assume liability in 
the :manner provided by section 29 and 29A of Chapter 91 of 
the General Laws, as most recently amended, for all 
damages that may be incurred by work to be performed by 
the Department of Environmental Protection of 
Massachusetts for the improvement, development, 
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maintenance and protection of tidal and non-tidal rivers 
and streams, great ponds, harbors, tidewaters, foreshores 
and shores along a public beach (including the Merrimac 
and Connecticut Rivers) in accordance with Section 11 of 
Chapter 91 of the General Laws, and authorize the Board of 
Selectmen to execute and deliver a bond of indemnity 
therefor to the commonwealth. 
Board of Selectmen 
VOTED: That the Town So Do 
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will adopt the Capital 
Program of the Capital Improvement Committee for the 
Fiscal Year 1991 through 1996, subject to affirmative 
action at the several future Town Meetings, or take any 
other action relative thereto. 
Capital Improvement Planning Committee 
VOTED; That the Town defer action on this acticle until 
next week. 
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to accept the 
provisions of Mass. General Laws, Chapter 140, section 
147A, which empowers the Town to enact By-laws and 
ordinances relative to the regulation of dogs, or take any 
other action relative thereto. 
Board of Selectmen 
Dog Officer 
VOTED: That the Town So Do 
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Hanover zoning By-laws as follows: 
In Section VII., B., 7., d., eliminate the following 
words:"except Recreation-conservation". 
Planning Board 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY; That this Article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Hanover Zoning By-law as follows: Add a new paragraph "h" 
to Section VII., D., 2., (Off Street Parking and Loading 
Areas) as follows: 
h. Ho more than five (5) parking spaces shall be located 
within a required front yard. It is the intent of this 
requirement that substantially all parking areas shall be 
located to the sides and rear of a building or buildings, 
and the front yard used primarily for walkways, 
landscaping driveways, and required buffer. 
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1 
I 
Site plans meeting this requirement shall have a 
minimum front yard of so feet. 
Planning Board 
A favora))le report was read by the Planning Board. 
A motion to amend this article-section h: 2nd sentence 
Sita plans meeting this requirement shall have a minimum 
1111\, front yard of so• to 75' was defeated. 
A motion to move the question was so VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
A motion to accept this article as written 250 in the 
affirmative and 75 in the negative so VOTED 
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Hanover Zoning By-law by adding Section VI,G.e., as 
follows: 
a. In all non-residential districts, any new structure 
exceeding 12,soo square feet of net floor area or any 
expansion of an existing structure which exceeds s,ooo 
square feet of net floor area,shall require a Special 
Permit in addition to a Site Plan approval. The Special 
Permit Granting Authority shall be the Board of Selectmen 
or the Board of Appeals or the Planning Board in those 
instances where such Board is presently authorized to hear 
Special Permits or Site Plan approval in this By-law. If 
a Special Permit or Site Plan approval presently requires 
two or more Boards to hold separate or concurrent 
bearings, then the Special Permit and/or site Plan 
approval shall require the approval of all those Boards. 
If no specific Board is presently designated for a special 
Permit or Site Plan approval, the Special Permit Granting 
Authority shall be the Board of Appeals. 
Criteria: 
In reviewing such plans, the appropriate Board shall 
consider the following: 
1. Criteria set forth under site plan review Section 
VII.G.2.f.3. 
2. Scale of the proposed buildings and fire protection 
needs. 
3. Impact on neighboring streets, traffic flow and 
safety. 
Planning Board 
A favorable report was read by the Planning Board. 
Motion to Accept this Article so VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Town By-law 4-12 by striking the first sentence thereof 
and replacing it as follows: 
There shall be a conservation Commission, established 
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under the conservation Act, General Laws, Chapter 40, 
section ac composed of five members appointed by the Board 
of Selectmen, each of a term of three years, provided that 
effective July 1, 1990, the term of one member shall be 
two years for the duration of that member's term only. 
conservation Commission 
Board of Selectmen 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY; That the Town so do. 
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to amend Town 
By-law 6-7 by deleting the title "Used car Dealers" and 
inserting in place thereof "Car Dealers" and by deleting 
from the first sentence, "Class Three", and inserting in 
its place "Class one, Two and Three", and by adding after 
the vord "member" in the first sentence the word 
"placement", or take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Selectmen 
In the reading of the motion a typographical error was 
discovered The word mem])er should read number and to add 
the word "and" before placement. 
Motion to accept this Article so VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the 
Board of Selectmen to petition the General court for the 
enactment of the following Special Act, relative to car 
Dealer Licensing: "That portion of Section 59 of Chapter 
140 of the General Laws, as appearing in the 1986 Official 
Edition, which limits the fee to be charged by the 
licensing authority for licenses issued pursuant to said 
section, shall have no further effect in the Town of 
Hanover." 
Board of Selectmen 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY: That the Town so do. 
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to amend its 
By-law by inserting therein a new By-Law 6-18 as follows: 
"Fees" 
1. Town Clerk - The Town Clerk is authorized to set all 
fees or charges associated with the operation of his 
office, provided that said fees or charges are not in 
excess of, or inconsistent with, statutory limitations. 
2. Board of Selectmen - The Board of Selectmen is 
authorized to establish reasonable fees or charges, 
including fees and charges for licenses, certificates, 
permits and services,not otherwise committed to the 
responsibility of other Officers of the Town, provided 
said tees are not in excess of or inconsistent with, 
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statutory limitations •• 
3. Town Boards and Departments - All Boards and 
Departments of the Town are authorized to require that any 
reasonable costs incurred,directly or indirectly, to issue 
a license, certificate, permit,or service required by the 
Town be borne by the applicant/beneficiary of such 
license, certificate, permit or service, either by 
reiuursement to the Town or by direct payment by the 
applicant/beneficiary to any third party provider from 
whom services have been procured by the Town for such 
purposes or take any other action relative thereto. 
Town Clerk 
Board of Selectmen 
VOTED UNA!llMOUSLY: That the Town so do 
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Town By-laws, as allowed under Massachusetts General Laws 
140, Section 177A, authorizing the Board of Selectmen to 
set the Licensing Fee for Automatic Amusement Devices, not 
to exceed statutory Limits, if any, or take any other 
action relative thereto. 
Board of Selectmen 
Moved that the Town authorize the Selectmen to set 
fees for licensing of Automatic Amusement Devices under 
By-Law 6-18 as approved under Article 17 of this warrant. 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY; That the Town so do. 
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Town By-laws, as allowed under Massachusetts General Laws, 
Chapter 140, section 2, authorizing the Board of Selectmen 
to set the Licensing ree for Innholders or common 
Victuallers not to exceed statutory limits, if any, or 
take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Selectmen 
Moved that the Town authorize the Selectmen to set 
fees for Innholder or common Victuallers under By-Law 
6-18 as approved under Article 17 of this Warrant. 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY: That the Town so do. 
ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Hanover Zoning By-laws, Section VIII A,S. to require that 
all utilities, meaning water Mains, Fire Hydrants, 
Electrical service and Gas Service, sha~l be in place, and 
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in tested working order prior to the issuance of a 
Building Permit. 
Board of Selectmen 
Planning Board strongly supports intent of this Article. 
As printed in the warrant it does not meet requirements 
for a zoning amendment. we suggest three changes: 
1) that the Article be properly reworded; 2) Electrical 
and Gas Service be deleted; 3) in tested working order be 
changed to "in place and activated." 
A motion to amend by deleting the period at the end of 
the first sentence of Section VIII A.5 and adding thereto 
the following: "and that water mains and fire hydrants are 
in place and activated." so VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
Motion to Accept Article as Amended so VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
ARTICLB 21: To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Hanover zoning By-law as follows: 
Delete the present Section VI.,c.,2.,c. and substitute the 
following: 
c. conversion of a dwelling existing for 10 years or more 
to allow for the inclusion of a second dwelling unit. The 
external appearance of the house shall not be changed, and 
there shall be sufficient floor area as specified in 
Section VII,B. of this By-law. Septic disposal systems 
shall meet with the approval of the Hanover Board of 
Health, and no detached auxiliary buildings such as 
garages or barns, shall be utilized for this purpose. 
Planning Board 
A favorable report was read by the Planning Board. 
A Motion to Amend this article by inserting the words 
"as of July 1, 199011 after the words auxiliary buildings 
SO VOTED 
Motion to Accept Article as Amended so VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Hanover zoning By-Law as follows: 
In Section VI., G.,1., add the following words after 
the words "non-profit educational corporation":, or 
municipal uses. 
A favorable report was read by the Planning Board. 
VOTED; That this Article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Hanover zoning By-Law as follows: 
Under the "Definitions" section (Section II.), 
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add a new definition Section II., EE.,as follows: 
EE: Wetlands: 
Por purposes of this By-law, the term "wetlands", or the 
capitalized form "Wetlands", or the term "Wetland 
District" shall include both freshwater and coastal 
wetlands as determined by the Hanover Conservation 
commission, or as defined in the Hass. General Laws, 
Chapter 131, section 40, as most recently amended. 
~ EXamples of wetlands include: wet meadows, marshes, 
·~J swamps, bogs, areas where groundwater or flowing or 
standing surface water or ice provides a significant 
portion of the supporting sul>strata for a plant community 
for at least five (5) months of the year; land under any 
lake, pond, river, stream, creek or estuary; any bank, 
marsh, swamp, meadow or other lowland sul>ject to tidal 
action or storm flooding or flowage. In an instance where 
a difference exists between wetlands as defined by the 
Massachusetts General Laws cited above, and a 
determination made by the Hanover conservation Commission, 
the latter shall apply. 
Planning Board 
A favorable report was read by the Planning Board. 
Motion to Accept this Article so VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
ARTICLE 24 To see if the Town will vote to approve the 
placement of the Administration and operation of the 
Transfer Station, as presently vested under the Board of 
Health, under the authority of the Board of Pul>lic Works, 
or take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Selectmen 
Moved that the Town approve the placement of the 
Administration and Operation of the Transfer station as 
presently vested under the Board of Health and budgeted 
for under the title Health and sanitation under the 
authority of the Board of Pul>lic Works no later than 
January 1, 1991 and to direct the Board of Health and 
Board of Pul>lic Works to effectuate this change and 
authority. 
A motion to amend the Advisory Boards motion by 
changing the date of January 1, 1991 to May a, 1990 
effective immediately was not seconded. 
A motion to amend the Advisory Boards motion that the 
town vote to approve the placement of the Administration 
and Operation of the Transfer station as presently vested 
under the Board of Health and budgeted for under the Title 
Health and Sanitation under the authority of the Board of 
Pul>lic Works no later than January 1, 1991 and to create a 
committee of five (5) members, appointed by the Moderator, 
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to arrive at the effective transfer of this facility. 
Said committee shall be made up of a member of the Board 
of Health, a member of the Board of Public Works, a member 
of the Advisory committee and two (2) citizens at large. 
The motion to amend did not carry. 
VOTED UDlfIMOUSLY; That the Town so do. 
,: 
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to accept the t 
provisions of Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 44, \ __ ! 
section 53D, to establish a separate revolving fund to 
allow for self-supporting Parks and Recreation services of 
the Town of Hanover, or take any other action relative 
thereto. 
Board of Selectmen 
Parks and Recreation commission 
School Committee 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY; That the Town so do. 
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to submit a Home 
Rule Bill to the General court allowing for the 
establishment of a Hanover council on Aging Revolving 
Fund, or take any other action relative thereto. 
council on Aging 
VOTED; That this Article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
General By-laws of the Town by adding the following to 
By-law 6-2, section 12. 
SECTION 12, BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEMS; 
A. Definitions 
1. The term "Burglar Alarm system11 means an assembly of 
equipment and devices or a single device arranged to 
signal, either directly or indirectly, the presence of a 
hazard requiring urgent attention and to which Police are 
expected to respond. The provisions of section c of this 
by-law shall apply to all users. Fire alarm systems and 
alarm systems which monitor temperature, smoke, humidity 
and other conditions not directly related to the detection 
of an unauthorized intrusion into a premises or an 
attempted robbery at a premises are specifically excluded 
from the provision of this by-law. 
2. The term "false alarm" means (a) the activation of an 
alarm system through mechanical failure, malfunction, 
improper installation or negligence of the user of the 
alarm system or his employees or agents; 
(b) any signal or automatic dialing device transmitted to 
the Police Department requesting or requiring or resulting 
in a response on the part of the Police Department when, 
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in fact, there has been no unauthorized intrusion, 
robbery, or burglary, or attempted threat. For the 
puposes of this definition, activation of alarm systems 
for the purposes of testing with the prior approval of the 
Police Department, or by the act of God, including but not 
limited to power outages, hurricanes, tornadoes, 
earthquakes, and similar weather or atmospheric 
disturbances shall not be deemed a false alarm. 
3. The term "automatic Signaling Device" refers to an 
alarm system which sends over regu~ar telephone lines, by 
direct connection or otherwise, a pre-recorded or relayed 
voice message or signal indicating the existence of the 
emergency situation that the alarm system is designated to 
detect. 
B. control and curtailment of Signals Emitted by Alarm 
systems 
1. Every alarm user shall submit to the Police Chief his 
name, address and telephone number, and the names, 
addresses and telephone numl>ers of at least two (2) other 
parsons who are authorized to respond, after notification 
by the Police Department, to an emergency signal 
transmitted by an alarm system, who can open the premises 
wherein the alarm system is installed. It shall be 
incumbent upon the owner of said premises to immediately 
notify the Hanover Police Department of any change in the 
list of employees or other persons authorized to respond 
to alarms. 
2. All alarm systems installed after the effective date 
of this by-law which use an audible horn or bell, shall be 
equipped with a device that will shut off such horn or 
bell within fifteen (15) minutes after activation of the 
alarm system. All existing alarms within the Town of 
Hanover must have the shut-off device .installed within six 
(6) months of the passage of this by-law. 
3. Any alarm system emitting a continuous and 
uninterrupted signal for more than fifteen (15) minutes 
between 7PM and 6AM, which cannot be shut off or otherwise 
curtailed due to the absence or unavailability of the 
alarm user, or those persons designated by him under 
paragraph (1) of this section, and which disturbs the 
peace, comfort or repose of a community, a neighborhood or 
a considerable number of inhabitants of the area where the 
alarm system is located, shall constitute a public 
nuisance. Opon receiving complaints regarding such a 
continued and uninterrupted signal, the Police Department 
shall endeavor to contact the alarm user, or members of 
the alarm user's family, or those persons designated by 
the alarm user under paragraph (1) of this section in an 
effort to abate the nuisance. The Chief of Police shall 
cause to be recorded the names and addresses of all 
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complainants and the date and time each complaint was 
made. 
4. Ho alarm system which is designated to transmit 
messages or signals to the Police Department will be 
tested until the Police Department has been notified. 
s. The provisions of this By-law shall not apply to 
premises owned or controlled by the Town of Hanover, nor 
to alarm devices installed in a motor vehicle or trailer. 
c. Penalties 
1. The user shall be assessed a false alarm fee to be 
determined by the Emergency communications Center 
committee. The Chief of Police shall notify the alarm 
user either by certified mail or by service in hand by a 
Police Officer of such violation, and said user shall 
sw::,mit payment within fifteen (15) days of such notice to 
the Town Treasurer for deposit to the General Fund -
Police Department - credited to Police Department 
receipts. 
2. The owner of a system which occasions false alarms, or 
fails to pay the fine after two (2) said notices, may be 
ordered to disconnect and otherwise discontinue the use of 
the same by the Chief of Police. 
D. Administration 
1. The Emergency Communications center committee shall be 
authorized to create such rules as may be necessary to 
implement this by-law. 
Emergency communications Center committee 
Police Department 
VOTED; that this Article be passed over. 
Motion to adjourn this meeting to convene at 
the High School of Tuesday, May a, 1990 at 7:30 P.M. 
did not carry. 
Motion to adjourn this meeting to convene at 
the High School OD Monday, May 14, 1990 at 7:30 P. M. 
SO VOTED 
A TRUE COPY; ATTEST; 
William F. Flynn, Town Clerk 
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The Adjourned Annual Town Meeting was called to 
order at Hanover Bigh School at 7:45 P.M. 
TRIBUTE TO GEORGE B. LBWALD 
on the .occasion of your Twenty-Fifth year as Town 
Moderator, the Board of selectmen wishes to express its 
appreciation for the excellent manner inwhich you have 
conducted Town Meetings over the past quarter century. 
You have been able to meet all the usual and unusual 
situations which arise during the course of an Annual 
or Special Town Meeting, including those who wish to 
address issues of which they have little understanding; 
those who have a wealth of knowledge of their subject, 
but who may be speaking a little too long. 
With your keen ear, you have been able to determine 
whether or not a vote is unanimous, two-thirds in the 
affirmative, or in need of a show of hands. 
on behalf of all the Boards, Commissions, Committees, 
Departments, and Citizens that have had the benefit of 
your expertise in handling matters connected with their 
interests, we thank you. 
We look forward to enjoying your services as Moderator 
for many more years. 
In recognition of George B. Lewald, and his faithful 
service we ask Town Meeting, to consider the following 
resolution: 
Be it resolved that this Town Meeting of 1990 officially 
notes with deep appreciation the Twenty-Five Years of 
service as Town Moderator and that this Meeting express 
its gratitude to George B. Lewald. 
BOARD OP SELECTMEN 
Margaret M. Morris 
A. Donald Deluse 
Robert K, White 
At this time Benjamin Kruser, member of the Board of 
Public Works recognized superintendent of the Department 
of Public W9rks Philip Beal. Mr. Beal will retire in 
October of this year. Mr. Kruser asked the town to show 
their appreciation for the many years Mr. Beal worked as 
Superintendent and for work well done. 
Mr. Lewald announced the carry over Article 9 from the 
first session of Town Meeting. 
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To see if the Town will adopt the capital Program of 
the capital Improvement committee for the Fiscal Year 1991 
through 1996, subject to affirmative action at the several 
future Town Meetings, or take any other action relative 
thereto. · 
VOTED; That the Town so do. This is merely a vote to 
accept the report of the capital Improvement committee and 
does not bind the Town to any future capital expenditures. 
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Hanover zoning By-law as follows: 
Delete the present first paragraph under section 
VII.,G.,2., and replace with the following: 
2. contents: 
Said Site plan shall be prepared by a registered 
professional engineer, and is to include a landscape plan 
prepared by a registered landscape architect, and shall 
include the following: 
Planning Board 
A favorable report was read by the Planning Board 
Motion to pass over this article did not carry. 
Motion to Accept this Article so VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Hanover Zoning By-law as follows: 
1. Under the "Definitions" section (Section II.),add a 
new definition, Section II,FF, as follows: 
FF. Lot Shape Factor: 
The numerical value resulting from the division of 
the square of a lot's perimeter (measured in linear feet) 
by the lot's area (measured in square feet). 
2. Add a new paragraph 1110. 11 in Section VII.,B., as 
follows: 
10. Lot Shape Factor: 
In all districts, lots shall not have a Lot Shape 
Factor in excess of twenty-two (22). Only that portion of 
a lot used to meet the requirements of this By-law 
relative to minimum lot area, coverage, setbacks, 
buffering, parking and the like, are subject to the 
Factor. surplus land need not meet this requirement if a 
Sita Plan (or a building plan in the case of residential 
uses) clearly indicates areas used to meet zoning 
specifications will meet this requirement. 
Planning Board. 
VOTED: That this Article be passed over. 
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ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Hanover zoning By-law as follows: 
Under "Definitions" add the following sentence to the 
end of Section II.,BB.3. Yard, Side: 
In the case of a corner lot, having frontages on two 
streets, the side yard shall ba opposite to the frontage 
which does not qualify as such under Section VII,B.,2.,f. 
front yards, and there shall be no rear yard. 
Planning Board 
A favorable report was read by the Planning Board 
A motion to am.end the Hanover zoning By-Law as follows: 
Under "Definitions" add the following sentence to the 
and of section II., BB, 3. Yard, Side: 
In the case of a corner lot, having frontages on two 
streets, all yards and set backs other than the frontage 
shall meet the requirements of a side yard. 
~ Motion to Accept Article as bended 80 VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
ARTICLE 31: To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Hanover Town By-law 4-2C as follows: 
Change the text of By-law Article 4-2C, Section 2 by 
removing the words "Assistant Assessor/Appraiser", from 
the section. 
Remove By-law Article 4-2C, section 5 in its entirety, and 
replace with the following: 
"Sections. The Director of Municipal Finance shall 
appoint the Accountant, the Treasurer, and the Data 
Processing Personnel (Computer), subject to approval by 
the Selectmen. The Treasurer and Accountant shall appoint 
his/her own staff, subject to approval by the Director of 
Municipal Finance." 
Board of Assessors 
Motion to pass over this article did not carry. 
Moved that the Town vote to amend the Hanover Town 
By Lav Section 4-2C as printed under Article 31 on pages 
19 and 20 of the warrant. 
It was voted 128 in the affirmative 199 in the negative 
not the required 2/3 majority vote needed to pass. 
Motion to accept this Article as amended did not carry, 
ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will vote to accept the 
provisions of section 41 of Chapter 653 of the Acts of 
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1989 regarding quarterly tax bills, or take any other 
action relative thereto. 
Board of Assessors 
VOTED; That this Article be passed over 
ARTICLE 33. To see if the Town will vote to accept the 
provisions of Section 40 of Chapter 653 of the Acts of 
1989 regarding assessment data changes for new growth, or 
take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Assesors 
VOTED: That this Article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 34. To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Hanover Zoning By-law as follows: 
ADD the following paragraph to existing Section III., D.: 
When a district boundary divides a lot of record between 
the Residence A District and a Business District or 
Commercial District or Limited Industrial District, 
non-residential uses, structures, appurtenances such as 
disposal systems or detention/retention basins and the 
like, or site preparation work shall not cross the 
boundary line into the Residence A District. If a 
business, commercial or limited industry use utilizes any 
Residence A District land for coverage, density or similar 
requirements, the more restrictive requirements of the 
districts involved shall apply. 
Planning Board 
A favorable report was read by the planning board 
Motion to Accept this Article SO VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
ARTICLE 35. To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Hanover Zoning By-law as follows: 
Add Section IX of Chapter 40A to the Sections enumerated 
in section IX.c, so that the section will read as follows: 
c. In exercising the powers granted by paragraph B. above, 
the Board of Appeals shall act in accordance with the 
provisions of Section 9, 11, 14, 15 and 16 of Chapter 40A 
of the General Laws, or take any other action relative 
thereto. 
Planning Board 
A favorable report was read by the planning board. 
Motion to accept this Article so VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
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-ARTICLE 36. To see if the Totm will vote to amend the 
Hanover zoning By-law as follows: 
Add a new paragraph 117. 11 to Section VI.,G., (General 
Provisions) as follows: 
7. Wetlands Setbacks 
In addition to setbacks herein established, all 
construction with the exception of stairways, decks, 
fences and water dependent structures such as piers shall 
be set back a minimum of thirty-five (35) feet from 
~- wetlands or wetland resources. Driveways are also 
exempted from the setback requirements as long as they are 
used for access and egress purposes from the street to the 
main parking and building areas. Driveways internal to 
parking lots and around buildings are not excepted from 
the setback requirements. 
' 
Planning Board 
A Favoral>le report was read by the planning board 
Motion to Accept this Article so VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
ARTICLE 37. To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Hanover zoning By-law as follows: 
1. Under the "Definition" section (Section II.), add a 
new definition, Section II.,GG, as follows: 
Day care center 
Any facility operated on a regular basis which receives 
children not of common parentage for non-residential 
custody and care during part of all of the day separate 
from their parents. This shall include any facility known 
as a nursery, nursery school, kindergarten, child play 
school, progressive school, child development center, 
pre-school, and any such facility that receives children 
or adults which have special needs. 
2. Add 11c. 11 to Section VI., D.,4., (Business District) as 
follows: c. Day care center 
3. Add "k. 11 to Section VI., E., 2., (Commercial District) 
as follows: k. Day care center. 
Planning Board 
In the reading of the motion the 3rd sentence down the 
word "of" was a typographical error and should be "or". 
A favorable report was read by the planning board 
Motion to Accept this Article was so VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
ARTICLE 38. To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
zoning Map of the Town of Hanover, Massachusetts, prepared 
by Perkins Engineering, Inc., dated June 10, 1981,revised 
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October 1987, to include within the commercial District a 
certain parcel of land located off Washington street, on 
Park Drive in Hanover, now or formerly of Gerald T. 
Kelleher, presently within the Limited Industrial 
District, which parcel is shown on a plan entitled 
"Subdivision of Land for Gerald J. Kelleher, in Hanover, 
G.A.:r. Engineering", dated Kay 30, 1985, revised February 
20, 1986, on file with the Clark of the Town of Hanover, 
notice of approval by the Planning Board of the Town of 
Ballover, of which plan was filed with the Town Clerk on 
Karch 27, 1987, or take any other action relative thereto. 
'By Petition 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY; That this Article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 39. To see if the Town will vote to accept the 
following streets as Public ways, or take any other action 
relative thereto: 
Maplewood Drive, Birchwood Road, 
Briarwood Drive, Tilden Lane, Briggs Lane, Clark Circle, 
!'rank's Lana 
Pirst Parish Road 
cornet stetson Road 
Part of Ladgewood Drive, Part of Pondbrook Drive 
Salt Wind Drive 
Wade Way 
Board of Selectmen 
Moved that the following roads be accepted by the Town 
as public ways: 
Briarwood Drive 
Tilden Lane 
Briggs Lane 
Clark circle 
Pranks Lane 
cornet stetson Road 
Part of Ledgewood Drive 
Part of Pondbrook Drive 
Salt Wind Drive 
and that Wade WaI be accepted as a public way contingent 
upon the appropr ation under Article 42 of the amount 
available from the builders bond taken by the town for 
this purpose. 
Motion to amend the Advisory Boards motion by 
deleting Part of Ledgewood Drive and Part of Pondbrook 
Drive so VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
Motion to Accept this Article as Amended so VOTED 
ARTICLE 40. To see if the Town will vote to fix the pay of 
its elective officers as required by law as follows, or 
take any other action relative thereto. 
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Town Clerk 
Tax Collector 
Moderator 
Annual Meeting 
special Meeting 
$23,940.00 per year 
$30,000.00 per year 
$75.00 per meeting 
$25.00 per meeting 
-., Moved that the Town fix the pay of its elective officers 
as required by law as follows: 
Town Clerk $23,940.00 per year 
Tax Collector 30,000.00 per year 
/ Moderator: Annual Meeting $75.00 per meeting 
Special Meeting 2s.oo per meeting 
A motion to amend under Moderator the Annual Meeting 
amount to $100.00 per meeting and Special Meeting amount 
of $50.00 per meeting so VOTED UDlfIXOUSLY 
Motion to Accept Article as Amended so VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
ARTICLE 41. To see if the Town will vote to amend the 
Classification and Salary Plan of the Town by deleting in 
their entirety 20A and 20B of said plan relative to the 
Classification of Positions and Pay Schedules, and 
inserting therein the following Classification of 
Positions and Pay Schedules, and to otherwise amend the 
Personnel By-law, or take any other action relative 
thereto. 
said Classifications and Pay Schedules to be effective 
July 1, 1990. 
Personnel Board 
It was notated that the figure amount under A-5 step 2 
should read 31,711 not 32,711. 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY: That the Town so do. 
PERSONNEL BY-LAWS 
20A CLASSIFICATION OP POSITIONS 
Personnel Board - Effective: July 1, 1990 
POSITION TITLES PAY SCHEDULE CLASSIFICATION 
Assistant superintendent 
water supervisor 
Town Planner 
Health Agent 
Town Treasurer 
NUrse Administrator 
Building Inspector 
Chief Librarian 
Assistant Assessor/Appraiser 
Asst. Town Accountant 
conservation Agent 
Elderly Services Director 
GROUP 
Administrative 
Administrative 
Administrative 
Administrative 
Administrative 
Administrative 
Administrative 
Administrative 
Administrative 
Administrative 
Administrative 
Administrative 
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A-9 
A-8 
A-7 
A-6 
A-5 
A-5 
A-5 
A-5 
A-4 
A-3 
A-2 
A-1 
Sr.Administrative Asst. 
Administrative Assistant 
Personnel Administrator 
Veterans Agent 
Registered Nurse 
Gas Inspector 
DeputI Gas Inspector 
Plum)) ng Inspector 
Deputy Plumbing Inspector 
Wiring Inspector 
Deputy Wiring Inspector 
Public Health Nurse 
Public Bearing stenographer 
Dog Officer 
Clerical 
Asst. Health Agent 
seasonal water Treat.Pl.aper. 
Board of Registrars 
sealer/Weights & Measures 
Assistant Registrar 
seasonal Laborer 
Minil>us Driver 
senior Aide 
Blaction worker 
Clerical Assistant 
Library Page 
Recreation Director 
swimming Instructor 
Playground Assistant 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Part Time 
Parks & Rec. 
Parks & Rec. 
Parks & Rec. 
20B Pay Schedule 
Effective July 1, 1990 
Class. Step 1 Step 2 
1.Administrative, Per Annum 
A-9 41,600 
A-8 35,656 
A-7 32,916 
A-6 30,878 
A-5 30,736 
A-4 29,500 
A-3 26,741 
A-2 23,002 
A-1 19 1 520 
2.clerical, Per Annum 
C-3 19,325 
C-2 18,749 
C-1 17,588 
43,680 
37,440 
35,659 
32,662 
31,711 
30,975 
27,854 
23,961 
20,333 
20,128 
19,531 
18,321 
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C-3 
c-2 
PT-16 
PT-15 
PT-14 
PT-13 
PT-13 
PT-13 
PT-13 
PT-13 
PT-13 
PT-12 
PT-11 
PT-11 
PT-10 
PT-9 
PT-7 
PT-6 
PT-6 
PT-5 
PT-4 
PT-4 
PT-3 
PT-1 
PT-0 
PT-0 
PTP-3 
PTP-2 
PTP-1 
Step 3 
46,800 
40,352 
38,402 
34,740 
32,979 
32,523 
28,968 
24,918 
21,148 
20,936 
20,311 
19,053 
-1 
" 
'--
'-' 
3.Part Time, Various 
a) Hourly 
PT-16 12.24 12.97 13.88 
PT-14 12.00 12.84 13.73 
PT-13 10.55 10.98 11.41 
PT-12 10.31 10.75 11.18 
PT-11 9.37 9. 77 10.16 
PT-10 8.60 8.94 9.31 
PT-9 8.08 8.43 8.76 
PT-8 7.90 8.34 8.67 
PT-7 7.61 8.24 8.63 
PT-6 7.52 7.83 8. 15 
PT-5 6.60 6.88 7.18 
PT-4 6.24 6.49 6.75 
PT-3 6.09 6.38 6.71 
PT-2 5.92 6.21 6.52 
PT-0 4.15 4.38 4.62 
PTP-1 4.15 4.38 4.62 
PART TIME, INTERMITTENT 
PT-1 5.25 
l:>) Part Time, Weekly 
PTP-3 349.18 
PTP-2 220.33 
c) Part Time, Annual 
PT-15 8,489 
ARTICLE 42. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate such sums of money as may be necessary to 
defray Town Charges for the period July 1, 1990 through 
June JO, 1991, inclusive, or take any other action 
relative thereto. 
Advisory Committee 
Typographical errors were notated and changed before 
the article was voted. See* where changes have been made. 
Moved that the Town vot~ to Raise and Appropriate or 
appropriate from available funds, such sums of money to 
defray Town charges in the amounts specified and by the 
method designated. as recommended in Article 42 on thew 
following pages of the Advisory Committee Report. Each 
item is to be considered as a separate appropriation and 
such appropriation is to be expended for that purpose 
only. 
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 
RECOMMENDED WITH AN OVERRIDE 
Advisory Committee-Payroll 
Advisory Committee-Expenses 
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1,000.00 
300.00 
Personnel Board-Payroll 
Personnel Board Expenses 
Selectmen-Payroll 
Selectmen-Expenses 
Finance-Payroll 
Finance-Expenses 
Central Computers-Expenses 
Tax Collector-Payroll 
Tax Collector-Expenses 
Assessor-Payroll 
Assessor-Expenses 
Assessor-Revaluation 
Town Clerk-Payroll 
Town Clerk-Expenses 
Legal Services 
Election/Town Meeting Salaries 
Election/Town Meeting Expenses 
Registrars - Payroll 
Registrars-Expenses 
Planning Board-Payroll 
Planning Board-Expenses 
Board of Appeals-Payroll 
Board of Appeals-Expenses 
Town Hall-Payroll 
Town Hall-Expenses 
Conservation-Payroll 
Conservation-Expenses 
council on Aging-Payroll 
Council on Aging-Expenses 
Council on Aging-Minibus 
Council on Aging-Grange Hall 
Capital Improvement-Payroll 
Capital Improvement-Expenses 
TOTAL 
5,000.00 
1,000.00 
72.054.00 
16,525.00 
126,285.00 
*130,877.00 
29,979.00 
*25,377.00 
19,233.00 
63,617.00 
12,325.00 
68,931.00 
13,900.00 
13,500.00 
37,725.00 
2,578.00 
58,ooo.oo 
11,500.00 
5,500.00 
11,9976.00 
*12,276.00 
5,693.00 
*5,878.00 
48,053.00 
9,500.00 
3,675.00 
3,200.00 
30,712.00 
28,560.00 
30,661.00 
6,300.00 
34,175.00 
6,350.00 
750.00 
6,075.00 
80.00 
100.00 
784,812.00 
*785,297.00 
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY 
Police-Payroll 
Police-Expenses 
Police-out of State Travel 
Fire Department-Payroll 
Fire Department-Expenses 
Suppression of Fires-Payroll 
Emergency communications-Payroll 
Emergency Communications-Expenses 
Civil Defense 
Building Inspector-Payroll 
Building Inspector-Expenses 
Gas/Plumbing Inspector-Payroll 
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1,013,056.00(A) 
51,075.00 
o.oo 
508,387.00 
121,125.00 
60,000.00 
110,930.00 
28,400.00 
3,000.00 
55,353.00 
7,750.00 
10,450.00 
--
Gas/Plumbing Inspector-Expenses 
Wiring Inspector/Payroll 
Wiring Inspector-Expenses 
Sealer of Weights & Measures-Payroll 
Sealer ·of Weights & Measures-Expenses 
Dog Officer-Payroll 
Dog Officer-Expenses 
TOTAL 
SCHOOLS 
Administration 
Instruction 
other School Services 
Operation and Maintenances 
Insurance 
Equipment 
out of State Travel 
Special Education 
Vocational Day School 
Vocational Evening School 
Total PUblic Schools 
South Shore Vocational Tech. School 
TOTAL 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 
Administration-Payroll 
Administration-Expenses 
Subtotal 
Highway-Payroll 
Highway-Expenses 
Ice and Snow Removal-Payroll 
Ice and Snow Removal-Expenses 
Subtotal · 
Water-Payroll 
Water-Expenses 
Water-Prin. on Maturing Debt 
Water-Int. on Maturing Debt 
Subtotal 
Cemetery-Payroll 
Cemetery-Expenses 
Subtotal 
Tree-Payroll 
Tree-Expenses 
Subtotal 
Park Maintenance-Payroll 
Park Maintenance-Expenses 
Subtotal 
Drainage-Expenses 
Traffic Signs & Lines 
TOTAL 
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900.00 
10,450.00 
900.00 
2,037.00 
200.00 
10,221.00 
4,000.00 
1,998,234.00 
5,000.00 
10,053,662.00 
189,058.00 
$10,242,720.00 
169,327.00(B) 
42,866.00(B) 
212,193.00 
200,000.00 
120,700.00 
*150,712.00 
25,000.00 
88,000.00 
399,707.00{B) 
460,000.00(B) 
286,500.00{B) 
107,077.00{B) 
1,253,284.00 
50,178.00{C) 
6,000.00{C) 
56,178.00 
4,000.00 
5,300.00 
9,300.00 
65,527.00 
5,700-.00 
71,227.00 
8,000.00 
15,000.00 
2,058,882.00 
*2,088,894.00 
HEALTH AND SANITATION 
Visiting Nurse-Payroll 
A motion was made to amend the Advisory 
Boards motion by changing the Board of 
Health budget figures from the Recommended 
figure of $830,012.00 to FY91 Requested 
figure of $946,509.00. Eash line item was 
voted on separately. 
Board of Health-Payroll 
Motion to amend to higher figure of 
$59,918.00 did not carry. 
Board of Health-Expenses 
Motion to amend to higher figure of 
$45,250.00 179 votes in the 
affirmative 166 in the negative 
motion carries 
Sub Total 
Transfer Station-Payroll 
Motion to amend to higher figure of 
$76,132.00 161 in the affirmative 174 
in the negative motion did not carry 
Transfer Station-Expenses 
39,587.00 
56 I 921. QO 
45,250.00 
102,171.00 
54,233.00 
Motion to amend to higher figure of 
$725,022.00 52 in the affirmative. 
Moderator declared the low affirmative 
vote that motion did not carry. 
Sub Total 
Inspector of Animals-Payroll 
TOTAL 
646,921.00 
701,154.00 
600.00 
$843,512.00 
After Article 60 a motion to reconsider Health & 
Sanitation under Article 42 was SO VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
To increase the Transfer Station Payroll Account to 
$76,132.00 and decrease the Transfer Station Expense 
Account to $625,000.00 so VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
This change allows a third person to be employed at the 
Transfer Station. It does not change the total amount of 
$843,512.00 in the Health & Sanitation budget. 
INTEREST & MATURING DEBT 
Interest on Temporary Loan 
Interest on Mat. Debt-Schools 
Interest on Mat. Debt-Fire Station 
Interest on Mat. Debt-1991 
Prin. on Mat. Debt-Schools 
Prin. on Mat. Debt-Fire Station 
Note Issue Expense 
Fire Note-Interest 
Fire Note-Principal 
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45,000.00 
0.00 
65,528.00 
102,000.00 
o.oo 
125,000.00 
1,000.00 
18,714.00 
64,000.00 
' .., 
·...) 
-1989 School No~e-Principal 
1989 School Note-Interest 
1989 Equipment Loan-Principal 
1989 Equipment Loan-Interest 
TOTAL 
PENSION AND RETIREMENT 
Plymouth Cty. Retire. Fund 
Plymouth Cty. Retire. Expense 
Pensions Other Towns 
TOTAL 
VETERANS' ASSISTANCE 
Director of Veterans Services-Payroll 
Director of Veterans Services-Expenses 
Veteran's Benefits 
TOTAL 
PARK AND RECREATION 
Park & Recreation-Payroll 
Park & Recreation-Expenses 
TOTAL 
LIBRARY 
J. curtis Free Library-Payroll 
J. curtis Free Library-Expenses 
TOTAL 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Insurance-Medical 
Insurance-Property, Liability 
Advisory-Reserve Account 
Street Lighting 
County Aid to Agriculture 
Audit Town Accounts 
Selectmen•s Expenses: 
Town Gas Pump & Storage 
Copying Machine-Town Hall 
Town Reports 
Public Holidays 
Parking Fine Collection 
Stetson House 
TOTAL 
GRAND TOTAL DEPARTMENTAL REQUESTS 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
Raise and Appropriate 
Unreserved Fund Balance (E&D) 
Water Revenue Account 
Graves & Foundation Account 
Perpetual Care Account 
Overlay Surplus Account 
Prior Yr. Art. #27 May '87 from E&D-
Playground 
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30,000.00 
15,715.00 
18,000.00 
2,496.00 
$487,453.00 
515,777.00 
8,633.00 
3,681.00 
$528,091.00 
8,505.00 
600.00 
60,000.00 
$69,105.00 
9,718.00 
7,200.00 
$16,918.00 
120,581.00 
45,717.00 
$166,298.00 
682,638.00 
391,500.00 
150,000.00 (D) 
35,000.00 
125.00 
16,000.00 
47,750.00 
6,800.00 
8,000.00 
1,650.00 
o.oo 
4,800.00 
$1,344.263.00 
$18,570,785.00 
16,699,678.00 
374,247.00(A) 
1,412,429.00(B) 
50,000.00(C) 
6,178.00(C) 
27,213.00(0) 
1,040.00 
TOTAL 
FOOTNOTES 
(A) Allocation from Unreserved Fund 
Balance to Police Payroll 
(B) Allocation of Water Revenue to 
Water Payroll 
Water Expenses 
Water-Principal on Maturing Debt 
Water-Interest on Maturing Debt 
DPW Administration-Payroll 
DPW Administration-Expenses 
Total 
(C) Allocation from Graves & 
Foundation Account and Perpetual 
Care Interest Account to Cemetery 
Accounts 
(D) Allocation from overlay Surplus 
Account to Reserve Account 
(E) Transfer Wade Way Fund to Highway 
Expense 
Motion as Amended so VOTED 
$18,570,785.00 
374,247.00 
399,707.00 
460,000.00 
286,500.00 
107,077.00 
126,995.00 
32,150.00 
1,412,429.00 
56,168.00 
27,213.00 
30,012.00 
ARTICLE 43. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate or appropriate from available funds the 
sum of $3,000. to monument and define the bounds of Broad 
Oak Way, or take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Selectmen 
VOTED: That the Town raise and appropriate the sum 
of $3,000.00 to monument and define the bounds of Broad 
Oak Way. Said monies to be expended at the direction of 
the Board of Selectmen. 
ARTICLE 44. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate or appropriate from available funds $40,000. 
to have the town-owned streets evaluated and, from that 
develop a pavement management plan to aid in determining 
the type and scheduling of reconstruction and resurfacing 
maintenance of the Town streets, said project to be at the 
direction of the Board of Public Works, or take any other 
action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED; That this article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 45. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, or appropriate from available funds, or 
borrow under Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 44, the 
sum of $53,159. to maintain and resurface various Town 
roads, the funds to be reimbursed to the Town on the 
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Cherry Sheet under Chapter 577, Acts of 197l(Gas Tax), 
said funds to be expended at the direction of the Board of 
Public Works, or take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED; That the Town raise and appropriate the sum of 
$$53,159 to maintain and resurface various Town roads. 
Said funds to be expended under the direction of the Board 
of Public Works. 
ARTICLE 46. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, or transfer from available funds, the sum of 
$28,989. to meet the Town's share, and to appropriate, or 
borrow as provided by Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the 
sum of $86,967. from available funds under Chapter 25, 
Acts of 1988, as the State's share of the cost of work 
under Chapter 90,. Section 34 (2a) of the General Laws, 
funds to be expended at the direction of the Board of 
Public Works, or take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY: That the Town raise and appropriate the 
sum of $28,989 and to authorize the Town Treasurer, with 
the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow pursuant to MGL, 
Ch 44, in anticiation of recepit of $86,967 from Section 
2, Ch 206 of the Acts of 1986 (6005-0027). Said funds to 
be expended at the direction of the Board of Public Works. 
ARTICLE 47. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $18,000. 
for the replacement of the intercommunications equipment 
at Cedar and Sylvester Schools, or take any other action 
relative thereto. 
School committee 
The motion to pass over did not carry 103 in the affirma-
tive 108 in the negative. 
Moved that the Town raise and appropriate an amount 
not to exceed $10,000.00. for the Sylvester School 
intercom system. 
A motion to amend the motion to raise and appropriate 
the sum of $18,000.00 for Sylvester and Cedar School 
intercommunications systems did not carry. 
A motion raise and appropriate an amount not to exceed 
$10,000 for Sylvester School intercom system did not carry 
96 in the affirmative 119 in the negative. 
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It was voted to adjourn this meeting to convene at 
the High School on Tuesday, May 15, 1990 at 7:30 P .• M. 
SO VOTED 
A TRUE COPY: ATI'EST; 
William F. Flynn, Town Clerk 
JOURNAL OF ANNUAL TOWN MEETING HELD ON 
TUESDAY, MAY 15, 1990 
The adjourned Annual Town Meeting was called to 
order at Hanover High School at 7:45 P,M, with 204 
voters present. 
ARTICLE 48. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws Chapter 44, the sum of $25,000. 
for the purchase of micro-computers and related hardware 
and software to be used in classroom instruction in the 
Hanover Schools, or take any other action relative 
thereto. 
School Committee 
VOTED: That the Town raise and appropriate the sum of 
$12,500 for this purpose. Said funds to be expended at the 
direction of the School Committe. 
ARTICLE 49. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, or appropriate from available funds, the sum 
of $61,000. for design and construction to improve the 
safety of three intersections at Broadway/Cross Street, 
Broadway/Elm Street, Hanover/Center/Main Streets, or take 
any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Selectmen 
VOTED; That this article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 50. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $100,000. 
to install drainage, reclaim foundation, reshape and 
surface Main street from Grove Street to Center Street and 
Center Street from Main street to Hanover Street, the work 
to be accomplished at the direction of the Board of Public 
Works, or take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED: That this article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 51. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws Chapter 44, the sum of $100,000. 
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to install drainage, reclaim foundation, reshape and 
surface Whiting Street from Webster Street to Old School 
House Lane, the work to be accomplished at the direction 
of the Board of Public Works, or take any other action 
relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY: That the sum of $100,000 be hereby 
appropriated for the reconstruction of Whiting Street from 
Webster Street to Old Schoolhouse Lane with permanent 
pavement, including installing drainage, reclaiming 
foundation, reshaping and resurfacing, this work to be 
accomplished at the direction of the Board of Public 
Works, and that to raise this appropriation the Treasurer, 
with the approval of the Board of Selectmen, is authorized 
to borrow not exceeding $100,000 under and pursuant to 
Chapter 44, Section 7(5), of the General Laws, or any 
other enabling authority, and to issue bonds or notes of 
the Town therefore. 
ARTICLE 52. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $140,000. 
to reclaim the foundation, reshape and apply a new 3-1/2 
inch thick Bituminous Concrete surface to Center Street 
from its intersection with Hanover Street to its 
intersection with Grove Street, work to be accomplished at 
the direction of the Board of Public Works, or take any 
other action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED: That this article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 53. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $55,000. 
to apply a 1-1/2 inch Bituminous Concrete overlay to the 
surface of Broadway from the Norwell town line to a point 
200 feet beyond its intersection with Elm Street, and 
Washington Street from its intersection with Broadway to 
its intersection with Rockland Street, the work to be 
accomplished at the direction of the Board of Public 
Works, or take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED; That this article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 54. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $45,000. 
to repair existing drainage and add to existing drainage 
and apply a 1-1/2 inch overlay to Woodland Drive from its 
intersection with Curtis Road to Dillingham Way, and to 
Dillingham Way from its intersection with Woodland Drive 
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to a point 100 feet beyond its intersection with Old Town 
Way and on Old Town Way 100 feet each North and South of 
its intersection with Dillingham Way, work to be 
accomplished at the direction of the Board of Public 
Works, .or take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED: That this article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 55. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $65,000. 
to resurface the following streets with Chip-Seal surface 
prior to which failures in existing surfaces will be 
corrected and existing surface leveled for the distances 
shown: 
Laurie Lane 
Ponderosa Drive 
Vine Street 
Bardin Street 
Deborah Road 
Hickory Lane 
Hawthorne Road 
Broad Oak Way 
2,550 
1,200 
1,000 
2,250 
1,000 
850 
550 
1,050 
feet 
feet 
feet 
feet 
feet 
feet 
feet 
feet 
All work to be accomplished at the direction of the Board 
of Public works, or take any other action relative 
thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY: That the sum of $65,000 be hereby 
ap~ropriated to resurface the following streets with 
Chip-seal surface, being permanent pavement of lasting 
character, prior to which failures in the existing 
surfaces will be corrected and existing surfaces leveled 
for approximately the distances shown: 
Laurie Lane 2,550 feet 
Ponderosa Drive 1,200 feet 
Vine Street 1,000 feet 
Bardin Street 2,250 feet 
Deborah Road 1,000 feet 
Hickory Lane 850 feet 
Hawthorne Road 550 feet 
Broad Oak Way 1,050 feet 
All such work to be accomplished at the direction of the 
Board of Public Works, and that to raise this 
appropriation the Treasurer, with the approval of the 
Board of Selectmen, is authorized to borrow not exceeding 
$65,000 under and pursuant to Chapter 44, Section 7(5), of 
the Gener~l Laws, or any other enabling authority, and to 
issue bonds or notes of the Town therefore. 
ARTICLE 56. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
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under Mass. General Laws·chapter 44, the sum of $150,000. 
for the purpose of designing, purchasing and installing an 
elevator including other modifications of handicapped 
access at Hanover High School, or take any other action 
relative thereto. 
School Committee 
VOTED OHAHNIMOUSLY: That the sum of $120,000 be hereby 
appropriated for the purpose of designing, purchasing, and 
installing an elevator, including other remodeling or 
extraordinary repairs for handicap~ed access at Hanover 
High School; and that to raise this appropriation the 
Treasurer, with the approval of the Board of Selectmen, is 
authorized to borrow not exceeding $120,000 under and 
pursuant to Chapter 44, Section 7(3A), of the General 
Laws, or any other enabling authority, and to issue bonds 
or notes of the Town therefore. 
ARTICLE 57. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds,(water 
revenue) or borrow under Mass •. General Laws, the sum of 
$100,000. to carry out the requirements of the changes to 
310 CMR 22.21 by Compiling Data, Aquifer Delineation and 
Mapping, Pumping Tests, Aquifer and Zone of contribution 
modeling to make a Final Zone I,II,III Mapping of the 
existing groundwater supply and perform a Review of 
Potential Contamination Sources, all work at the direction 
of the Board of Public Works or take any other action 
relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED: That this article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 58. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from availabe funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $10,000. 
to convert the heating system at the DPW garage to burn 
waste oil, the work to be at the direction of the Board of 
Public Works, or take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED: That this Article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 59. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $43,000. 
for the purpose of replacing and/or modifying through 
purchase or lease/purchase, firefighter self-contained 
breathing a~paratus or air packs,under the direction of 
the Fire Chief, or take any other action relative thereto. 
Fire Department 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY: That the sum of $43,000 be hereby 
appropriated for the purpose of purchasing firefighter 
self-contained breathing apparatus or air pack, under the 
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direction of the Fire Chief, and that to raise this 
appropriation the Treasurer, with the approval of the 
Board of Selectmen, is authorized to borrow not exceeding 
$43,000 under and pursuant to Chapter 44, Section 7(9), of 
the General Laws, or any other enabling authority, and to 
issue bonds or notes of the Town therefore. 
ARTICLE 60. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $20,000. 
to construct a siphon on the Hackett's Pond Dam to control 
the level of the pond and protect the dam, the work to be 
at the direction of the Board of Public Works, or take any 
other action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED; That this Article be passed over. 
Motion to reconsider Article 42 so VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
Under Health & Sanitation two line items - Transfer 
Station Payroll - Transfer Station Expenses. 
Moved that the Transfer Station Payroll be increased 
to $76,132.00 and the Transfer Station Expenses be 
decreased to $625,022.00 SO VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
ARTICLE 61. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $12,000. 
to replace the garage doors on the High School, Field 
House, and Middle School, or take any other action 
relative thereto. 
School Committee 
VOTED; That this article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 62. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate or appropriate from available funds, the sum 
of $25,000. to do needed painting on the interior and 
exterior of several schools, or take any other action 
relative thereto. 
School Committee 
VOTED: That this article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 63. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, or appropriate from available funds, the sum 
of $149,500. for the continuation of the Route 53 
improvement project, and to fund the Engineering and 
Design costs for Phases II and III of said project, or 
take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Selectmen 
VOTED; That this article be passed over. 
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ARTICLE 64. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, or appropriate the 
sum of $23,000. so as to allow for the purpose of updating 
the Central Town Hall Computer Sfstem, by purchase or 
lease/purchase, under the direction of the Municipal 
Finance Department, or take any other action relative 
thereto. 
Municipal Finance Director 
Board of Assessors 
Tax Collector 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY: That the sum of $23,000 be herby 
appropriated for the purchase of computer hardware and 
software so as to update the Central Town Ball Computer 
Systems, under the direction of the Municipal Finance 
Department, and that to raise this appropriation the 
Treasurer, with the approval of the Board of Selectmen, is 
authorized to borrow not exceeding $23,000 under and 
~ pursuant to Chapter 44, Section 7(28) and (29), of the 
General Laws, or any other enabling authority, and to 
issue bonds or notes of the Town therefor. 
ARTICLE 65. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $15,000. 
for extraordinary repairs and improvements to the Town 
Hall, or take any other action relative thereto. 
< Board of Selectmen 
VOTED: That this article be passed over 
ARTICLE 66. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $12,000. 
to purchase a new pickup truck with tool carrier and body 
liner, purchasing and equipping to be at the direction of 
the Board of Public Works, who are authorized to trade in 
the 1980 Chevrolet pick up truck, or take any other action 
relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY: That the Town raise and appropriate 
$12,000 to purchase and equip a new pick-up truck, and 
trade the 1980 Chevrolet pick-up truck. Said funds to be 
expended at the direction of the Board of Public Works. 
ARTICLE 67. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $72,000. 
to purchase and equip a new 38,000 GVW Diesel Powered Dump 
Truck with central hydraulic system, frame and snow plow, 
and demountable stainless steel sand spreader with calcium 
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chloride applicator, said purchasing and equipping to be 
at the direction of the Board of Public Works, who are 
authorized to trade in the 1973 International dump truck 
and chassis, or take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY: That the sum of $72,000 be herby 
appropriated to purchase and equip a new 38,000 GVW 
Diesel Powered Dump Truck with central hidraulic system, 
frame and snow plow, and demountable sta lnless steel sand 
spreader with calcium chloride apilicator, said purchase 
and equipping to be at the direction of the Board of 
PUblic Works who are authorized to trade in the 1973 
International dump truck and chassis in connection 
therewith, and that to raise this appropriation the 
Treasurer, with the approval of the Board of Selectmen, is 
authorized to borrow not exceeding $72,000 under and 
pursuant to Chapter 44, Section 7(28) and (29), of the 
General Laws, or any other enabling authority, and to 
issue bonds or notes of the Town therefor. 
ARTICLE 68. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $100,000. 
to purchase and equip a 3-1/2 yard capacity all-wheel 
drive loader, purchasing and equipping to be at the 
direction of the Board of PUblic Works, or take any other 
action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED; That this article be passed over. 
ARTICLE 69. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws Chapter 44, and or appropriate 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, Section 53, from 
Fire or Physical Damage Insurance, the sum of $32,000. to 
purchase and equip two (2) 1990 Sedan 4 door type marked 
Police cruisers. Said purchasing and equipping to be 
under the direction of the Chief of Police and the Board 
of Selectmen, or take any other action relative thereto. 
Police Department 
We move that the Town vote to appropriate $32,162, of 
which $22,000 shall be raised, and $10,162 shall be 
appropriated under MGL Chapter 44, Sec. 53 from Fire and 
Physical Damage imsurance, for the purpose of purchasing 
and equippini two (2) new sedan 4 door marked police 
cruisers. Said purchasing and equipping to be done at the 
direction of the Police Chief and the Board of Selectmen. 
A motion to amend the Advisory Boards motion to read: 
Moved that the Town appropriate $32,162.00 to the Public 
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Safety Vehicle Account etc. SO VOTED 
Motion as Amended SO VOTED UNANIMOUSLY 
ARTICLE 70. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $80,000. 
for the purpose of refurbishing and equipping a 1981 Ford 
1000 G.P.M. pumping engine, through purchase or 
lease/purchase, under the direction of the Fire Chief, or 
take any other action relative the~eto. 
Fire Department 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY: That the sum of $80,000 be hereby 
appropriated for rehabilitating a 1981 1,000 G.P.M. 
pumping engine. under the direction of the Fire Chief, 
and that to raise this appropriation the Treasurer, with 
the approval of the Board of Selectmen, is authorized to 
borrow not exceeding $80,000 under and pursuant to Chapter 
44, Section 7(9A) of the General Laws, or any other 
enabling authority, and to issue bonds or notes of the 
Town therefor. 
ARTICLE 71. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Mass. General Laws Chapter 44, the sum of $175,000. 
for the purpose of acquiring and equipping a 1,250 g.p.m. 
pumping engine, through purchase or lease/purchase, and 
authorize the transfer of a present 1975 Ford pumping 
engine chassis to the Department of Public Works, under 
the direction of the Fire Chief, or take any other action 
relative thereto. 
Fire Department 
VOTED; That this article be passed over 
ARTICLE 72. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of 
$54,000. to purchase 2 new 4-wheel drive, 1-ton dump 
trucks with snow plow and frame, purchasing and equipping 
to be done at the direction of the Board of Public Works, 
who are authorized to trade in the 1982 Ford 1-ton dump 
truck, and the 1977 Ford 1-ton dump truck, or take any 
other action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED UNANIMOUSLY: That the sum of $27,000 be hereby 
appropriated to purchase one (1) new 4-wheel drive, 1-ton 
dump truck with snow plow and frame, the purchase to be 
done at the direction of the Board of Publoc Works, who 
are authorized to trade in the 19 Ford 1-ton dump truck 
in connection therewith, and that to raise this 
appropriation the Treasurer, with the approval of the 
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Board of Selectmen, is authorized to borrow not exceeding 
$27,000 under and pursuant to Chapter 44, Section 7(9) of 
the General Laws, or any other enabling authority, and to 
issue bonds or notes of the Town therefor. 
ARTICLE. 73. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate froa available funds, or borrow 
under Kass. General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of $12,800. 
to purchase an all Hydraulic Stainless Steel Sand Spreader 
and central hydraulic system for mounting with quick 
connecting fixtures in an existin9 dump truck, purchasing 
and equipping to be done at the direction of the Board of 
Public Works, or take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED: That this article be passed over 
ARTICLE 74. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of 
$18,000. to purchase a used truck chassis to replace the 
1976 International Sander Chassis, purchasing and 
equipping to be at the direction of the Board of Public 
Works, who are authorized to trade in the 1966 
International Sander Truck chassis, or take any other 
action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED: That the Town raise and appropriate the sum of 
$18,000 for the purpose of purchasing a used truck chassis 
to replace the 1976 International Sander Chassis. 
Purchasing to be at th~ direction of the Board of Public 
Works, who are authorized to trade in a 1966 International 
Sander Truck Chassis. 
ARTICLE 75. To see i~ the Town will appropriate, as one 
sum, for the use of the Trustees of the John CUrtis Free 
Library, the sum of $3,275.95, now in the Unreserved Fund 
Balance Account, representing fines received by the 
Library during Fiscal Year 1989, or take any action 
relative thereto. 
Trustees of the John CUrtis Free Library 
VOTED: That the Town appropriate from the Unreserved Fund 
Balance the sum of $3,275.95, representing fines received 
by the John eurtis Free Library during FY89. 
ARTICLE 76. To see if the Town will vote.to raise and 
·appropriate, appropriate from available funds, or borrow 
under Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 44, the sum of 
$10,000. to replace the front jacking post on the Gilbarco 
Two Post Lift at the Ames Way Garage, including the 
hydraulic piping, provide epoxy coating, and catalytic 
protection, rebuilding valves and hydraulic pump, and 
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refinishing concrete floor with added drains, the work to 
be done at the direction of the Board of Public Works, or 
take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED; That the Town raise and aipropriate the sum of 
$10,000 to replace the front jacking post of the Gilbarco 
Two Post Lift. Replacement to be at the direction of the 
Board of Public Works. 
ARTICLE 77. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate 
from available funds (Water revenues) the sum of $40,000. 
for the purpose of testing, replacing and modifying water 
meters and remote reading devices, to be carried out at 
the direction of the Board of Public Works, or take any 
other action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED; That the Town appropriate from Water Revenue the 
sum of $40,000 for the purpose of testing, replacing and 
modifying Water Meters and remote reading devices. This 
to be at the direction of the Board of Public Works. 
ARTICLE 78. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate 
from available funds (Water Revenues) the sum of $100,000. 
for further development of water supplies found by 
exploration during FY89, including long term pumping 
tests, hydrological investigation, mapping, laboratory 
testing, and engineering to obtain approval of the 
supplies found for use as drinking water, the work to be 
carried out at the direction of the Board of Public Works, 
or take any other action relative thereto. 
Board of Public Works 
VOTED; That the Town appropriate from Water Revenue the 
sum of $100,000 for further development of water supplies. 
This work to be carried- out by the Bo~rd of Public Works. 
ARTICLE 79. To see if the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate or appropriate from available funds the sum of 
$1,500. for the Plymouth County Raie Crisis Center, 
Brockton, Mass., for services provided in Fiscal Year, 
1990-1991, or take any other action relative thereto. 
By Petition 
VOTED; That this article be passed over 
ARTICLE 80. To see if the Town will vote to transfer a 
sum of money from the Unreserved Fund Balance to the 
Stabilization Fund, or take any other action relative 
thereto. 
Advisory Committee 
Board of Selectmen 
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VOTED: That the Town transfer from the Unreserved Fund 
Balance the sum of $25,000 to the Stabilization Fund. 
ARTICLE 81. To see if the Town will vote to approve the 
amount ~f $5,000,000 debt authorized, or to be authorized, 
by vote of the South Shore Regional School District 
Cmmittee, for the purpose of constructing, 
reconstructing,adding to, equipping, remodeling and making 
extraordinary repairs to the Regional School in Hanover. 
Board.of Selectmen 
VOTED tJHANIMOUSLY: That the amount of $5,000,000.00 debt 
authorized by vote of the South Shore Regional School 
District Committee adopted on April 23, 1990 for the 
purpose of constructing, reconstructing, adding to, 
equipping, remodeling and making extraordinary repairs 
to the Regional School in Hanover is hereby approved 
and that this debt be approved and undertaken subject 
to approval by the Department of Education to fund 75% 
of the cost. 
Mr. Lewald thanked the tellers for their help counting 
during this town meeting. 
Motion to dissolve Town Meeting at 9:30 P.M. was 
SO VOTED 
A TRUE COPY ATTEST; 
William F. Flynn, Town Clerk 
TOWN ELECTION 
JOURNAL FOR ANNUAL ELECTION HELD SATURDAY, 
MAY 12, 1990 
At 8:00 A.M. on Saturday, May 12, 1990 the adjourned 
Annual Town Meeting convened at the Hanover High School 
for the Election of Officers. The Town Clerk read Article 
82 from the Warrant as follows: 
To bring in their votes for each of the following: 
For a term of five years: One Planning Board Member 
one Housing Authority Member 
For a term of three years: one Selectman 
One Assessor 
Two School Committee Members 
one Board of Health Member 
One Brd. of Pub. Works Member 
One Trustee for Public Library 
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For a term of one year: One Moderator 
The following election officers were in attendance, having 
been previously sworn in: Precinct 1: Warden, John 
Thomson; Deputy Warden, June Bergeron; Clerk, William 
Kelly; Deputy Clerk, Lois O'Donnell; Inspectors, Priscilla 
Maxwell, Richard Powers, Marilyn Pratt and Maureen Roach; 
Deputy Inspector, Lawrence Slaney. Precinct 2: Warden, 
D. Toby Lyons; Deputy Warden, Leslie Molyneaux; Clerk, 
Joseph B. Hannigan; Deputy Clerk, Mary 11. Dill; 
Inspectors, Barbara Smith, Margaret Powers and Valeria 
Ze110tel. Precinct 3: Warden, Stephen Richardson; Deputy 
Warden, Shirley Blanchard; Clerk, Elizabeth Crawford; 
Deputy Clerk, Karie Forry; Inspectors, Edith Bates, 
Thelma Litchfield, Donna Hoadley, Jennie Salines and 
Caraine Salines. 
The ballot boxes were opened, inspected, found empty 
and the -indicator showing zero before being locked. 
The keys were handed to the Police Officer in charge, 
who later turned them over to his relief who retained 
them until the close of the polls. 
Ballot Box #2 jammed once causing the count to be off 
by one. 
The polls were declared open and remained open until 
8:00 P.M. 
The following tellers, being sworn in, reported to count 
the ballots at 8:00 P.M. Precinct 1: John Sarson, Joan 
DuBois, Marc DuBois, Nancy Sage, Maryanne Sullivan, 
Meredith Scozzari, Joan Giroux, Maureen Walker, Joel 
O'Brien and James O'Donnell. Precinct 2: Lorrimer 
Armstrong, June Titus, Robert Moodie, Virginia Moodie, 
Laura Deluse, Charles Bradford, Doro~hy MacDonald, Ann 
Wilson, Marie Ebersole, John Ebersole and Diane Campbell. 
Precinct 3: John Goldthwait, J. David Guenard, Brian 
Hickey, John Libertine, Susan Lee, Nancy Sue Lee, Edward 
Mcvinney, Ronald Walker, Michael O'Malley and Walter 
McDonough. 
The results of the balloting was as follows: 
Precinct 1: 
Precinct 2: 
Precinct 3: 
Total Ballots Cast 
Absentee Ballots 
Precinct 1: 
Precinct 2: 
1401 
1218 
1251 
3870 
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Precinct 3: 51 
Total Absentee Ballots included 161 
Pree. 1 Pree. 2 Pree. 3 Total 
SELECTMAN (FOR 3 YEARS) 
Margaret K. Morris 939 822 818 2579 
scatterings 14 7 6 27 
Blanks 448 389 427 1264 
ASSESSORS (FOR 3 YEARS) 
Geralds. CUlhane 972 869 876 2717 
Blanks 429 349 375 1153 
SCHOOL COMMITTEE (FOR 3 YEARS) 
Harlan I. Stone 514 458 467 1439 
Jane Estabrooks 839 762 719 2320 
William J. Murphy, III 282 235 258 775 
Patricia M. Wolongevicz 727 612 660 1999 
scattering 1 1 
Blanks 439 369 398 1206 
BOARD OF HEALTH (FOR 3 YEARS) 
Theodore J. O'Toole 986 864 913 2763 
scattering 1 1 
Blanks 415 353 338 1106 
TRUSTEE FOR PUBLIC LIBRARY (FOR 3 YEARS) 
Janet M. Cole 1031 911 929 2871 
Blanks 370 307 322 999 
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS (FOR 3 YEARS) 
Henry J. Matthews 975 848 872 2695 
scattering 1 1 
Blanks 425 370 379 1174 
PLANNING BOARD (FOR 5 YEARS) 
Marjorie Abbot 594 564 540 1698 
Robert Ferguson 715 555 605 1875 
Blanks 92 99 106 297 
HOUSING AUTHORITY (FOR 5 YEARS) 
Viola A. Ryerson 952 857 844 2653 
Scatterings 2 2 
Blanks 447 361 407 1215 
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MODERATOR (FOR ONE YEAR) 
George H. Lewald 
Scattering 
Blanks 
BALLOT QUESTION #1 
976 
1 
424 
888 
330 
878 
373 
Shall the Town of Hanover be allowed to assess an 
additional $1,050,000. in Real Estate and Personal 
Property Taxes for the following purposes: 
2742 
1 
1127 
General Government - $50,843.; Protection of Persons and 
Property - $74,854.; Public School -Special Education 
$500,000.; Department of PU.blic Works - $62,500.; Health 
& Sanitation - $311,179.; Interest & Maturing Debt -
$13,200.; Parks & Recreation - $5,400.; 
Library - $7,429.; Unclassified - $24,595. 
TOTAL - $1,050,000. 
for the Fiscal Year beginning July First, Nineteen Hundred 
and Ninety? 
YES 
NO 
BLANKS 
BALLOT QUESTION #2 
730 
666 
5 
643 
572 
3 
635 
612 
4 
2008 
1850 
12 
Shall the Town purchase additional group life and 
accidental death and dismemberment insurance for employees 
in accordance with the provisions of Chapter Thirty-two B 
of the General Laws, with no premium contribution by the 
Town? 
YES 
NO 
BLANKS 
BALLOT QUESTION #3 
788 
537 
76 
696 
459 
63 
711 
490 
50 
2195 
1486 
189 
Shall the Town pay one-half of a premium for group 
accidental death insurance for Policemen and Firemen who 
are killed, or who die, from accidental injuries received 
in the performance of their duties, with such employee 
paying the remaining one-half, and shall the Town also pay 
a subsidiary or additional rate? 
YES 855 761 761 2377 
NO 478 402 433 1313 
BLANKS 68 55 57 180 
VOTED: That the meeting adjourn at 1:00 A.M. 
A TRUE COPY ATTEST: 
William F. Flynn, Town Clerk 
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WARRANT FOR STATE PRIMARY HELD ON TUESDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 18, 1990 
PLYMOU'tll, SS. 
To either of the Constables of the Tovn of 
Hanover Greeting: 
In the name of the commonwealth you are hereby 
required to notify and warn the inhabitants of said town 
who are qualified to vote in the Primaries to meet in 
Hanover High School, Cedar street, TUesday, the Eighteenth 
Day of September, 1990 at 6:0o o'clock A.H. to a:oo P.M. 
for the following purposes: 
To bring in their votes to the Primary Officers for 
the Bomination of Candidates of Political Parties for the 
following offices: 
SEHATOR IN CONGRESS 
GOVBIUJOR 
LIBUTBRANT GOVERNOR 
ATTORHBY GENERAL 
SECRETARY OP STATE 
TRBASORBR 
AUDITOR 
RBPRBSBNTATIVE IN CONGRESS 
COUBCILLOR 
For this Commonwealth 
For this Commonwealth 
Por this Commonwealth 
For this commonwealth 
For this commonwealth 
Por this Commonwealth 
SBRATOR IN GENERAL COURT 
RBPRBSBNTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT 
DISTRICT ATTORNEY 
For this commonwealth 
Tenth congressional Dist. 
Tenth councillor District 
Plymouth Senatorial Dist. 
Fifth Plymouth Rep. Dist. 
For Plymouth District 
REGISTER OP ~ROBATE Por Plymouth County 
COUliTY TREASURER For Plymouth county 
COUliTY COMMISSIONER Por Plymouth county 
The polls will be open from 6:00 A.M. to a:oo P.M. 
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your 
doings thereon at the time and place of said meeting. 
Given under our hands this 10th day of September, A.O., 
1990. 
A TRUE COPY ATTEST; 
signed: Thomas F. Hayes, Constable 
Hanover, September 10, 1990 
signed: A. Donald Deluse 
Robert x. White 
Margaret M. Morris 
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RETURN OF WARRANT FOR STATE PRIMARY HELD TUESDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 18, 1990 
To Whom It May Concern: 
I have this day September 10,1990 served the posting 
of the state Primary warrant to the following locations in 
the Town of Hanover. Meeting to be held at the Hanover 
High School, Cedar Street, Hanover, Hass. at &:oo A.H. to 
8:00 P.H •• 
Center Fire station 
N. Hanover Fire station 
s. Hanover Fire station 
w. Hanover Fire station 
Hanover Fire station 
Drinkwater Fire station 
Police Station 
Town Ball 
Town Gas Pwnp 
Myette•s country Store 
Legion Hall 
Tedeschi Food store 
w. Hanover Post Office 
Hanover Post Office 
Angelo.s Market (Purity) 
Assinippi General store 
Robert's Food Mart 
Joe's Coffee Shop 
Cardinal Cushing Housing 
Legion Housing 
Hanover Bowladrome 
Doran•s Ice cream Stand 
V. F. W. Hall 
Hanover Grange 
Mary Lou•s News 
Signed: Thomas F. Hayes 
Constable of Hanover 
JOURNAL FOR STATE PRIMARY HELD TUESDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 18, 1990 
The meeting for the State Primary was called to 
order TUesday, September 18, 1990 at &:oo o'clock A.M. 
by William F. Flynn. The following election officers 
having been previously sworn were present. Precinct 1: 
Warden, John Thomson; Deputy Warden, Alison Stoddard; 
Clark, William Kelly; Deputy Clerk, Jennie T. Salines; 
Inspectors, Robert Moodie, Virginia Moodie, Maureen 
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Roach and Lawrence Slaney. Precinct 2: Warden, Wallace 
Lindquist; Deputy warden, Leslie J. Molyneaux; Clerk, 
Joseph B. Bannigna; Deputy Clerk, Mary Dill; Inspectors, 
Douglas Perry, Ann Wilson, Barbara smith and Maryann 
Sullivan. Precinct 3: warden, Stephen Richardson; Deputy 
Warden,· David Lyon; Clerk, Valeria zemotel; Deputy Clerk, 
Maria Porry; xnspectors, Edith Bates, Thelma Litchfield, 
Shirley Blanchard, Josephine Kendrigan and William 
Kichaelowski. 
The ballot boxes were inspected and found empty. 
All three ballot boxes jammed and recorded incorrect 
amounts. The number of spoiled ballots are 4. 
After being locked the keys were turned over to the 
Police Officer in charge. The polls were declared 
open and remained open until 8:0o P.M. when it was 
voted they be closed. 
The following tellers were sworn to the faithful 
performance of their duties: Precinct 1: Joan Giroux, 
Donna Hoadley, Walter McDonough, John Goldthwait, Lisa 
Vernava, Lois Kendall, Thomas Harrison, Edward Mcvinney, 
Dannielle Duchaney. June Bergeron, Barbara Stone, Nancy 
saga, Edward K. Hannigan and June Titus. Precinct 2: 
Anthony Krupa, Diane Campbell, Jean MacFadgen, Michael 
O'Kalley, Joel O'Brien, Lorrimer Armstrong, Judy Armstrong 
Pamela Ferguson, Barbara Robison, Andrew Corwin, Nancy 
sue Lee, John Sarson, Maureen Walker and J. David Guenard. 
Precinct 3: James O'Donnell, Richard Eaton, Lorine 
Bergeron, Susan Lee, Nancy Mcvinney, Marilyn Pratt, 
Priscilla Maxwell, John P.Ebersole, Marie Ebersole, 
Charles DuBois, Joan DuBois and Ronald Walker. 
The results of the balloting was as follows: 
PREC. 1 PREC. 2 PREC. 3 TOTAL 
Total Number of Votes Cast 1530 1283 1370 4183 
Total Absentee Ballots inc. 35 28 22 85 
Total Democratic Votes 978 821. 894 2693 
Total Republican Votes 552 462 476 1490 
DEMOCRATIC PARTY VOTE 
PREC. 1 PREC. 2 PREC. 3 TOTAL 
SENATOR IN CONGRESS 
John F. Kerry 639 530 591 1760 
Blanks 339 291 303 933 
GOVBRHOR 
Francis x. Bellotti 308 259 266 833 
Evelyn F. Murphy 13 13 18 44 
John Silber 635 521 587 1743 
Blanks 22 28 23 73 
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LIBUTBHANT GOVERNOR 
Marjorie O'Neill Clapprood 378 323 356 1057 
William B. Golden 467 380 409 1256 
Nicholas A. Paleologos 88 68 80 236 
Blanks 45 50 49 144 
PRBC. 1 PUC. 2 PRBC. 3 TOTAL 
AftORBBY GDERAL 
James x. Shannon 400 316 353 1069 
L. Scott Barshl>arger 519 446 478 1443 
Blanks 59 59 63 181 
SBCRBTARY OP STATE 
Jlichael Joseph Connolly 650 508 579 1737 
Blanks 328 313 315 956 
TRBASURER 
William Francis Galvin 502 398 491 1391 
George Jtavarian 240 194 179 613 
Dick Kraus 156 140 141 437 
Blanks 80 89 83 252 
AUDITOR 
A. Joseph DeNucci 668 507 566 1741 
Blanks 310 314 328 952 
RBPRBSDJTATIVB IN CONGRESS 
........ 
Garry B. Studds 605 516 610 1731 
Blanks 373 305 284 962 
COUNCILLOR 
Pater L. Blley 602 494 551 1647 
Blanks 376 327 343 1046 
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT 
Michael c. Creedon 636 499 568 1703 
Blanks 342 322 326 990 
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT 
Paul L. Cusick, Jr. 286 188 279 753 
Janet w. O'Brien 663 596 589 1848 
~ Blanks 29 37 26 92 
I 
r 
DISTRICT ATTORNEY 
William C. O'Malley 651 520 599 1770 
Blanks 327 301 295 923 
REGISTER OP PROBATE 
John J. Daley 620 497 566 1683 
Blanks 358 324 328 1010 
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COUNTY TREASURER 
John F. KcLellan 623 495 572 1690 
Blanks 355 326 322 1003 
COUNTY COMMISSIONER 
Kavin R. Donovan 631 501 592 1724 
Blanks 347 320 302 969 
REPUBLICAN PARTY VOTES 
SENATOR IN CONGRESS 
Danial •• Daly 265 232 203 700 
Jim Rappaport 242 1.91 223 656 
Blanks 45 39 so 1.34 
GOVERNOR 
Steven D. Pierce 232 207 203 642 
William F. Weld 31.5 249 269 833 
Blanks 5 6 4 15 
LIEOTBNANT GOVERNOR 
Argeo Paul Cellucci 314 250 250 814 
Pater G. Torkildsen 193 167 1.73 533 
Blanks 45 45 53 1.43 
PREC. 1. PREC. 2 PREC. 3 TOTAL 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
Guy A. Carbone 240 194 219 653 
William. c. sawyer 232 193 1.88 613 
Blanks 80 75 69 224 ~ 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
Paul McCarthy 411 332 338 1081. 
Blanks 141 1.30 1.38 409 
TREASURER 
Joseph D. Malone 477 385 384 1246 
Blanks 75 77 92 244 
AUDITOR 
Douglas J. Murray 401 325 337 1063 
Blanks 151 137 139 427 
r 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS ~ 
Jon L. Bryan 414 324 337 1075 
Blanks 138 138 139 415 
COUNCILLOR 
scattering 1 1 2 
Blanks 552 4 61. 475 1488 
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT 
Anthony v. Gauquier 391 312 330 1033 
Blanks 161 150 146 457 
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REPRESER'l'ATIVE IN GENERAL COORT 
Horman T. Buitta 446 359 357 1162 
Blanlts 106 103 119 328 
DIS'!RICT ATTORNEY 
Blanlts 552 462 476 1490 
RBGISTBR OF PROBATE 
Blanlts 552 462 476 1490 
____, 
COUBTY TREASURER 
Blanlts S52 462 476 1490 
COUBTY COMMISSIONER 
Ro):)ert J. stone 395 308 330 1033 
Blanlts 157 154 146 4S7 
Keating adjourned at 12:00 midnight. 
A TRUE COPY ATTEST; 
William F. Flynn 
Town Clerk 
' 
;, 
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WARRANT FOR STATE ELECTION HELD ON TUESDAY 
NOVEMBER 6. 1990 
PLYMOUTH, SS. 
To either of the Constables of the Town of 
Hanover. GREETING; 
In the name of the Commonwealth you are hereby required 
to notify and warn the inhabitants of said town who are 
qualified to vote in the Elections to meet in Precincts 
1, 2, J at Hanover High School, Cedar Street, Tuesday, 
November 6, 1990 at 6 o'clock A.M. to 8:00 P.M. for 
the following purposes: 
To cast their votes in the State Election for the Election 
of Candidates for the following offices: 
U.S. Senator 
Governor/Lt. Governor 
Attorney General 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Auditor 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
the Commonwealth 
the Commonwealth 
the Commonwealth 
the Commonwealth 
the Commonwealth 
the Commonwealth 
Rep. in Congress 
Councillor 
10th Congressional District 
Senator in General 
Rep.in General Court 
District Attorney 
Register of Probate 
county Commissioner 
County Treasurer 
4th Councillor District 
1st Plymouth Senatorial 
5th Plymouth District 
Plymouth District 
Plymouth County 
Plymouth county 
Plymouth county 
and to vote on the following questions: 
Question 1: Abolishing the state census 
District 
Question 2: Restricting use of state consultants 
Question J: Changing laws concerning state taxes and fees 
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WARRANT FOR STATE ELECTION HELD ON TUESDAY 
NOVEMBER 6, 1990 
Question 4: Changing requirements for political parties 
and candidates 
Question 5: Allocating state aid to cities and towns 
Question 6: Free and equal broadcast time for candidates 
The polls will be open from 6:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. 
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your 
doings thereon at the time and place of said meeting. 
Given under our hands this 30th day of October, A.O. 1990 
A TRUE COPY. ATTEST; 
Signed: A. Donald Deluse 
Robert K. White 
Margaret M. Morris 
Signed: Paul Newcomb, Constable 
October 30, 1990 
RETURN OF WARRANT FOR STATE ELECTION HELD ON 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1990 
I have this day, October 30, 1990, posted the state 
Election Warrants for the state Election to be held 
Tuesday, November 6,1990 at 6:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. at the 
Hanover High School, Cedar Street, Hanover, Mass. at the 
following locations in the Town of Hanover: 
Center Fire Station 
N. Hanover Fire Station 
s. Hanover Fire Station 
w. Hanover Fire Station 
Hanover Fire Station 
Drinkwater Fire Station 
Police Station 
Town Hall 
Towne Pump Gas Station 
Myette's Country Store 
American Legion Hall 
Tedeschi's Food Store 
Mary Lou's News 
Post Office 
West Hanover Post Office 
Angelo's Market 
Assinippi General store 
Robert's Food Mart 
Joe's Country Store 
cardinal Cushing Housing 
Legion Housing 
Hanover Bowladrome 
Doran's Ice Cream Stand V. F. W. Hall 
Hanover Grange 
Signed: Paul Newcomb Constable 
Town of Hanover 
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JOURNAL FOR STATE ELECTION HELD TUESDAY, 
NOVEMBER 6, 1990 
The•meeting for the State Election was called to order, 
Tuesday, November 6, 1990 at 6:00 o'clock A.M. by William 
F. Flynn. The following election officers, having been 
previously sworn, were present. Precinct 1: Warden, John 
Thomson, Deputy Warden, Wallace Lindquist; Clerk, William 
Kelly; Deputy Clerk, Jennie Salines; Inspectors, Maureen , 
Roach and Maryann Sullivan; Deputy Inspectors, Patricia 
Johnson and Allison Stoddard. Precinct 2: Warden, Leslie 
Molyneaux; Deputy Warden, Robert Moodie; Clerk, Joseph E. 
Hannigan; Deputy Clerk, Mary Dill; Inspectors, Lily Bostic 
Virginia Moodie and Barbara Smith; Deputy Inspector, Ann 
Wilson. Precinct 3: Warden, David Lyon; Deputy Warden, 
Ste~hen Richardson, Clerk, Valeria Zemotel; Deputy Clerk, 
Marie Forry; Ins~ectors, Josephine Kendrigan, Shirley 
Blanchard and Edith Bates; Deputy Inspectors, William 
Michalowski and Thelma Litchfield. 
The ballot boxes were opened, inspected, found empty and 
the indicator showing zero before being locked. Due to 
the large bulky size of the ballots all 3 ballot boxes jammed and recorded incorrect amounts •• The keys 
were handed over to the Police Officer in charge, who 
later turned them over to his relief, who retained them 
until the close of the polls. 
The following tellers were sworn to the faithful perform-
ance of their duties: Precinct 1: Jean MacFadgen, Barbara 
Robison, June Bergeron, Nancy sue Lee, Pam Ferguson, 
Marilyn Pratt, Nancy Mcvinney, Susan Lee, Priscilla 
Maxwell, John Forry, John Goldthwait, Lisa Vernava, Lorine 
Bergeron, Jr., William J. Murphy, III, Charles Dubois and 
John Ebersole. Precinct 2: Meredith Scozzari, John Morris 
Joan Giroux, Donna Hoadley, Nancy Sage, Lorrimer Armstrong 
Jr., Joel O'Brien, Judith Armstrong, Richard Murray, Joan 
Port, Martin Quinn, Edward Mcvinney, June Titus, Harry 
Billings, Pamela Duchaney and Dannielle Duchaney. 
Precinct 3: Joan DuBois, Marie Ebersole, Norman Jefferson 
Dorothy Quinn, Richard Eaton, Benjamin Kruser, Ethyle 
Kruser, J. David Guenard, John Sarson, James O'Donnell, 
Walter McDonough, Richard MacArthur, Lois Kendall, Diane 
Campbell, Beth Haight and Edward Hannigan. 
Total Number of 
Votes Cast 
Total Absentee 
Ballots included 
PRECINCT 1 PRECINCT 2 PRECINCT 3 TOTAL 
2221 1931 2030 6182 
81 80 52 213 
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SENATOR IN CONGRESS 
John F. Kerry 1048 953 963 2964 
Jim Rappaport 1086 883 975 2944 
Sca'Ctering 1 1 
Blanks 86 95 92 273 
-- GOVERNOR-LT. GOVERNOR 
Silber snd Clapprood 1026 868 892 2786 
Weld and Cellucci 1135 987 1062 3184 
Umina and DeBerry 39 40 50 129 
Blanks 21 36 26 83 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
L. Scott Harshbarger 1213 1017 1109 3339 
William c. Sawyer 906 804 813 2523 
Blanks 102 110 108 320 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
Michael J. Connolly 863 686 744 2293 
Paul McCarthy 958 834 895 2687 
Barbara F. Ahearn 265 271 249 785 
Blanks 135 140 142 417 
TREASURER 
William F. Galvin 608 524 565 1697 
Joseph D. Malone 1443 1202 1274 3919 
C. David Nash 104 117 109 330 
Blanks 66 88 82 236 
AUDITOR 
A. Joseph DeNucci 988 816 882 2686 
Douglas J. Murray 960 819 844 2623 
Steven K. Sherman 128 136 142 406 
Blanks 145 160 162 467 
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 
Gerry E. Studds 978 897 961 2836 
Jon J. Bryan 1183 984 1017 3184 
Blanks 60 50 52 162 
COUNCILLOR 
Peter L. Eleey 1300 1045 1193 3538 
Blanks 921 886 837 2644 
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT 
Michael c. Creedon 843 689 763 2295 
Anthony V. Gauquier 1175 1031 1086 3292 
Scattering 1 1 
Blanks 202 211 181 594 
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REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT 
Norman T. Buitta 967 814 872 2653 
Janet w. O'Brien 1195 1063 1080 3338 
Blanks 59 54 78 191 ' 
DISTRICT ATTORNEY 
William C. O'Malley 1422 1114 1263 3799 
Blanks 799 817 767 2383 
\ 
REGISTER OF PROBATE 
Jobn J. Daley 1341 1048 1202 3591 
Blanks 880 883 828 2591 
COtJNTY TREASURER 
John F. McLellan 1339 1052 1201 3592 
Blanks 882 879 829 1590 
COUNTY COMMISSIONER 
Kevin R. Donovan 796 693 776 2265 
Robert J. Stone 1161 964 1008 3133 
Blanks 264 274 246 784 
QUESTION 1 
Yes 1757 1507 1570 4834 
No 393 329 367 1089 
Blanks 71 95 93 259 
QUESTION 2 
Yes 1119 940 1017 3076 
No 1062 937 951 2950 
Blanks 40 54 62 156 
QUESTION 3 
Yes 1024 934 961 2919 
No 1183 987 1038 3208 
Blanks 14 10 31 55 
QUESTION 4 
Yes 1096 919 996 3011 
No 997 859 857 2713 
Blanks 128 153 177 458 
QUESTION 5 
Yes 1422 1239 1344 4005 
No 705 574 568 1847 
Blanks 94 118 118 330 
QUESTION 6 
Yes 1170 991 1059 3220 
No 948 828 815 2591 
Blanks 103 112 156 371 
- , 
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QUESTION 1 
Do ~ou approve of the adoption of an amendment to the 
constitution summarized below, which was approved by the 
General- court in joint sessions of the House of Represen-
tatives and the Senate on December 17, 1987 by a vote of 
180 to 6 and on June 11, 1990 by a vote of 186 to 6? 
The proposed constitutional amendment would repeal the 
constitutional provision that a state census be taken and 
used as the basis for determining state representative, 
senatorial and councillor districts. The proposed consti-
tutional amendment would provide that the federal census 
shall be the basis for determing such districts. 
QUESTION 2 
Do you approve of a law summarized below, on which no 
vote was taken by the Senate or House of Representatives 
before May 2, 1990? 
The proposed law would place restrictions on the state's 
use of consultants. It would place various limits on the 
amount of profit, overhead charges and expenses that the 
state could pay consultants. It would limit the duration 
of consultant contracts to two years and any extension to 
one year, and it would limit the degree to which such con-
tracts could be changed to require payments in excess of 
the original contract. The proposed law would limit to 
$100,000.00 the amount the State could pay on a consultant 
contract with an individual and would require all other 
consultant contracts in excess of $25,000.00 to be sought 
through competitive bidding. It would prohibit consultants 
from supervising State employees, and it would limit the 
use of consultants as substitutes for state employee posi-
tions. 
In addition, the proposed law would place limits on the 
total amount of money State agencies, departments and 
Authorities could spend on consultants each year. 
Subsidiary provisions would also establish a method for 
these entities to gradually come into compliance with the 
new spending limits and would give authority to the State 
Secretary of Administration and Finance, on request, to 
permit some spending in excess of the new limits. The 
proposed law would also require State agencies, depart-
ments and Authorities as well as the Secretary of Adminis-
tration and Finance to submit yearly reports concerning 
the State's consultant contracts to certain legislative 
committees and to the Inspector General. 
Finally, the proposed law provides that any of its 
provisions, if found by a court to be unconstitutional or 
otherwise unlawful, would be severed from the law and the 
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remaining provisions would continue in effect. 
QUESTION 3 
Do you approve of a law s\l]DJllarized below, on which no 
vote was taken by the Senate or the House of Representa-
tive before May 2, 1990? 
This proposed law would change the state income tax 
rate, affect language contained in certain tax provisions, 
and regulate the setting of fees by state agencies and 
authorities. 
The proposed law would set the state income tax rate on 
Part B taxable income (in general, earned income) at 
4.25% for 1991 and 4.625% for 1992, except for income from 
unemployment compensation, alimony, Massachusetts bank 
interest, rental income, pension and annuity income, and 
IRA/Keogh deductions, which would be taxed at 5%. 
The proposed law also provides that the fee imposed by 
any state agency or authority shall be no more than the 
fee that was in effect on or before June 30, 1988. The 
state Secretary of Administration would determine the 
amount to be charged for any service, registration, regu-
lation, license, fee, permit or other public function, 
except for the rates of tuition or fees at state colleges 
and universities or any fees or charges relative to the 
administration and operation of the state courts. Any in-
crease or decrease in a fee, or the establishment of any 
new fee, would require the approval of the Legislature. 
Any increase in a fee would not apply to persons 65 years 
of age or older. No state agency or authority could col-
lect any fee which exceeds the administrative costs dir-
ectly incurred by the state agency or authority to produce 
and process the application for any license or permit. 
The Secretary of Administration must report information 
concerning fees to the Legislature on an annual basis. 
The proposed law provides that for tax periods commenc-
ing on or after January 1, 1991, language in certain pro-
visions of the Massachusetts general laws relating to 
taxes shall be the same as it was on August 2, 1989, or 
the effective date of the proposed law, whichever language 
yields less tax revenue. The tax provisions affected in-
clude sections relating to the surtax on business income, 
corporate excise taxes, s corporation taxes, taxes on 
security corporations, taxes on Part A income (in general, 
unearned income), bank taxes, excise taxes on alcoholic 
beverages and cigarettes, excise taxes on deeds, estate 
taxes, payments to the Commonwealth relating to horse and 
dog racing, payments to the Commonwealth relating to box-
ing and sparring matches, taxes on utility companies, gas-
oline taxes, taxes on insurance companies, excise taxes on 
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motor vehicles, taxes on urban redevelopment corporations, 
sales tax, use tax, room occupancy excise tax, property 
taxes and taxes on proceeds from raffles and bazaars. 
The-proposed law also contains a provision that if any 
sections of the law are held to be invalid, all other 
sections of the law are to remain in effect. 
QUESTION 4 
Do you approve of a law summarized below, on which no 
was taken by the Senate or House of Representatives before 
May 2, 1990? 
This proposed law would change the state election laws 
governing the establishment of political parties and the 
nomination of candidates. 
The proposed law would allow voters to register under a 
political designation other than "Independent" and in ad-
dition to the two political parties previously recognized 
by law (Republican or Democrat), if at least fifty voters 
request to be permitted to do so. It would allow any 
group to qualify as a political party under Massachusetts 
law if at least one percent of the total number of regis-
tered voters register to vote using that group's political 
designation, or if at least three percent of the votes 
cast at the preceding election for any statewide office 
were cast for a candidate running under that group's 
political designation. 
The proposed law would set the minimum number of signa-
tures needed on inde~endent or minor party nomination 
papers for state office at one-half of one percent (1/2%) 
of the entire vote cast in the previous state election 
for governor (as compared to 2% as of 1989), and would 
also establish this number of signatures as the upper 
limit needed for major party candidates. The proposed law 
would also permit voters to· sign the nomination papers of 
anr number of candidates for the same office, would re-
quire that all blank forms to be used for nomination 
papers and initiative and referendum petitions be no 
more than 8 1/2" by 14 11 in size, and would allow signa-
tures to be collected on exact copies of those forms. 
QUESTION 5 
Do you approve of a law summarized below, on which no 
vote was taken by the Senate or the House of Represen-
tatives before May 2, 1990? 
The proposed law would regulate the distribution to cities 
and towns of the Local Aid Fund, which consists of a least 
40% of the revenue generated by the state income, sales, 
and corporate taxes, as well as the balance of the State 
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Lottery Fund. 
Subject to appropriation by the legislature, the state 
Treasurer would distribute the Local Aid Fund to cities 
and towns on a quarterly basis, and each city or town 
would receive at least the same amount of local aid it 
received in the previous fiscal year unless the total 
Local Aid Fund decreases. 
In fiscal year 1992, if there has been any increase over 
the fiscal year 1989 fund, half of the increase would be 
distributed in accordance with the·distribution formula 
used for fiscal year 1989, and half would be distributed 
to each city and town in proportion to its population. 
In each year after 1992, if the fund increases, the excess 
would be distributed through a formula devised by the 
state Secretary of Administration and Finance, with the 
advice and consent of the Local Government Advisory Com-
mittee. If the fund decreases after 1992, each town or 
city will have the amount it receives decreased by the 
same percentage. 
This proposed law also requires that the Treasurer pub-
lish an annual report about the Local Aid Fund, that the 
state Auditor publish an annual audit of the Account, and 
that the Secretary of Administration and Finance issue to 
each city and town an estimate of funds it will receive 
from the Local Aid Fund. 
Each city and town would be allowed to bring a lawsuit to 
force distribution of the account, and would be entitled 
to a late payment fee if distribution is not timely. 
QUESTION 6 
Shall radio and television broadcast outlets be required 
to give free and equal time to all certified candidates 
for public office in the commonwealth 
VOTED; That the meeting adjourn at 4:15 A.M. 
A TRUE COPY. ATTEST; 
William F. Flynn 
Town Clerk 
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JOURNAL OF RECOUNT OF STATE ELECTION 
HELD ON MONDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1990 
A recount was held at 8:00 P.M. at the Hanover Town 
Hall for the Representative in Congress race in the Fifth 
Plymouth District. Recount was held under the direction 
of the Chairman for the Board of Registrars, Nancy J. 
Goldthwait. The counters in attendance were: Marilyn 
Pratt, Priscilla Maxwell, Susan Lee, Eleanor Kimball, 
Michael O'Malley, June Bergeron, Lorine E. Bergeron, Jr. 
Donald Buckley, Lisa Vernava, John Morris, J. David 
Guenard, Joel O'Brien, James O'Donnell, Stephen 
Richardson, Walter McDonough, Joan Giroux, Jean MacFadgen 
Harry Billings, Judith Armstrong, Richard Murray, 
Lorrimer Armstrong, Jr., Judith A. Murray., Nancy Sage, 
Donna Hoadley, Lois Kendall, June Smith and Leslie 
Molyneaux. The results were as follows: 
PRECINCT 1 PRECINCT 2 PRECINCT 3 TOTAL 
Norman T. Buitta 963 808 873 2644 
Janet W. O'Brien 1199 1070 1081 3350 
Blanks 59 53 76 188 
Total 2221 1931 2030 6182 
Recount was concluded at 11:30 P.M. 
A TRUE COPY. ATTEST; 
William F. Flynn 
Town Clerk 
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REPORT OF THE REGISTRARS 
As of December 31, 1990, the Registered Voters were listed 
as follows: 
Republicans 
Democrats 
Independent High Tech 
Unenrolled 
TOTAL 
1210 
2283 
0 
3634 
7127 
The Independent High Tech is now officially a political 
party in Massachusetts. Voters enrolled in this party may 
not participate in any other party primary, and they may 
not sign nomination papers of other party candidates. 
Question 4, now chapter 269 of 1990, became law on 
December 6, and allows voters to enroll in a 11political 
designation" if fifty registered voters petition the 
Secretary to be allowed to do so. The Secretary has 
received two 11political designation" petitions for the 
designation "Libertarian, 11 and the designation "New 
Alliance Party." 
Voters who enroll under the Libertarian or New Alliance 
Party designation are not permitted to participate in 
party primaries, but they are permitted to sign the 
nomination papers of party candidates or independent 
candidates. 
The Voters list will contain the following codes for the 
currently available enrollments: "D" for Democrat; 11R11 for 
Republican; "H" for Independent High Tech; 11L11 for 
Libertarian; "N" for New Alliance Party and 11u11 for 
unenrolled. 
The Census this year showed the population of Hanover to 
be 12,200. 
Residents may register at the Town Clerk's Office daily, 
Monday through Friday during regular office hours, (8-12 
and 1-4). 
Notifications of Special Registration Sessions were 
published in the local newspapers. 
Signatures on all nomination and petition papaers were 
checked and certified when found to be correct. 
A call to the office of the Town Clerk can straighten out 
any questions regarding dates or registration, party 
affiliation, etc. (826-2691). 
Nancy Goldthwait, Chairman 
Paula Gockel 
Carmine Salines 
Sues. Kelley 
William F. Flynn, Clerk 
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REPORT OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT 
I hereby submit the following report of the Hanover Police 
Department from January 1, 1990 to December 31, 1990. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the people 
of Hanover, the Board of Selectmen, neighboring Police 
Departments, State and County Officers for their 
assistance and cooperation this past year. 
A special thanks to the members of the Hanover Police 
Department for their cooperation on a job well done. 
Respectfully submitted, 
John B. Lingley 
Chief of Police 
****************************** 
Annual court Report - 1990 
Sgt. Wayne M. Richards - court Prosecutor 
1. Days in Court ..••••.••••••••••••••••• 250 
2. Arraignments ..•..••••••••••.••••••••• 1330 
3. Arrests (including technical warrant.1060 
arrests & out of town warrant arrests) 
4. Total cases - All Court Work ••••••••• 4814 
5. Cases Cleared ..••.•..••••••••••••••••• 802 
6. Monies Collected ••••...•••••••• $77,857.25 
(Fines, District Court Fees) 
7. Monies Collected .••..•••.••••.•• $1,605.00 
(Police Reports) 
s. Monies Collected .••....•••...... $7,ooo.oo 
(Parking Tickets) 
9. Motor Vehicle Citations issued ..••••. 2437 
Firearms Licenses for 1990 
Following is the activity of the License section for 
January 1990 through December 31, 1990. 
65 Firearms Identification Cards issued at $2.00 
74 License to Carry Firearms issued at $10.00 
2 License to Sell Shotguns,Rifles,Ammunition 
Total Collected 
100 License to Carry Firearms purchased from the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts at $2.00 
Total monies turned in to the Town Treasurer 
Respectfully submitted, 
Walter L. Sweeney,Jr. 
Firearms Officer 
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MAJOR INCIDENTS FOR 1990 
Kidt:iaJ?ping ••••..•.••.••••••.•••••.•..••••••• 2 
Homicide •••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.•••••••• o 
Forcible Rape ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o 
Robbeey • ••••••••••.•••.•••••••.••••••••.•••• 5 
Aggravated Assault •••••••••.••••••••••••••• 28 
Burglary (Residence) •••••••.••••••••••••••• 61 
Burglary (Business) ••••••••.•.•••••••••.••• 49 
Larceny • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • . . • . • • • • 3 7 7 
Motor Vehicle Theft •...••••.•••••••••••••• 101 
Non-Aggravated Assault •••••.•.••••••..••••• 18 
Arson & Bombing •••.•••.••••.•••••••••••••••• 9 
Stolen Property ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7 
Vandalism ••••••••..•••.••••••••••••••••••• 344 
Weapon Violations •.••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
Prostitution •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••. o 
Sex Offenses ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 
Drug Law Violations ••••.•••••••••••••••••••• s 
Operating Under Influence of Alcohol ••••••• 32 
Violations - Liquor Laws •••••••••••••••••••• 6 
Disorderly Persons .•••••••••••••.•••••.•••• 23 
Arrest & Protective custody ••••••••••••• 1,060 
Threats . .................................. . 18 
Unlawful Possession-Burglar Tools .•••••••.•• 7 
Missing Persons •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 34 
Disturbance ••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••..•• 2 4 8 
Disturbance (Family) ••••.•••••••••••••••••• 81 
Annoying Phone Calls •••••••••..•••••••••••• 56 
Forgery and Counterfeiting •••••••...•...•••• 1 
Reported Dea th. • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • 5 
Leaving the Scene of an Accident ••••••••••• 68 
Motor Vehicle Accidents (Personal Injury).152 
Motor Vehicle Accidents (Fatal) ••••••••••••• 1 
Motor Vehicle Accidents (Property Damage).491 
Tampering with Electrical Meter •••.••••••••. o 
Total - Major Incidents for 1989 ..•...• 3,304 
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MINOR INCIDENTS - 1990 
Officer Field Investigations •••••••••••••• 229 
General Offenses •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ? 
Trespassing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 49 
Civil Complaints ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 12 
Juvenile Offenses •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 12 
Local Ordinance/Town By-law •••••••••••••••• 13 
Missing Property ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 62 
Child in Street •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 
Noise Complaint •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 66 
Suspicious Activity ••••••••••••••••••••••• 697 
General. Service ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 323 
Officer Wanted ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 52 
Escorts . ................................... 58 
Prisoner Transport •••••••••••••••••••••••• 177 
Assist Citizen •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 173 
Building Check ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 24 
Message Delivery ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 51 
Assist Other Municipal Agencies ••••••••••••• 6 
Ambulance Assist •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 447 
Medical/Mental Assist ••••••••••••••••••••••• 7 
Injured Police Officer •••••••••••••••••••••• ! 
Bur9lar Alarms ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1354 
Assist Other Departments ••••••••••••••••••• 56 
Traffic Complaints •••••••••••••••••••••••• 232 
Unlawful Operation of Motor Vehicle ••••••• 119 
Radar Assignment ••••••••••••.••••••••••••• 536 
Incapacitated Person •••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 
Fire Alarm/Assist Fire Department ••••••••• 194 
Speeding Complaints ••••••••••••••••••••••••• a 
Traffic Control ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 
Abandoned Motor Vehicle •••••••••••••••••••• 49 
Service of Summons ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 57 
Police Request for Tow ••••••••••• : •••••••• 671 
Recovered Stolen Motor Vehicle ••••••••••.•. 55 
Stolen Bicycles •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 12 
Detective Investigation .•••••••••••••••••• 219 
In-service Training .•••••.••••••••••••••• 1700 hours 
Total Number Minor Incidents-1990 -7,750 
Total -------11,054 
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EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS CENTER REPORT 
To the Board of Selectmen and the Citizens of Hanover: 
1990 was a year of changes for the Emergency 
Communications Center, -- not of responsibility, but of 
personnel. OUr supervisor-Dispatcher, Eleanor Nawazelski, 
retired after twenty-seven years of service to the Town. 
Her dedication to the safety of the citizens of Hanover 
was known and respected throughout the entire South Shore. 
We offer her our sincerest best wishes, and commend her 
for a job well done! 
The Emergency communications Center was established thirty 
years ago. Since that time, the Town has grown 
tremendously, but the staffing of the Center has remained 
unchanged. Only one dispatcher is on duty at any one 
time, to answer and respond to all incoming calls, -
Police, Fire, and other emergencies. The time has come 
when an additional dispatcher is required to efficiently 
deal with the overwhelming number of emergency calls 
during certain peak periods. 
The Committee has established a line to be used only for 
Fire Permits, thus freeing the established lines for 
emergencies only. That number is 826-7850, and should be 
called after 9:30 AM, when it is determined if it is safe 
for burning permits to be issued. 
A. Peter Davis 
Francis DiSabatino 
Eugene McNulty 
POLICE BUILDING STUDY COMMITTEE REPORT 
The problems previously outlined to the voters in two 
previous reports have not improved, but rather, in some 
instances, have gotten worse. Overcrowding, lack of 
sufficient locker space, lack of adequate bath and shower 
facilities, lack of adequate evidence storage, are a few 
of those situations. The Committee would like to move 
ahead to the planning phase of this endeavor, allowing us 
to determine the best way to solve this ongoing problem. 
We have agreed with previous Advisory committee 
recommendations that we postpone this expense until the 
fiscal climate is improved; however, we believe that in 
today's competitive design market, we can achieve 
economies that were not available to us previously. 
We therefore urge the voters to accept the advice of the 
Capital Improvement Planning Committee, and approve this 
Article. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert K. White, Chairman 
John B. Lingley, Police Chief 
Joseph Hanni9an 
Frederick Briggs 
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REPORT OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT 
To the Board of Selectmen and Citizens of Hanover: 
I hereby submit my annual report for the year ending 
December 31, 1990. 
Total number of Fire Calls: 450 
Total number of Ambulance Calls: 986 
The Department made a total of 359.inspections. 
A total of $48,939.70 in Ambulance Fees, and $4,622.89 in 
permit fees was collected during this past year. 
Fire Department training in 1990 continued to play an 
important part in keeping Firefighters and Firefighter/ 
EMT's existin9 skills sharp, as well as learning new ones. 
Monthly training sessions emphasized basic firefighting 
evolutions, specialized fire training and first aid. A 
recruit firefighting training class was held for new 
members, and most Firefignter/EMT's are now certified in 
the use of military anti-shock trousers (MAST). 
In November, the Department placed refurbished En9ine 4 
back into service as Hanover Engine 3. Located in West 
Hanover, Engine 3 increases the firefighting capabilities 
in one of the Town's most rapidly developing residential 
and industrial areas. 
This coming year, the Fire Department has submitted four 
Articles dealing with ec:plipment replacement concerning a 
new Engine 4, refurbishing of Engine 2, new Ambulance and 
a new Chief's car. All of these Articles are critical to 
maintaining a primarily "call" firefighting force. Loss 
of equipment to do the job results in loss of the 
personnel as well. The end result is the inability to 
deliver required services. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Firefighter 
Harold Smith of Company 5, who retired this year, for his 
48 years of dedicated service to our Department and the 
community. 
I wish to extend my thanks to all of the Firefighters, 
Ladies Auxiliary members, Department heads, and the 
Citizens of Hanover for their support and cooperation 
during the past year. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Stephen R. Tucker, Fire Chief 
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REPORT OF THE CIVIL DEFENSE 
To the Board of Selectmen and Citizens of Hanover: 
We submit our annual report for the year ending December 
31, 19~0. 
A total of $2,761.00 was received by the Town Treasurer 
from the Federal Emergency Management Agency to assist in 
offsetting the administrative costs of the Department. 
There were no declared emergencies·during the year, but 
the Department has continued to actively participate in 
all National, State and Local test exercises and drills. 
The Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan for the Town 
of Hanover was updated this year utilizing the 
Department's new personal computer, and through assistance 
from the Massachusetts Civil Defense Agency. 
We would like to extend our sincere thanks and 
appreciation to the various town departments and employees 
who have assisted us throughout this past year. 
Respectfully submitted, 
James A. Purcell, Director 
Albert M. Farr, Assistant Director 
Anthony G. Manna, Assistant Director 
Francis J. DiSabatino, Communications Officer 
*********** 
REPORT OF THE WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 
I hereby submit the report of Sealer of Weights and 
Measures for the period January 1, 1990 to December 31, 
1990. 
I have inspected, adjusted and sealed as required: 
71 Scales 
136 Motor Fuel Dispensers 
3 sets of Apothecary Weights & Balances 
9 Avoirdupois Weights 
Fees collected & returned to Town Treasurer - $931.00 
Respectfully submitted, 
Arthur c. West, Jr. 
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REPORT OF THE BY-LAW COMMITTEE 
To the Citizens of the Town of Hanover: 
The Committee was responsible to review all the by-laws 
for the Town of Hanover, and to update those by-laws from 
1928 to the present. The Committee has met this 
challenge, and has published a current By-law Book in 
which all the new by-laws have been incorporated. 
over the past few years, the Committee has experienced a 
lessening of its involvement with research in regard to 
current or proposed by-law changes. 
A reason for this occurring may be attributed to the past 
twelve years of constant review and updating, whereby the 
Town's By-laws have reached a point in time that the o~ly 
changes to be made are the "housekeeping changes" which 
can be accomplished by the Town Clerk's Office or other 
Town government agencies, as presented to the citizens of 
Hanover at the annual Town Meeting. 
The updating and researching of the Town's By-laws has 
been a challenge not only for the past and current members 
of the Committee, but also for the citizens and other Town 
of Hanover employees who also reviewed the proposed By-law 
changes, and offered their opinions and recommendations. 
With this in mind, the Committee would like to thank you 
for all the help in formulating new by-laws or updating 
the older, and in some cases, the traditional by-laws 
unique to town government. 
In this context of the "Spirit of the Law", the By-law 
study Committee asks t~at this report be a final report 
for the Hanover By-law Study Committee. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Donald w. Moores 
William B. Sides 
Kathy Gilroy 
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REPORT OF THE DOG OFFICER 
To the Board of Selectmen and Citizens of Hanover: 
I hereby submit my annual report for the year 1990. 
This year the Dog Officer received 1,244 calls, of which 
107 were emergencies which were transferred from the 
Police Department. Following is a breakdown of those 
calls: 
DOGS 
Killed by automobile. • • • • • • 24 
Injured by automobile. 16 
Reported Lost. • • • • 212 
Returned to owner •••••••••••••• 137 
Bites with human injury. • • . • • . • . • 16 Quarantined • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 16 
Attacks - domestic animals. • • • • . . • . 1 
Strays impounded • • • • . • • • • • . . . • 3 3 
Strays destroyed. • • • • . • • • • • . • . 7 
Removed from Town. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
General complaints/miscellaneous .•..•• 498 
CATS 
Injured by automobile ••••••••..•. 5 
Destroyed • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • 1 
Killed by automobile. • • • • • • • 39 
General Complaints/ Lost. • • • . • • . 101 
DOMESTIC/FARM ANIMALS - Total Calls - 14 
Horses • • • • • • • • • . • . • • . . . 7 
Goats • • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . • 3 
Sheep • • • • • • • • . . . . . • . . . • • 1 
Geese • . • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • 2 
Chickens • • . • • • • • • • • . 1 
WILD ANIMALS: Total Calls - 122 
Squirrel • • • • • . • . . . • • . • . . . . 31 
Raccoon • • . • • • • • . • . • • . • . • • • 29 
Rabbits • • • • • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . 10 
Skunks • . • . • • • • • . . . . • • . • . . . 7 
Opossum • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
Chipmunk . • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • . . . 2 
Ducks. • • 4 
Bats. • . • • • • • . • . . • . . • • . . . . 7 
Birds • • • • • • • . • . . . • . . . . . . . 2 
Parakeet •..••.•...•..•...•. 1 
Hybrid Wolf. • • • • • • . . . • • . 1 
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In May 1990 a notice was sent to all known owners of 
unlicensed dogs. From May until December 1990, $2,440.00 
in penalties and fees was paid to the Town Clerk for 
unlicensed Dogs. 
I would like to remind all dog owners that there is a Dog 
Control: Law in the Town. This law will be strictly 
,enforced. OWners of dogs unlicensed after April 30 will 
be fined $25.00, plus License Fee. The fine for a dog 
that is not Vaccinated for Rabies is $50.00. A Rabies 
Vaccination is good for three (3) years. The owner of any 
dog impounded will be fined $25.00 plus all Boarding Fees. 
I wish to express my appreciation to the Board of 
Selectmen and staff, the Town Clerk and staff, the Board 
of Health and the personnel of the Police, Fire, and 
communications Center. Special thanks to the citizens of 
Hanover for their help and cooperation. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Jessie J. Bostic, Dog Officer 
******** 
REPORT OF THE ANIMAL INSPECTOR 
To the Board of Selectmen and the Citizens of Hanover: 
I hereby submit my annual report for the year 1990: 
Dog Bite cases quarantined .••••••••.•••••• 16 
Other animal bite cases quarantined •.•.••• o 
Rabies found in Animals •.•••••••••.•••••• O 
The following animals/fowl were inspected: 
Horses •••••.•••••••..•••.• 92 
Ponies •••••.••••••••.••••• 22 
Donkeys....... • • • • • • • • • . • • 1 
Beef Cattle .••••••••.•••.•• o 
Goats •.•••••.•.•..•..••••• 36 
Sheep ••••••.•.•.•••..•.•.•• 9 
swine . ..................... 0 
Fowl ••••••••••••••.•.••••• 56 
Animals Reported Dead 
Horse of Eastern Equine Encephalitis •.•.••• 1 
Horse of Red Maple Leaf Toxin ••••.•••••.... 1 
Number of premises inspected •.•.•••• 33 
Respectfully submitted 
Jessie J. Bostic 
Inspector of Animals 
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REPORT OF THE APPEALS BOARD 
To Board of Selectmen and Citizens of the Town of Hanover: 
The Zoning Board of Appeals held 23 posted meetings at the 
Town Hall, with more than 40 potential petitioners for 
permitted uses or variances of the Zoning By-laws meeting 
with the Board during the calendar year 1990. 
seven ZBA petitions were filed with the Town Clerk, ands 
public hearings were held. Six written records of ZBA 
decisions were filed with the Town·c1erk pursuant to the 
Mass. General Laws. Case 90-6 (Stewart) and Case 90-7 
(Dixon) will be processed in 1991. 
The ZBA decision in Case 89-2, appealed June 1989 to the 
Land Court, No.134-770, Plaintiff Bizzozero, Trustee of 
MKB Realty Trust, was sustained by the Court June 1990. 
The decision in ZBA Case 87-2 (Lingley) appealed May 1987 
to the Land Court No. 123-486, Plaintiff Anthony Beadle et 
al is pending. 
The ZBA may be reached, and messages left by telephone 
(617)826-0393. 
The ZBA expresses its appreciation to all personnel of the 
Boards, Commissions, and Departments of the Town of 
Hanover and abutting Towns for the cooperation received 
this year. 
Respectfully submitted, 
BOARD OF APPEALS 
James s. Oldham, Chairman 
Lorrimer Armstrong, Jr. Vice Chairman 
Joel T. O'Brien 
Associate Members 
Michael T. Jones 
Frederick W. Adami, III 
Eugene P. Beaupre 
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REPORT OF THE ARTS COUNCIL 
It is the commission of the Arts Council to administer the 
funds allocated to the Town of Hanover from the State Arts 
Lottery. Fund. Funds are awarded to successful grant 
applicants during two funding cycles each year. Grant 
application forms and guidelines are available in the Town 
Clerk's office. 
The following is a summary of the work of the Hanover Arts 
Council during 1990: 
Total number of applications received •••••••• 39 
Total number of applications approved •••••••• 19 
Total dollars requested ••••••••••••••• $22,607.50 
Total dollars available for grants •••• $ 6,408.00 
Total dollars approved •••••••••••••••• $ 6,112.00 
Total dollars heldover on State level$ 100.00 
dollars retained by Arts Council · 
for administrative purposes ••••••••• $ 196.00 
The Arts Council also administers funds allocated to the 
Town of Hanover for the Performing Arts Student Series 
(PASS) program. The purpose of the PASS proc,ram is to 
enable school age children to attend productions by 
performing arts groups. Hanover was allocated $1,821. (including $394. held over from 1989) for the PASS program 
in 1990. The Council received six PASS applications 
totalling $1,952.55. The council approved five 
applications for $1,785., and retained $36 for 
administrative purposes. 
In September, the Arts Council sponsored its first juried 
Art Show featuring over SO works by Hanover artists. The 
show, entitled "Hanover Arts 1990", included a children's 
section with over 100 samples of student art work. 
State budget restraints resulted in a significant 
reduction in the funding of the Arts Lottery Program. 
Consequentlr, Hanover received approximately one third 
less funds in the Fall Cycle than in previous cycles. 
The Council wishes to express its sincere appreciation to 
Doug Ulwick for his many contributions in behalf of the 
arts in Hanover during 1990. We regret that a change in 
residence resulted in his resignation from the council at 
the end of the rear. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Katherine A. DiSabato,Chairman 
Ellen Autio Douglas Ulwick 
Janet Meade Lois Van Doren 
Elaine Tufts Ellen White 
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REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR 
To the Board of Selectmen and Citizens of Hanover: 
The following permits were issued by the Building 
Department in 1990: 
Building Permits Number Issued 
New Residential ••••••••••••••.••••••••• 21 
New Business •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
New Church. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 1 
Additions/Alterations/Residential ••••••• 104 
Additions/Alterations/Business ••••••••••• 39 
Additions/Alterations/Church ••••••••••••• 2 
Additions/Alterations/School •••.•••.••••• 5 
Cabanas/Shed/Barns •••••••••••••.••••••••• 26 
Pao ls /Decks •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 41 
Re-siding/Re-roofing ••••.••••••••••••••• 55 
Stoves-coal/Wood ••••••••••••..•••..••••• 17 
Demolitions ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• __ a
TOTAL NUMBER OF PERMITS ISSUED ••••••••• 321 
TOTAL FEES COLLECTED ....•.•.................. $86,674. 
SIGN PERMITS 
Business/Political/Yard Sales ......... 160 
TOTAL FEES COLLECTED •...•..•................. $ 6,466. 
CERTIFICATES OF INSPECTION .............. 71 
TOTAL FEES COLLECTED ......................... $ 1,820 . 
GRAND TOTAL OF PERMITS ISSUED 
GRAND TOTAL OF FEES COLLECTED 
• • • • • • • • • • 552 
$94,960. 
The Building Department is located on the 2d floor of Town 
Hall. The office is open Monday-Friday from 8AM to 12 
Noon, and 1 PM to 4 PM. The Building Inspector is in his 
office Monday evening from 7-8:30 PM. 
We would like to thank the Residential and Business owners 
in Town as well as the Builders and Contractors, and all 
Town Departments for their cooperation during this past 
year. We look focyard to serving you in the coming year. 
Arthur M. Capaccioli 
Building Inspector 
Zoning Officer 
Sign Officer 
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REPORT OF THE PLUMBING INSPECTOR 
To the Board of Selectmen and Citizens of Hanover: 
In 1990 we issued 197 Plumbing Permits, and collected 
$1,092. in Fees. 
We issued 205 Gas Permits, and Collected $3,665. in Fees. 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the 
Townspeople and the Contractors for their cooperation this 
past year. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Theodore F. Luscinski 
Plumbing/Gas Inspector 
William F. Stewart 
Deputy Inspector 
********** 
REPORT OF THE WIRE INSPECTOR 
To the Board of Selectmen and Citizens of Hanover: 
We hereby submit the report of the Inspector of Wires for 
the period January 1,1990 through December 31, 1990. 
During this period a total of 320 permits were issued, and 
monies totalling $10,621. were collected and submitted to 
the Town Treasurer. 
We would like to take this opportunity to extend our 
thanks to the townspeople of Hanover for their cooperation 
in 1990. We appreciate the continued cooperation of the 
contractors and members o~ all Town Departments. 
Respectfully submitted, 
William F. Laidler 
Inspector of Wires 
Robert Stewart 
Deputy Inspector of Wires 
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REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD 
To the Board of Selectmen and Citizens of Hanover: 
The slowdown of the economy in calendar year 1990 
continued to be a factor in residential as well as 
commercial real estate markets, and this Board had fewer 
meetings than in recent years. Although there has been a 
slowdown, a total of 42 applications were filed - more 
than last year. This past summer, Hanover had more 
current development applications than any neighboring 
town. The totals for the year are as follows: 
Form A - Subdivision Approval not required - 28 
Preliminary Subdivision Plans. • . • • . 2 
Definitive Subdivision Plans. • • • • • . 4 
Site Plans (non-residential development) .. __ a
TOTAL 42 
In May, Robert Ferguson was elected to the Planning Board. 
Mr. Ferguson is the Planning Board's representative to the 
south Shore Coalition. The Coalition brings together ten 
south Shore communities for common problem solving and 
planning purposes. It is a sub-region of the Metropolitan 
Area Planning Council. The South Shore Coalition is 
working on Solid Waste Management, Group Purchasing, and 
restoration of the Greenbush commuter rail line. 
Unfortunately, the Town Planner's Incentive Aid Grant was 
discontinued by the State due to their budget shortfall, 
and consequently the Town now funds the entire expense for 
this position. 
The Planning Board was busy this year with Zoning and 
Subdivision rules amendments. The Board also adopted 
application fees, to help defray operating expenses, and 
review fees that require developers to pay the Board's 
engineering expenses in reviewing development proposals. 
This will save the Town thousands of dollars in 
engineering monies. In addition, legal negotiations with 
developers have taken much of the Planning Board's and 
Town Planner's time. 
The Town Planner, the Town's representative to the Metro-
politan Area Planning Council, was appointed to the 
council's Executive Committee. 
In addition to processing development applications, 
answering questions from the public, meeting with 
developers and staffing the Planning Board, the Town 
Planner was involved in several projects. These include a 
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non-residential land and Route 53 buildout study, 
developing a Requ~st for Proposals for engineering review 
services, assisting the Hanover Affordable Housing 
Partnership, working on subdivision rule and zoning 
amendments, computer tracking of development applications 
and liaison with Town boards. The Board of Selectmen, the 
Department of Public Works, and the Town Planner worked 
together to convince the State Department of Public Works 
that Route 53 improvements should be funded. 
The Planning Board and staff look forward to serving the 
citizens of Hanover in the coming year. 
HANOVER PLANNING BOARD 
Arnold Itz, Chairman 
John Libertine, Vice Chairman 
Marilyn Colombo 
Peter Johnson, Clerk 
Robert Ferguson 
METROPOLITAN AREA PLANNING COUNCIL REPORT 
Thanks to Hanover and 100 other communities, the 
Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC) could continue 
to provide communities with regional planning services 
throughout fiscal year 1990. 
1. As part of MetroPlan 2000, the regional development 
plan, Hanover was included in the following projects: 
a. detailed analyses of sewer/water capacities 
b. solid waste management analyses & mapping 
c. analysis of local transportation priorities 
d. economic development & housing analyses 
e. open space & resource protection data analyses 
MetroPlan 2000 has been presented to the Selectmen 
2. Hanover was included in these demographics reports: 
Employment and Income Forecasts 
Population and Age Group Forecasts 
Regional & Community Population & Employment Forecasts 
Business & Residential Growth in Metropolitan Boston 
3. MAPC also tracks recent and proposed commercial, 
industrial & residential development projects in Hanover 
for research purposes. 
4. The South Shore Coalition (SSC), a subregion of MAPC, 
worked on these projects: 
a. The SSC produced a complete listing of all fees 
charged by the Coalition towns. 
b. The 1st phase analysis of solid waste management 
practices of 10 towns was completed with proposals 
for the future. 
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c. The SSC lobbied for disposal of Central Artery 
construction material on Spectacle Island. 
d. SSC testified on behalf of restoration of Old 
Colony Railroad. 
e. SSC worked w/South Shore Natural Science Ctr., 
Mass.Audubon Soc.,N.E.-Wildlife Ctr., & League of 
Women Voters to produce a major Earth Day program. 
f. SSC lobbied successfully with Env.Protection 
Agcy. for inclusion in Nat'l.Estuary Program of 
Mass. Bay & Cape Cod Bay. 
MAPC appreciates Hanover's continued support, and looks 
forward to further service in the years ahead. 
Philippe Plageman, Town Planner 
Hanover MAPC Representative 
REPORT OF THE HISTORICAL COMMISSION 
The Hanover Historical Commission met three times during 
the year, as needed. 
We held· a joint public meeting with the Historical Society 
on September 25, 1990 to present our plans for submission 
of Hanover Center as a National Register Historic 
District. The application has been submitted to the 
Massachusetts Historical Commission, and we are awaiting 
their action before holding other public hearings. 
With the financing from the Friends of the Stetson House, 
and the leadership of Commission member, Lawrence Slaney, 
a foundation was constructed for the Cobbler's Shop tha~ 
was dismantled and moved last year. We would like to 
acknowledge the help of Denton Calder and the Hanover DPW. 
We hope to have the Cobbler's Shop reassembled on the new 
foundation this spring. It will then be ready to house an 
exhibit of the craft of shoemaking, so important in the 
economy of early Hanover. 
We continue to be aware of our task of protecting and 
preserving our historic resources and heritage. 
Barbara u. Barker, Chairman 
Lawrence Slaney 
Barbara Connors 
Robert Miklos 
David Alger 
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REPORT OF THE PUBLIC WORKS 
The Board and Department of PUblic Works continue their 
responsibilities for the Town's public works within the 
financial constraints imposed by reduced State Aid, 
reduced Town budget resulting from economic conditions, 
and Proposition 2-1/2. Needed maintenance and timely 
replacement of obsolete and worn out equipment continues 
to be deferred with the end effect of ultimately higher 
costs and deterioration of services provided by the DPW. 
Philip Beal, Superintendent, retired at the end of 
December this year. Phil's expertise and knowledge gained 
as a lifelong resident and long time employee of the 
Department will be missed. The Board employed Thomas F: 
Doucette in July, 1990 as Superintendent. 
HIGHWAY DIVISION 
Highway maintenance accomplished this year included the 
following streets. No complete road reconstruction was 
accomplished this year, but design for the rebuilding of 
Whiting Street south of Webster Street was completed. 
Resurface {Bituminous concrete overlay): 
Stone Seal: 
Bardin Street 
Broad Oak Way 
Hawthorne Road 
Hickory Lane 
Laurie Lane 
Ponderosa Drive 
Vine Street 
Equipment purchased during the calendar year included: 
8 ton dual steel wheel roller l ton dump truck 
19 ton dump truck 1/2 ton pickup truck 
stainless Steel Sander Body Sander Truck Chassis 
WATER DIVISION 
The following ongoing water supply and distribution system 
improvement programs were continued. 
Bedrock Wells - of three potential well sites initially 
tested, the curtis Crossing site off Elm street was 
selected as the site with the most potential. A detailed 
10 day pumping and test program was prepared and submitted 
to the Department of Environmental Management for 
approval. After many months, the program was approved, 
electric power installed, and drilling of a 12 11 well 
begun. The new well field will be named the Philip 
C. Beal Bedrock Well Field. 
Aquifer Protection - a review of the present aquifer 
protection by-laws and the monitoring well program was 
conducted. Recommendations for modifications are being 
developed. 
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Reinforcement Main - The Route 53 Water Main Reinforcement 
Program, begun in 1987, was completed in Spring, 1990. 
Water Meters - Replacement of all meters with improved 
meters continued. 641 meters were replaced this calendar 
year. 
CEMETERY AND PUBLIC GROUNDS 
Clearing of the new section begun last year was completed, 
but stumps remain to be removed. This calendar year 46 
graves were sold, and 72 burials made. 
TRANSFER STATION 
Operation of the Transfer Station was turned over to 
Public Works from the Board of Health in August. 
Subsequently, the Board implemented the following: 
New Operating regulations and policies 
Clarification of the fee schedule 
New Sticker issuance 
Repair of the truck scale 
structural inspection and maintenance need assessment 
Increase in materials being recycled 
Planning station layout changes to facilitate recycling 
During the calendar year, 6,590.17 tons of refuse were 
deposited, and $52,895.39 collected. 
Recycling continues for tires, plastic,metal, glass, oil, 
fall leaves and brush, and Christmas trees. A State 
recycling grant has been applied for. 
LAND DEVELOPMENT 
Residential development this year focused primarily on 
completion of developments started last year, as many lots 
remain unsold due to the current housing construction 
slump. The only new residential street constructed this 
calendar year was Buena Vista Drive off of Main Street. 
The Board wishes to express its appreciation for the 
continued support and cooperation of the Department staff, 
Town officials, and Townspeople in their efforts to 
maintain and improve our Public Works. 
Respectfully submitted, 
George Lowe, Chairman 
Benjamin Kruser 
Henry Matthews 
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REPORT OF THE HOUSING AUTHORITY 
To the Board of Selectmen and Citizens of Hanover: 
The Hanover Housing Authority herewith submits its report 
for the year 1990, in accordance with Chapter 121B of the 
Massachusetts General Laws. 
The Authority is comprised of four elected commissioners 
and one commissioner appointed by the Governor. The 
Authority currently administers seventeen (17) Chapter 707 
state-assisted housing rental certificates, and hosts a 
mobility program of six (6) section 8 certificates from 
other communities whose tenants reside in the Town of 
Hanover. 
The Authority has been working closely with the management 
at Hanover Woods where twelve (12) of our certificate 
holders currently reside. As a result of the severe 
financial condition of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 
current funding has been frozen, and the Authority is 
prohibited from reissuing any certificates should a tenant 
leave the program. consequently, the waiting list remains 
stagnant, and will not move until the State's fiscal 
health improves. 
In normal times, the Board of Commissioners would be 
directing its efforts to seek additional funding to secure 
affordable housing for elderly, family and persons with 
disabilities. However, we have been forced to be 
protective of what the Town currently has, and expansion 
does not seem a reality at the present time. 
The Board would like to thank the many Boards, Commissions 
and Department heads who have assisted us in the 
performance of our duties. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Ronald J. Walker, Chairman 
Bernard J. Campbell,Vice Chairman/Asst.Treasurer 
Viola Ryerson, Treasurer 
Anthony J. Krupa, Commissioner/State Appointee 
Maryann Brugnoli, Commissioner 
Kevin R. Donovan, Executive Director 
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REPORT OF HANOVER AFFORDABLE HOUSING PARTNERSHIP 
The Hanover Affordable Housing Partnership was established 
by the Board of Selectmen in 1989. 
The purpose of the partnership is to promote affordable 
housing for the citizens of Hanover and to review 
affordable housing proposals for Town agencies. 
1990 was our first full year. While the economy and 
housing industry were suffering frQm recession, and state 
programs that help fund affordable housing were withering 
away, we were planning and learning the bureaucratic 
ropes. 
one of our major projects was to prepare affordable 
housing guidelines for developers. These outline our 
standards for unit mix and income eligibility for 
affordable housing developments. The guidelines are 
available in the Town Clerk's office. 
The partnership also researched the inventory of 
town-owned land for potential housing sites. 
surprisingly, three developers came forward to talk about 
building projects in Hanover. One continues to develop 
serious plans which will include affordable housing. 
We are interested in meeting with land owners, developers, 
builders, and non-profit organizations who have ideas 
about building affordable housing for both rental and 
ownership. Sometimes an affordable housing component can 
make the difference in the feasibility of a project. 
This committee began with seven members. Robert currier 
and William Crowley have resigned, but their contributions 
are appreciated. 
If you are interested in being appointed to this 
committee, contact the Selectmen or one of us. We welcome 
participation of Hanover residents, whether as Partnership 
members or individual citizens. ,, 
David c. Bond, Chairman 
Diane Campbell 
Marys. Deame 
John c. Hohman, Jr. 
Roberta Reed 
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PLYMOUTH COUNTY EXTENSION SERVICE REPORT 
Cooperative Extension is on High Street, Hanson, on the 
grounds of the County Hospital. Cooperative Extension is 
a partnership of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the 
land-grant college, the University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst, and County Government. It is a nationwide 
informal educational program. 
County Agents are specialists in programs targeted to 
Agriculture and Natural Resources; and Communities, 
Families, and Youth(4-H). 
Staff consists of a Director, 2 regional agricultural 
specialists, 1 community resource development specialist, 
2 home economists, 2 4-H agents, and 1 split 
position,-4-H/home horticulture. Coo~erative Extension 
administers a federally funded nutrition education 
program, The Expanded Food and Nutrition education Program 
(EFNEP), located in Brockton. 
Cooperative Extension works on key issues related to Youth 
Development (4-H), Water, Nutrition Education, Agriculture 
and Family Life Programs. Throughout Plymouth Counmty 
this agency provides teacher trainings, teen programs (4-H) and projects, volunteer opportunities, and numerous 
educational programs for all ages. 
New this year is a cable TV show "Cooperative Extension 
News and Notes". In the 4-H program last year, 8,923 
youth were enrolled. over 23,000 educational publications 
requested were processed. Last year 489 outreach programs 
were offered. 
For the'Past three years, Plymouth County Cooperative 
Extension attempted unsuccessfully to transfer the primary 
funding source from county dollars to state funds under 
the University of Massachusetts. currently the budget is 
provided by the Plymouth County Commissioners with 
approval by the County Financial Advisory Board (one 
Selectman per town represented). 12 counties in 
Massachusetts, during the past 6 years, have transferred 
to state funds. Plymouth and Barnstable remain 
county-funded. 
TRUSTEES OF COOPERATIVE EXTENSION, PLYMOUTH COUNTY 
Matthew c. Striggles ••.•••••.•. Bridgewater 
Dorothy Dwyer ••••••••..•..••••. Rochester 
Bronia Wieliczki .•...•••••••... Brockton 
Richard Wyman •••••••..••..•..•• Bridgewater 
John Burnett ••••••••••.•.....•. Whitman 
William Remes ...••.••••••.•.•.. Carver 
Joseph "Mal" Denly ....•..•..•• Brockton 
John weckbacher ......••••.•.... Abington 
Mary M. McBrady, County Director 
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL ON AGING 
The Council is comprised of volunteers who serve and 
represent the population that grew up believing one 
generation helps the next. This was once done within the 
family unit, but guidelines of reponsibility have changed. 
in this county and agency some of these old values have 
been drawn out and generations work together for the 
benefit of all. 
As Federal and State funds lessened, our Town supported 
needed repairs to the Senior Center, and the building's 
foundation is strong enough to face another 100 years of 
service. The elders were responsive to funding deficits, 
and many of the 60+ population donated about $2,000. to. 
compensate for losses and show support. Local civic 
organizations were generous, --Friends of COA, Walnut Hill 
Garden Club, Newcomers Club, Women's Club,Jrs., Impact 
Resources, Richard Swift's Sr.Citizen Salute, and North 
River Community Players made cash and in-kind donations 
nearly equalling that amount. Monies were used to off-set 
the printing of monthly Senior Bulletin. We thank the 
South Shore Vocational Technical School for cost-saving 
measures on the COA's newsletter project. 
Expenditures were made for a new refrigerator for the 
nutrition program, which is also used by the Grange,Walnut 
Hill Garden Club, and Golden Age Club. 
A TTY telecommunications device for the deaf and hearing 
impaired was purchased. A communication system for the 
Senior Shuttle was installed. Additional monthly costs are 
off-set by community contributions. 
The COA coordinates government surplus food distribution 
available to those in need within the community on a 
quarterly basis. Senior volunteers donate time to other 
agencies such as schools, library, town boards and other 
offices, and goodwill projects. Many seniors assisted 
with the Hanover Community Playground Project. A COA 
staff member assisted as a grant research resource for a 
sub-committee seeking handicap funding. Again, one 
generation helping the next. 
The focus of this year has been public education. As 
monies dwindled, the Council and staff were made aware of 
the issues of housing, health costs, elder abuse, and the 
fact that the number of elderly living alone will surge in 
this century. Efforts were made to provide information 
via monthly senior center lectures, the Senior Bulletin, 
newspapers, and Cable TV. Covered were legal concerns, 
estate planning, health and conservation energy issues, 
and nutrition related matters. 
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Highlights included distribution of Medicare Handbooks 
from Mass. Senior Action Council to every 60+ household; 
reproducing the Elder-Med project coordinated by Dept. of 
Public Health and Executive Office of Elder Affairs; and 
Medicare Supplemental Insurance Guidelines from the 
Executive Office of Elder Affairs and Executive Office of 
Consumer Affairs and Business Information. The 
COA-sponsored program, Points South/Senior Focus, received 
silver award at the Continental Cablevision Golden Tape 
ceremony in the Spring of 1990. 
The COA staff and volunteers represent Hanover represent 
Hanover on various regional and state committees such as 
Old Colony Planning Council, Area Agency on Aging, 
Advisory Committee & Projects Review Committee; Old Colony 
Elderly Services, Advisory committee & Projects NutritiQn 
Committee; Mass. COA Assn., Delegate & Legislative 
Committee; Southeastern Region VIII CIRCA-Regional Assoc. 
of COA; Exec. Office of Elder Affairs, Discretionary & 
Emergency Grant Fund set-Aside Committee, Mayflower 
Retired Senior Volunteer Program, Advisory & Publicity 
Committees; Senior Citizen Task Force, 10th Congressional 
District. 
The COA director also received a $1,000. grant through the 
Executive Office of Transportation and Construction, 
Mobility Assistance Program to attend a management in 
crisis program at Brandeis University. The Hanover 
representative was the only municipal-level employee 
selected to attend this Tier III program. 
The council contributed time and skills in the development 
of the SHINE (Sharing Health Information Needs of Elders) 
Program on the South Shore. A volunteer trained in health 
insurance, Medicare, Medicaid,Private and Federal 
supplemental assistance benefits provides free counseling 
at the Senor Center for those 60+ and their caregivers. 
The Senior Luncheon Program serves both congregate and 
meals-on-wheels to residents. The program is expertly 
directed by Constance Cicchini, supported by a dedicated 
core of on-site assistants and drivers. 
The COA provides information and referral services for 
seniors and caregivers on nursing home placements, health 
insurance, Alzheimer's support, and crisis intervention. 
The Senior Shuttle is efficiently coordinated and services 
provided by Arthur Johnson and Carl Cleary, providing JO 
hours of transportation time weekly. 
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social and Health Maintenance Programs provide a focal 
point for many in need of companionship. Isolation is the 
worst enemy of older adults. 
In Spring of 1990, the Senior Center was one of five 
finalists competing for the Veronica a.Smith Award for 
excellence in senior center services by Mass.COA Assoc. 
Although the award was presented to the Lexington COA, it 
was an honor to be in their company, as there are 541 
senior Centers across the State. Hanover received 
recognition in Worcester on May 28~ 1990. 
The Council expresses appreciation to the Hanover Visiting 
Nurse Association, and Police and Fire Departments for 
special attention given to Hanover seniors. The Council 
is indebted to other Town Agencies who assist in many 
ways: the Board of Selectmen, Accountant's Office 
Department of Public Works, Advisory Board, and Capital 
Improvement Commitee. 
At the Senior Center level, most programs would not be 
available if not for the faithful contributions of the 
instructors and coordinators. Hundreds of volunteer hours 
are needed yearly to sustain the heart of the Center. 
Those that stand out ••• and those that stand in the 
shadows, deserve recognition. There are two people that 
have gone beyond the call of duty this past year - Martin Quinn and Robert Wilkie. To the Staff, Volunteers, and 
Community Supporters, the Hanover Council on Aging 
expresses its deepest appreciation. You represent the 
values that have kept this community and our country 
strong. 
Hanover Council on Aging 
Herman Gorrill, Chairman 
Esther Jokinen, Vice Chairman 
Winifred Howes, Secretary 
Martin Quinn, Treasurer 
Henry Newcomb 
Jane Murray 
Dorothy Bazley 
Christine Maga, Elderly Services Director 
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-REPORT OF THE OLD COLONY PLANNING COUNCIL 
As your representatives to the Old Colony Planning 
council, Area Agency on Aging Advisory committee, we are 
pleased to present this report of the Agency's activities 
for 1990. 
In 1990, the Old Colony Planning council completed its 
tenth year as the Area Agency on Aging. The Area Agency is 
responsible for administering Title III funds under the 
Qlder Americans Act in 23 communities in southeastern 
Massahcusetts. This federal funding has enabled the Area 
Agency to respond to the growing needs of elders, 
particularly those over the age of 85. In partnership 
with Councils on Aging and other community agencies, Title 
III monies have been creativelf combined with other 
funding to develop a range of in-home and community 
services. 
Services funded by the Area Agency·during 1990 included: 
• Senior Center and Outreach Programs 
• Home Health Aide Services 
• In-home mental health services 
• Senior Center services for deaf & physically handicapped 
elders 
• Transportation services 
• Legal services 
• Emergency services 
• Congregate and home delivered meals 
Nursing Home ombudsman services 
These services have become an integral part of the elder 
service network. 
The Council gratefully acknowledges the generous support 
and cooperation of the Area Agency on Aging member 
communities, specifically the participation and 
involvement of the members of the Area Agency on Aging 
Advisory Committee chaired by Ms. Barbara Farnsworth of 
Marshfield. The Council also recognizes the work of local 
boards and commissions and the many government agencies, 
public and private institutions and individuals who have 
assisted the Council. 
Patricia M. Goggin 
Administrator 
Area Agency on Aging 
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VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION, INC., REPORT 
To the Board of Selectmen and Residents of Hanover: 
Thanks to a dedicated and professional staff, and a hard 
working Board of Management, the Association has had a 
very successful year. There were numerous Blood Pressure 
Clinics, as well as the Amblyopia Screening, Cholesterol 
Screening, Well-Child Conferences, and Diabetic Detection 
screenings. 
Once again, the people of Hanover have come forward with 
money, food, and clothing for our social assistance drive 
at Thanksgiving and Christmas, and were very generous to 
our Annual Fund Drive. 
There is an ever increasing need for quality nursing in 
Hanover, as well as an agency to oversee those in need 
when they come upon a difficult time in their lives. We 
are fortunate to have a great team of nurses that can 
handle these needs. 
The Board of Management thanks the people of Hanover for 
their 9enerositf, and thanks Francine Coluci, RN,BS, Nurse 
Supervisor; Marilyn DeBoer, R.N., Nurse Administrator; 
Maureen Remondini, R.N.; Jean MacNeill, R.N.; Patricia 
Fusco-Lively, R.N.; and Gloria Snyder, R.N. for a very 
producti,ve year. 
Beth Laurie 
President 
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VISITING NURSE REPORT 
To the Board of Selectmen, the Hanover Visiting Nurse 
Association, Inc. and the Citizens of Hanover: 
The Hanover Visiting Nurse Association provides quality 
health care to all Hanover residents, and this has 
continued for over 60 years. The agency provides health 
care to eligible Medicare and Medicaid clients, with 
physicians' orders, at no cost. Physical Therapy services 
are available, and Home Health Aid~s are provided through 
contract with the Rockland Visiting Nurse Association. 
The agency maintains contact with the Board of Health, the 
Council on Aging, Old Colony Elderly Services, Therapis~s, 
School Nurses, Hospital Coordinators, and Social Workers. 
Recently, the Ecumenical Council of Churches in Hanover, 
the Visiting Nurse Association, and interested citizens 
met, and through all our efforts, the Hanover Emergency 
Food Pantry was organized. The Pantry will be opening in 
January at the First Baptist Church. 
We were involved in assisting with the Fuel Assistance 
Program. 
We provided orientation in Public Health Nursing to 
Massasoit Community College Nursing students. 
our Nurses attend in-service education programs, lectures 
and seminars. 
We attend monthly meetings with area Town Visiting Nurse 
Assoc-iations. 
My deep appreciation is extended to the Visiting Nurse 
Association Board members for their encouragement and 
support throughout the year. I also thank 
Consultant/Supervisor, Francine Coluci, RN,BS; Part-time 
Nurses Maureen Remondini,RN; Jean MacNeill,RN; Physical 
Therapist, Susan Lachance; and Secretary Donna Hynes. 
we accepted, with regret, the resignation of Patricia 
Fusco-Lively, RN, and Mrs. Joan Finch, Secretary. 
our organization is especially very grateful to the 
community for the caring generosity and love shown during 
Easter, Thanksgiving, and Christmas, and for all the 
support we receive during our Annual Fund Drive in 
October. 
A total of 3,979 clients were seen this rear, of which 
there were 1223 Nursing Visits, 206 Physical Therapy 
visits, 837 Health Supervision visits, Cholesterol 
Screening, and numerous Social Service activities, 
including over 85 individuals and families at 
Thanksgiving, and over 90 at Christmas. 
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Eleven Well Child Clinics were attended by 93 children. 
They received physi~als, health counseling and 
immunizations. Dr. Mary Butterworth is the attending 
Physician. Appointments may be made by calling the 
Visiting Nurse Office at 826-4971. 
Fifty-six Senior Citizens Health Conferences were held. 
Twelve Diabetic Detection Clinics were held with 54 
clients. Anemia tests were done on request. A Cholesterol 
Screening was held on April 25 with 315 clients seen 
Total attendance for all clinics was 1537. 
SCHEDULE OF CLINICS HELD BY THE VISITING NURSE 
Blood Pressure 
Senior Citizens: Last Wednesday of month, 1:30 PM-3:00 PM 
Henry Newcomb Center,Residents 60 + 
Adult: 3d Friday each month, 1:30-3:00 PM, Nurse's Office 
Town Hall 
Legion Housing: 2d Wednesday each month,l:30-3:00 PM 
cardinal CUshing Housing for the Elderly: 
Bldg.#1,lst Monday;Bldg.#2,2d Monday;Bldg.#3,3d Monday 
l:30-3PM. 
Diabetic Screening: Last Friday each month 8AM-9AM,Nurse's 
Office, Town Hall, by appointment. Anemia screening 
available by appointment. 
The Nurses and Board Members assist with the Annual Flu 
Clinic held at the Henry Newcomb Center in October, and at 
several other clinics. 
If desired, house calls are made on all first babies, or 
to any new mother in need of assistance. Letters of 
congratulations are sent to new parents listing services 
provided by the Agency. 
The Visiting Nurse office is on the first floor of Hanover 
Town Hall. An answering machine will take messages when 
the Nurse is out of the office. (826-4971) 
Respectfully submitted, 
Marilyn J. DeBoer, R.N. 
Nurse Administrator 
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH 
The Board of Health respectfully submits its Annual Report 
to the Citizens of Hanover for the year 1990. 
The Boa·rd meets at 7: 30 PM on the first, third, and fifth 
Mondays of each month, with the exception of Holidays. 
Special meetings are posted with the Town Clerk. The 
office is open Monday through Friday from 8 AM to 4 PM, 
and is staffed by a full time Secretary and a full time 
Health Agent. 
At the last Town Meeting the Town voted to place the 
administration and operation of the Transfer station under 
the authority of the Board of Public Works. This change 
was completed on August 18, 1990. 
Mr. Theodore O'Toole continues to serve as Hazardous Waste 
Coordinator. Economic changes have all but eliminated the 
funds for a Hazardous Waste Day. 
Mr. Leslie Molyneaux served on the Solid Waste Committee 
as the representative of the Board of Health this year. 
The Board updated the FEE schedule to include 
re-inspection fees for both food establishments and septic 
installers/engineers. These fees will be charged for 
extra inspections required by the Health Agent. 
The Board of Health held a successful Food Handlers 
Sanitation Seminar in December for all food 
establishments. 
It was well attended. 
New Infectious Waste regulations were developed and 
instituted this year. 
The Mosquito Control programs were continued, with aerial 
spraying conducted twice this year by the Town. The State 
also sprayed once to combat Eastern Encephalitis carried 
by mosquitoes. While this was an upsetting time for many 
people concerned with the effects of the chemicals on 
humans as well as the environment, it was very successful, 
and the danger of a terrible disease diminished. 
Revenue generated by other Board of Health fees was: 
Percolation tests (48) $2,400. 
Disposal Applications (46) 2,300. 
Various Board of Health Licenses 10,996. 
Observation Holes (61) 1,525. 
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CLINICS: 
A Flu clinic was held for residents over 65 years of age 
and the chronically ill, and 390 doses were administered. 
Six Mantoux clinics were held for people ~orking with 
children, and for all people who handle food. This 
tuberculosis test was administered to 102 residents by 
Mrs. Staples, the Public Health Nurse. 
The Board of Health held one rabies clinic at which 117 
dogs and 5 cats were inoculated. 
Vaccine was provided for school immunization programs. 
Vaccine ~rovided to local doctors is for the prevention of 
Diphtheria, Pertussis, Tetanus, Polio, and 
Measles/Mumps/Rubella. 
The following communicable diseases were reported to the 
State: 131 Chicken Pox 
The 
4 
6 
23 
1 
2 
7 
1 
2 
4 
7 
2 
5 
3 
4 
4 
5 Other communicable diseases 
11 Doctor reported Dog bites 
following complaints were processed during the year. 
Unsanitary conditions (Home) 
Unsanitary conditions (Business) 
Sewerage complaints 
Brooks and Ponds 
Drainage 
Restaurant (uncleanliness) 
Landlord (no heat or hot water) 
Illegal Dumping 
Animal complaints (excluding dog bites) 
Debris around business and homes 
Storage of Hazardous Waste 
Food Poisoning 
Rat Problems 
Odors 
Miscellaneous 
This office usually receives approximately 100 phone calls 
concerning mosquitoes during the warm weather. The two 
weeks of the Eastern Encephalitis danger we received 
approximately 75 to 100 calls a day. The Board would like 
to thank the residents for their understanding during that 
period of uncertainty and anxiety. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Albert Sullivan, Jr. 
Theodore O'Toole 
Leslie Molyneaux 
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REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
To the Board of Selectmen and Citizens of Hanover: 
1990 was another active year for the Conservation 
Commission. Despite the slow-down in the construction 
industry, the Commission (as the local review and 
enforcement agency for the Massachusetts Wetlands 
Protection Act) again spent the bulk of its meeting time 
reviewing plans and conducting public hearings. Under the 
local wetlands by-law and state statute, the Commission 
received 38 filings for which 60 hearing sessions were 
held. Due to the continuing tendency for development to 
be proposed on marginal lands, numerous plan revisions 
were required which lengthened the hearing process. Two 
residential subdivisions proposed "a limited project" 
under the 1987 version of The Act, a change which states 
the Commission "may" allow a roadway to be built through 
wetland if it meets certain criteria such as it being the 
only access to buildable upland. One limited project was 
permitted; the other was denied and has been appealed to 
the Department of Environmental Protection by the 
applicant. 
60 Public Hearings Conducted 
20 Orders of Conditions Issued* 
1 Denial Issued & Appealed 
19 Negative Determinations Issued** 
*An Order of Conditions is not just a permit to work. 
Rather it is a series of steps (conditions) to be followed 
by the builder before, during, and following construction 
to protect vegetation and quality of water of nearby 
wetland areas along with groundwater quality. Siltation 
barriers are erected to prevent erosion of raw soils on 
construction sites from silting nearby streams, ponds, or 
swamps. The barriers clearly delineate the limit of 
construction line preventing inadvertent passage of 
motorized vehicles through any wetlands resource area. 
The Conditions also hold the developer responsible for any 
accidental damage to a resource are by gasoline, oils, or 
other hazardous materials during the construction process. 
The Order attempts to prevent any kind of alteration to 
the Town's wetland resources through specific conditioning 
of all construction activity which might intentionally or 
accidentally fill, damage, or otherwise alter the existing 
swamp, stream, or pond. 
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PROJECTS REVXEWED XN 1990 
4 COMMERCIAL/LIMITED INDUSTRIAL SITE PLANS 
1 Office/warehouse (wetland filling,building, parking 
and septic system) 
1 Restaurant(septic system replacement, brook piping) 
1 Bank (building and parking additions) / 
1 Retail building septic repair 
4 RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISIONS 
14-lot subdivision off Circuit.with retention basin. 
16-lot subdivision off Broadway near Factory Pond. 
(brook crossing and 15,000 SF of wetlands filling) 
3-lot subdivision off Berry St. with retention basin. 
4-lot subdivision off Larchmont Lane. 
28 RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS** 
20 New single family residence 
1 residential addition 
5 septic system repair or upgrading 
2 driveway paving 
3 MUNICIPAL PROJECTS 
1 installation-lo daftest wells off Riverside Drive. 
1 installation of Edison poles for well testing. 
1 headwall installation at brook off Main Street 
1 PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL STREET 
Repair of asphalt and drainage at Maplewood & 
Brookwood Roads, addition of granite curbing, and 
loaming/seeding of shoulders. 
**Under wetlands laws and regulations, any work, for 
instance, construction,excavation, grading,paving,etc. 
proposed within 100 feet of swamp, stream or pond, or wet 
meadow, must be reviewed by the Conservation Commission to 
determine if said work will alter a "resource area 
significant to the Act". This results in the need for 
homeowners to present a plan even for small projects such 
as landscaping near a swamp, septic repair, additions, or 
driveway paving, etc. However during the public hearing, 
the Commission often determined that although work would 
be done within 200 feet of a protected resource area, no 
alteration would occur. Therefore a Negative 
Determination #3 was issued stating no further action 
would proceed as described. Paper work for the small 
projects is therefore greatly reduced and fees are 
smaller. 19 Negative Determinations were issued. 
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ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATES OF COMPLIANCE 
Upon completion of any project under its jurisdiction, the 
Commission was requested to issue a Certificate of 
Compliance stating the applicant had adhered to the plan 
approved through the public hearing process. Each site 
was inspected by Commission members. Before issuing the 
Certificate, the Commission checked all drainage 
structures for proper installation and grading; loaming 
and seeding of slopes for prevention of erosion into 
wetlands or drainage structures; and wetland 
replications*** for compliance to State standards. 
***Projects on which wetlands have been filled require the 
applicant to replace cubic foot for cubic foot the altered 
wetland. An area hydrologically connected to existing 
wetland must be excavated, filled with proper soils, and 
replanted with wetland plants of the same species and 
percentage of number eliminated by construction. To 
ensure meeting State standards for wetlands replication, 
the Certificate of Compliance contains ongoing conditions 
requiring future inspections and reports on the success of 
the vegetations growth. Remedial steps must be ·taken 
until the standards are met. 
When the Commission has determined all aspects of the 
project under its jurisdiction are in compliance with the 
plan of record, the Certificate of Compliance is issued, 
and once the applicant has recorded it with the deed, the 
lien on the property created by the original "Permit" or 
Order of Conditions is removed while any ongoing 
conditions for wetlands protection pass with the property. 
13 CERTIFICATES OF COMPLIANCE ISSUED 
1 CERTIFICATE DENIED 
1 PENDING PROPER WEATHER CONDITIONS 
As foreseen in the 1989 Annual Report, revised Regulations 
for the Design and Construction of Detention Basins were 
completed and distributed in February 1990. 
~ Through the Guaranteed Deposit Plan, a revolving 
account,each applicant paid for engineering review of his 
project by a consultant of the Town. This revolving 
account - the first in the Commonwealth established by a 
Conservation commission - saved the Town of Hanover 
$16,300.44 in engineering fees in 1990. (In all 
$111,173.44 has been saved the Town.) Under the updated 
State Filing Fee Program, the Commission received 
$3,796.50 to be used for administering the Wetlands 
Protection Act at the local level. 
Fees collected under By-law for the E & D Account totalled 
$7,367.50. A building leased brought in $480.00, and 
profits realized from lease of the cranberry bog on the 
Clark Property off King Street were $645.00. 
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The current fiscal constraints continue to limit the 
Commission's capability of adding land for "Open Space11 , 
or to properly maintain the parcels under its management. 
However, members of the Tri-Town Rotary Club supervised 
and led the Commission in cleaning up the Tindale 
Conservation Area off Broadway. Professional chippers, 
brushhogs and other equipment, were donated by members who 
backed up machines with their own muscle-power. After 
several hot, humid hours of heavy labor, dense undergrowth 
was removed to reveal several unusually large and lovely 
specimen maple trees and a pine grove.· The results were 
such that a local art class gathered there to paint the 
view for several weeks in summer and fall. By December, 
unmfortunately, as has happened too frequently in Hanover, 
the sign designating the area, "The Tindale Conservation 
Land" was stolen. Loss due to deliberate vandalism is 
disappointing and disturbing at any time, but in a period 
where money for public projects is particularly scarce, is 
almost impossible to remedy. 
In conjunction with open-space cleanup efforts, beginning 
in South Hanover, with the assistance of Mr. Joseph 
Polsinello and Police Chief John Lingley, the Commission 
began to deal with the problems caused by young people 
using trailbikes on public and private open space parcels. 
Signs were posted at the ends of easements formed by the 
Old Colony Railroad beds which cross various parcels along 
the Indian Head River. Although some signs remain and 
traffic did decrease especially in early fall, by 
December, many signs had been destroyed, and trails were 
again being damaged and monopolized by illegal 
trailbikers. In the Luddam•s Ford Area, trees have been 
deliberately damaged or hacked down and boulders pushed 
into the brook sluiceway. Between Riverside Drive and 
Indian Head River, dumping of mattresses and other items 
has continued. 
_/ 
_I 
As these linear park areas contain sites of historical 
significance both to native Americans (linked to the 
Wampanoag Canoe Passage) and the early settlers, as well 
as later residents who worked in factories along the 
river•~ edge, and is one of the Town's most attractive ·....,_ 
sites, it is particularly unfortunate to have them 
repeatedly abused. In spite of the problems, however, 
many persons continued to fish from the river's banks, to 
explore the dam and fish ladder, to canoe the quiet pond 
or upstream waterways, or to paddle the broader tidal 
flows downstream through the estuary of the North River. 
---
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Funds for acquiring open space remain inadequate for 
present land costs. However, developers are continuing to 
transfer small parcels in their subdivisions to the Town. 
Pending are transfers of acres off Olde Forge Road, 11.7 
acres between Clark Circle and the Clark Land off King 
Street, 7 acres off Jay's Lane. When a new subdivison is 
proposed, the Commission is attempting to have the 
developer maintain through legal easements, pedestrian 
links between proposed open space and existing 
conservation lands to achieve the "Green Belt" as 
envisioned by citizens and commissioners in the early 
1970 1s. 
Citizens may obtain at the Town Hall or the Library 
"Conservation Map, June 1989 11 , showing each parcel of Open 
Space set aside in Hanover at that time. In addition to 
those areas under the management of the Conservation 
Commission are several parcels belonging to the South 
Shore Science Center (63+ Acres), the Plymouth County 
Wildlife Trust,(63+ Acres), and the Morrill Phillips Bird 
Sanctuary (31+ Acres). The map lists the owner, acreage, 
and nature of each site. Citizens are encouraged to 
obtain a copy and to explore sites around town which 
provide opportunity for fishing, jogging, walking, 
birdwatching, horseback-riding, canoeing and other passive 
activities. The Commission is responsible for 893+ acres 
presently assessed at a value of $2,406,400.00. 
ALL VEHICLES, INCLUDING TRAIL BIKES ARE EXCLUDED FROM 
TRAILS ON CONSERVATION PROPERTIES FOR PEDESTRIAN AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION!!! NO WEAPONS, FIREARMS, OR 
TRAPS ARE PERMITTED. 
The Town experienced a loss when, due to the strain of 
family commitments, the Commission's longest-term member, 
Miss Katherine Townsend had to resign. A Biology Teacher 
at North Quincy High School, Miss Townsend had volunteered 
her services to the Commission beginning in 1963. She was 
especia_lly active in the decades of the 60 's and 7 o ' s when 
the Commission walked acres of yet undisturbed woodlands 
and meadows in preparation of development of a "Green 
Belt". Passage of the state's Wetland Protection Act 
resulted in Commissions being responsible for review of 
construction near wetlands. As mapping of Hanover's 
wetlands had not yet been done, she spent many Saturday 
mornings inspecting swamps and uplands as part of the 
permitting process for new residential subdivisions. To 
meet the increased Commission responsibilities, Miss 
Townsend attended seminars and regional meetings. After 
her retirement from teaching, in the early ao•s, many 
residents joined Miss Townsend while she led walks through 
various parcels of open space. She shared her knowledge 
of bird and animal life and her familiarity with the 
various natural features to be found on each parcel which 
the Commission had acquired and set aside for passive 
recreation. Miss Townsend continued to serve during the 
decade of the so•s despite the ever-increasinv technical 
aspect of plan review on the Commission. Until the late 
so•s Miss Townsend still maintained her home, cared for 
hens and honeybees, and gardened an acre of land, selling 
fresh produce, especially raspberries. 
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On behalf of the Town of Hanover, the Commission expresses 
its gratitude to Miss Townsend for her twenty-eight years 
of service to the Town, for her support for establishment 
of open space, and especially her unfailing interest in 
maintaining an adequate and unpolluted source of drinking 
water. Despite changes in laws and increased pressures 
for land development, she did not hesitate to ask the 
unpopular question, and she never lost sight of the need 
to preserve a healthy environment for all living 
creatures. 
Floodplain, wetlands, and conservation maps are available 
for use by the public in the Conservation Office between 8 
and Noon and 1 to 4. Additional information and 
assistance can be obtained by speaking with Part-time 
Secretary, Mrs. Marie Martucci or the Conservation Agent, 
Mrs. Lois McAfee, who also will visit sites by 
appointment, to answer concerns about wetland delineations 
or related problems. Application forms are available in 
the second-floor hallway whenever Town Hall is open. The 
phone number is 826-6505, and residents may leave a 
message on the answering machine when the office is 
closed. 
The Commission meets on the second and fourth Mondays of 
each month, and residents are welcome to attend. 
Discussion of environmental concerns may be scheduled for 
a specific time during a meeting by speaking to the office 
staff. · 
The present Commission is composed of citizens with varied 
backgrounds. Joining long-term member, Sheila Burch, 
Horticultural Researcher with Arnold Arboretum; Al 
cavanagh, a participant in various environmental groups; 
retired businessman, Leonard Fornaro; and Attorney David 
Lane, is John Ebersole a Professor of Biology at 
University of Massachusetts. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Sheila c. Burch, Chairman 
Albert Cavanagh, Vice-Chairman 
John Ebersole 
Leonard Fornaro 
David Lane, Hearing Officer 
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South Shore Regional School District Report 
We often hear, in today's economy, references to improving 
the value of a product or service by adding something to 
it or i'mproving its efficiency, or polishing it to a 
higher sheen. In the jargon of economists, it is called 
"value added". The most important national product or 
resource we have is clearly our children. Most of us take 
great pains to select or encourage only those activities 
or inputs into our children's lives that will add to their 
character, improve their intellectual skills, strengthen 
their bodies and make them more competitive in an 
increasingly competitive work place. In short, we do what 
we can to "add value• to our children's lives. 
For the past 29 years, South Shore Regional Vocational 
Technical High School has been adding value to the lives 
of thousands of students from Southeastern Massachusetts. 
In fact, it has added significant value to the economy and 
social life of the South Shore area. Nearly 31% of our 
graduates over the years have gone on to assume leadership 
and/or ownership positions in businesses and industry in 
our region. That's an added value. Every year South 
Shore provides dozens of services for our member towns, 
including printing forms and booklets, providing culinary 
services to special Town projects, painting and decorating 
municipal buildings, discount culinary and cosmetology 
services to Senior Citizens, building houses and additions 
for local citizens, and repairing myriads of town 
vehicles. This represents not only value added to our 
member towns, but significant savings for them as well. 
In truth, your community has added value to South Shore 
Vo-Tech. and enhanced its potential to serve the citizens 
of the region for nearlf three decades. The academic and 
technical education available at South· Shore enjoys the 
reputation as being 11top shelf". Every year approximately 
sot of our graduates go directly into the work force in 
the career areas for which they have been trained. On the 
average, 15% will go on to college and 3% into the 
military. Currently there are 409 students enrolled at 
the school. Ninety-six or 23% are female while 313 or 77% 
are male. Last June, 13 students from your community 
graduated from South Shore. These graduates include 
David Hutcho, Mark Pongonis, Kevin Phelan, 
Edward Brangan, Scott Gilmartin, Robert Johnson, 
Patrick McDonough, Sheila Flynn, Vikki Laing, 
Katy Humphries, Sean Barkowsky, 
Daniel Comoletti, and Scott Shaw. 
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As of October 1, 1990, 22 students from your town are 
enrolled in several of the present 17 programs offered at 
the school. 
South Shore has been proud to serve the community of 
Hanover and the region over the years. We appreciate your 
support and pledge to continue to deliver the highest 
quality programs it is within our power to you and to your l 
children, and to continue to add value to the entire south 
Shore Community. r 
Respectfully submitted, 
South Shore Regional School District Committee 
Louis crescenzi 
Hanover Representative 
REPORT OF THE JOHN CURTIS FREE LIBRARY 
To the Citizens of Hanover: 
Increasing space restrictions forced the Trustees to begin 
renovation of a library storage room previously used to 
hold janitorial supplies and donated books. The new room 
will be used by pre-school age children, and will hold 
picture books and other pre-school materials. The 
Trustees unanimously voted to name the room after longtime 
staff member, Eleanor Fla:mmia, who passed away on December 
13, 1990 after a long illness. The community's response 
to a request for donations to help defray the cost of the 
room was heartening. Local businesses donated most of the 
needed building supplies, while individual library patrons 
have contributed nearly $4,000. to date. The Eleanor · (Ellie) Fla:mmia Room is scheduled to open in the Spring of 
1991. 
The Library Staff continually strives to meet the Hanover 
community's informational and recreational needs. ongoing 
programs include weekly story hour sessions for pre-school 
children, a baby sitter's course for pre-teens, drop-in 
story hours, and teddy bear story times. Under the 
direction of the Children's Librarian, Jennifer Pratt, the 
Children's room also hosted an Apple Dorl workshop; a 
Gingerbread Boy program; a Lyle,Crocodile program; and two 
Fun with Food programs. A grant from the Arts Lottery 
Council allowed the Children's Room to present a program 
featuring well-known illustrator Giles Laroche. 192 
children took advantage of the Summer Reading Program, and 
read a total of 5,357 books. 
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Adult programming included an author presentation by local 
authors, Marti Leimbach and Dick Dunham; a bus trip to 
the Monet Exhibit at the Museum of Fine Arts; Spelling 
Bee; art exhibits by local artists; Spring book sale; and 
the creation of a Writer's Workshop for aspiring authors. 
The Library is a member of the Old Colony Library Network, 
which was established as a resource pool for 21 South 
Shore Libraries. During the past year, the Library Staff 
has continued to input Hanover's collection into the main 
database, which is located in Canton. Four computerized 
ports were activated in 1990, including two Patron Access 
Terminals (PAC). Total Library computerization will be 
available in 1991. This will enable Hanover's residents 
to have access to over two million books and other library 
items. 
Total circulation for 1990 was 11% higher than the 1989 
circulation total. 1,202 new patrons registered for 
library cards. 1,473 books and library items were added 
to the library's collection, while a total of 1,249 items 
were discarded from the collection. The Lions Club, 
Hanover Woman's Club, Jrs., and individual members of the 
community made contributions for the purchase of books. 
MuseUlll passes to the Science Museum, Museum of Fine Arts, 
Children's Museum, New England Aquarium, and u.s.s. 
Constitution were used by 493 Hanover residents and 
library patrons during 1990. These passes were generously 
donated by the Hanover Woman's Club, Jrs., the South 
Weymouth Savings Bank, the Rockland Trust Company, and the 
Cooperative Bank. The Library Trustees and Staff are mqst 
grateful for this continued support. 
Library Staff: 
Lorraine Welsh,Director 
Jennifer Pratt 
carol Jankowski 
Margaret Rossi 
Manilla Spurr 
Sharon Johnson 
Deborah Smith 
Nancy Guadano 
Trustees: 
Grace M. Boyle, Chair 
Albert H. Reale, Treasurer 
Janet M. Cole, Secretary 
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REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR 
To the Board of Selectmen and Citizens of Hanover: 
Collections during the calendar year 1990 for Real Estate, 
Personal Property and Motor Vehicle Excise taxes, together 
with miscellaneous collections such as interest and fees 
on delinquent payments, and fees for Municipal Lien 
certificates amounted to $11,764,982.56. 
In accordance with Chapter 797 of the Acts of 1979, a 
hearing was held to discuss the taxing of Real Estate and 
Personal Property according to Classification. It was 
voted to set the rate at $11.44 for Residential and Open 
Space and $11.83 for Commercial, Industrial and Personal 
Property. 
On September 28, 1990, there were 4522 residential, open 
space, commercial and industrial Real Estate tax bills 
mailed, as well as 359 Personal Property tax bills. The 
first payment of these bills was payable by November 1, 
1990. The total Real Estate tax levy for Fiscal year 1991 
is $11,677,595.98, and the Personal Property tax levy is 
$169,021,32. 
To date there have been 12,114 Motor Vehicle Excise tax 
bills issued for vehicles registered and garaged in the 
Town of Hanover for the year 1990. There were also an 
additional 743 1989 Motor excise taxes issued for late 
registration in the year 1989. 
Many hours were spent pre~aring notices and contacting 
taxpayers in arrears of Fiscal Year 1989 Real Estate 
taxes. Tax Title liens were recorded on all parcels with 
outstanding taxes, totalling $35,993.64, representing a 
collection of more than 99.6% of the entire 1989 tax levy 
of $9,597,255.27. 
The total receipts for Municipal Lien Certificates was 
$8,325.00. A Municipal Lien Certificate is a legal 
document prepared for mortgage transfers, refinancing or 
line of credit, indicating whether taxes and municipal 
charges are paid. The cost of this certificate is $25.00. 
During the calendar year 1990, $51,962.35 was collected in 
interest and fees. This represents interest at the rate 
of 14% for all unpaid and overdue payments, together with 
Demand and Warrant charges. 
I would like to thank the taxpayers of Hanover for their 
conscientious efforts to pay the many bills that are 
mailed from this office. Hy appreciation is also extended 
to my competent office staff and Deputy Collector for 
their efforts and many courtesies. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Eleanor M. Kimball 
Hanover Tax Collector 
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REPORT OF THE ASSESSORS 
To the Hanover Board of Selectmen and Citizens of Hanover: 
We were sorry that Charles E. Hopkins, a former member of 
the Board of Assessors passed away on March 21, 1990. We 
extend our sympathy to his wife and family. 
Geralds. CUlhane ran unopposed, and was elected to the 
Board in May for a three year term. Tanistha Collins 
resigned in July, and Cheryl Pooler was hired in October 
to fill this vacancy on a part-time basis. Good luck to 
Tanistha on her new venture. Lois Kendall, M.A.A., 
Assistant Assessor Appraiser continues to head up the 
Departllent with Kary Marconi and Cheryl Pooler as Senior 
Clerks. 
The tax rate was certified by the Department of Revenue in 
September 1990, which allowed the Tax Collector to issue 
Real Estate and Personal Property bills on a timely basis, 
again, for the third year. This was the second year 
classification was implemented by the Selectmen, with a 
shift of 2-1/2% applied to Commercial property. 
We strive for timeliness, accuracy, uniformity, and 
fairness in our assessing practices. We are here to serve 
you, the Taxpayer. Please feel free to contact us should 
you have an¥ questions on assessing practices or your 
assessment in particular. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Wayne E. Shaw, Chairman 
Linard Risgin 
Gerald S. CUlhane, M.A.A. 
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TOIJN OF HANOVER 
CLASSIFICATION OF PROPERT'( 
( 000 OF'I I TTEDl 
Fiscal Year 
Assessed valuation 
As of date 
Resident lal 
~ of tax levy 
Open Space 
,c of tax levy 
CCfflfflerclal 
,C of ta>< levy 
Industrial 
X of ta>< levy 
Personal Property 
X of tax levy 
Naw Construction <Allowable*> 
Resident la I 
Connerclal 
SUbdlvlslon Parcels 
CRasldantial/Comr11erclal> 
Personal Property 
Total new construction 
Additional taxes levied 
Gross amount to be raised 
Estimated receipts and 
other revenue sources 
X of total raised 
Taxes on property 
X of total raised 
Tax RateCs> 
Residential/open space 
Com,nerclal/lndustrial/Personal 
Levy Limit 
Tax Levy by class of property 
Residential 
Open Space 
C01M1erclal 
Industrial 
Personal Property 
1989 
7:96,015 
1-1-88 
528,407 
71.80 
565 
0.08 
158,1588 
• 21.se 
86, 115 
4.91 
12,240 
1 .66 
7,409 
14,097 
S,994 
MO 
26,141 
816 
17,805 
8,045 
45 
9,760 
55 
18.26 
Property 
9,762 
7,007 
7 
2,104 
479 
,es 
1990 
1,007,118 
1-1-89 
752,018 
74.04 
720 
0.07 
195,215 
19.8? 
45,186 
4.59 
14,029 
1.48 
9,408 
8,584 
e, 14:9 
1,095 
25,225 
894 
18,641 
8,:902 
45 
10,8:99 
55 
10. 18 
10.52 
10,340 
7,655 
7 
2,054 
475 
148 
1991 
1,026,658 
1-1-90 
784,995 
78.88 
856 
0.08 
198,842 
19.85 
47,67:9 
4.76 
14,287 
1 .48 
11,588 
e,e71 
848 
462 
19,509 
201 
19,482 
7,585 
89 
11,84? 
61 
11 .44 
11.88 
11,850 
8,752 
10 
2,352 
564 
169 
*Allowable new construction - increases In assessed valuation for 
residential of not less that 50X 1 cOfflfflerclal not less that s100,ooo 
or SOX 
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PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION REPORT 
The Parks and Recreation committee welcomed the 
appointment of Mark Harrington as a new member in 1990. 
The Parks and Recreation Committee in 1990 accomplished 
several goals. The most notable was the much needed 
resurfacing and relining of the basketball courts at the 
B.Everett Hall Playground. At the same location, a new 
shed was constructed. Finally, a new security light was 
installed for the Bandstand. 
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS 
Each year the Summer Recreational Program has grown under 
the direction of Bob Sylvia and his staff. The number of 
children taking part in the program is over 200. The 
program provides many activities includinv Arts and 
Crafts, field trips and swimming. This winter we had an 
increase in the Learn-to-Ski program at the Blue Hills. 
Enrollment in this program almost doubled. In the spring 
the roller skating program at Skatetown U.S.A. attracted 
over 50 children. Lastly, a summer evening basketball 
program was organized at the B. Everett Hall Playground, 
and was directed by Bob Shea. 
SUMMER CONCERT SERIES 
The Sunday afternoon entertainment has been fun for young 
and old alike. The Bandstand Committee funds the concerts 
through grants from the Arts Lottery, donations from civic 
groups, local business groups, and individuals. Many 
hours of hard work go into the success of the concerts. 
The Bandstand Committee members are Pat Shea, Jean Ahern, 
Ellen Autio, Bob Shea, and Jim VanDoren. 
PLAYGROUND COMMITTEE 
In July, after the construction of the Hanover community 
Playground, Hanover at Play turned over the playground to 
the Parks and Recreation committee. Hanover at Play is 
now a sub-committee to the Parks and Recreation Committee. 
Their responsibility is to maintain the playground. 
Hanover at Play raised $5,000. for Maintenance Fund for 
this purpose. 
REVOLVING ACCOUNT 
A separate revolving fund passed on last year's Town 
Warrant. This account allows the Parks and Recreation 
Committee to use monies earned from various fees to 
maintain town parks and fields. This becomes increasingly 
important in these difficult economic years. 
In closing, we would like to thank the Public Works 
Department for their assistance and support. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Arthur L. Ceurvels, Chairman 
John L. Gabriel,Vice Chairman 
Syd Elliott, Secretary 
Mark Harrington 
Barbara Stone 
Pat Shea(Bandstand Committee) 
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DEPARTMENT 
The only thing certain is change. Change has been evident 
in the Hanover School Department in 1990. While it is --
important to understand change, it is equally important to 
be aware of the past so as to best plan for the future. 
Changes are occurring in the State and Nation concerning ,e. 
what schools should do and students know. This year the 
President and Governors set up six goals, and Hanover is f 
working on these mandates. Goal 1.is for all children to 
start school ready to learn. While Hanover had to 
eliminate, because of financial limitations, the 
4-year-old program that was proving cost effective by 
lowering added expenses in later years, it has established 
the Tepee Program at the High School for pre-schoolers, 
and also has programs so that students with special needs 
will be able to enter school more ready to learn. 
Other Presidential goals will be addressed in the 
following paragraphs. 
Goal 2. is to graduate over 90% of students. 
Goal 3. is to demonstrate competency in a variety of 
subjects. 
Goal 4. is to make students world leaders in science and 
Math achievement. 
Goals. is to have all adults literate and possess 
knowledge and skills to participate in a global 
economy, and exercise the rights and 
responsibilities of citizenship. 
Goal 6. is to free schools of drugs and violence, and 
offer a disciplined environment. 
At June ceremonies, 97% of the Senior Class graduated 
(152), and 78% were off to college, 3% to the military, 
14% already had jobs, with 5% still seeking positions. 
Among the many awards received by the class, 2 students 
earned National Merit Letters of Commendation, 2 others 
were National Merit Finalists, and 1 received the Byrd 
State Scholarship. 
In 1990, throughout the school system, students 
demonstrated compentency on all mandated or administered 
State and National Tests. The State requires students of 
Grades 3, 6, and 9 to take state tests in Reading, Math, 
and Writing. Hanover exceeded the state average in all 
tests at all grade levels with passing percentages ranging 
from 93 to 100. It was unique to have the 6th Grade score 
100% on the writing test, a result of emphasis throughout 
the grades on higher thinking processes. 
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The Metropolitan Achievement Test covers more grades and 
more subjects; it is used to help students and staff do 
better. This year it showed most students achieving above 
grade level, as compared with national accomplishment, and 
showed especially strong results in reading. However, it 
also showed a skill level at most grades ranging from 4-5 
grade levels, which means we should be using multigrade 
level books, and have a wide range of materials available 
in the libraries to enhance learning. 
The Scholastic Aptitude Test results, while intended to 
predict college success, often are cited as a measure of 
student success in High School. The more students who 
take the test, the lower the school averages. Last year 
and this year a very high number of Seniors 74 and 711, -as 
compared with 331 nationally, took the test. The Class of 
'89 and '90, in verbal, scored 445 and 227, while in 
Mathematics scored 482 and 455. Because of changes coming 
in all these State/National tests, prompted, in part by 
the President's goals, we should strengthen academic 
offerings at all levels, emphasize higher thinking/problem 
solving skills, hands-on use of computers and calculators, 
and provide more experiences in writing. 
Hanover schools continued to move forward in Science/Math 
excellence in 1990. Aided by several grants, Teachers and 
Administrators participated in programs to improve 
science/math instruction. Center/Sylvester School held an 
Annual Science Day with all students participating. In 
Center and Cedar Schools, every 2nd, 3rd, and 4th grade 
student participated in a SAGE Type I Convention Day. 
SAGE Independent Studies program found 75 students 
competing; 2 students received letters from Jacques 
Cousteau and Dr. Benjamin Spock to aid their 
investigations. A SAGE Invention Convention was held with 
so 3d and 4th graders from Sylvester and Cedar Schools 
participating. 2 students displayed at the Boston Museum 
of Science Inventors Weekend, and one was contacted by the 
Johnny Carson Show. Jo Koelsch, Teacher at Center School, 
was named one of the top 3 teachers in Massachusetts for 
recognition in Elementary Science. She was also one of 20 
in the nation invited to NASA for summer training and 
opportunities to bring programs to Hanover. 
At Cedar School,Donna Richardson received the Presidential 
Award for Excellence in Elementary Mathematics teaching, 
and was state representative to visit the President and 
receive programs in Washington,DC. She brought back a 
wealth of opportunities for her school. 
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Expanding on the work in the Elementary Schools,the 
Middle School continued its strong program in 
math/science, began the project of blending in the new 
national math standards, and continued for the 19th year 
the week-long ecology camping trip for all 6th graders. 
At the High School, strong academic offerings in 
science/math were expanded with a strengthened Advance 
Placement course in Calculus and an authorization to offer 
AP Biology in the coming year. 
Beyond the Presidential Goals, much change and activity 
occurred in the Hanover Schools. After a year of meetings 
involving many parents, staff and interested citizens, the 
Elementary Grades K-4 were divided into two similar 
groups,one at Cedar, the other at Center/Sylvester 
Schools. Meanwhile, the 5th grade was moved into the 
Junior High. Since that school had been operating on a 
Middle School philosophy for some time, and is recognized 
as one of the top ten such schools in the State, it was 
renamed the Hanover Middle School. 
Parent involvement is essential for successful schools, 
and such help reached an all-time high at all schools this 
year. All participating parents are hereby thanked, and a 
few of the many activities are highlighted here. The 
PRIDE organization completed the relocation of the 
football stands, and installing lights and new bleachers 
near the High School. The HYAA and Hanover Boosters 
continued to actively support the sports programs in a 
year of budget constraints. 
At the Middle School, parents were.equally helpful in 
support of field trips and in service on the Transition 
and Orientation Committee, which oversaw the addition of 
5th graders to the school. 
The Community Playground organization designed, funded, 
and erected a playground near Center/Sylverster School, 
which is extensively used by families with preschoolers as 
well as students in the schools. 
\, 
Parents, Teachers, and Administrators banded together to '·,. 
help paint interior areas at Sylvester School during the 
summer. The P.T.A. and Music Boosters have generously 
supported school activities in countless ways. Many 
schools now offer monthly parent coffees during the school 
day. There are extensive parent and citizen meetings and 
conferences in the schools evenings to further explain 
school activity. 
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An extensive athletic program is essential for the 
development of skills in leadership, cooperative activity, 
physical development and use of leisure time in later 
life. The Hanover program, once again had a most 
successful year. 
In the Winter season, 132 athletes (24% of the school's 
students) played on 5 interscholistic teams. 3 Winter 
teams entered State tournaments, and the Ice Hockey team 
advanced to the State quarter-finals. In the Spring 149 
students (27%) participated on 7 inter-scholastic teams. 
The Golf Team was in post season State tourney 
competition. In the Fall,213 athletes (39%) competed on 6 
teams. The Field Hockey, boys and girls Soccer Teams 
all entered State tourney play. In addition the Field 
Hockey Team is the South Shore League Champion. To 
summarize the record this year, 7 Hanover teams 
participated in State tournaments, 3 teams were League 
Champions, and the Ice Hockey Team won their 4th 
consecutive League Championship. 
A number of changes and accomplishments have occurred in 
the Hanover Schools this year that deserve brief mention. 
The entire High School staff has been involved in a self 
study of the school prerequisite to the New England 
Association formal evaluation of the school, needed for 
continued accreditation. More study will occur in 1991 
with the evaluation in October. 
2 SAGE students took 2d and 3rd place in the State Future 
Problem Solving Scenario competition. 
Michael Morrell, a Senior, after scoring 780 on his S.A.T. 
exam, earned 2 SOO's on the Mathematics Achievement Tests,. 
Level I and Level II. 
11th Grade United States History students assisted the 
Democratic and Republican party members at the polls 
during the Town Elections. 
Amy Wilson and Jeffrey Rogan of the SAGE program placed in 
the top 20 scenario writers in the nation for their 
futuristic compositions on the tropical rain forests and 
medical advances. 
Mr. Robert Margarit, High School Social Studies Teacher, 
was called to active duty in Operation Desert Storm. 
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Mr. Philip O'Neil served as an Officer of his State 
professional organization. Mr. Kenneth Johnson was an 
Executive Board Member of his New England professional 
association, and Dr. Robert Fox was elected Vice President 
of his National professional association. 
Exchange students from SWeden and Spain spent the year in 
Hanover, hosted by American Field Service exchange 
families. 
High School students went on an educational tour to France 
during Spring vacation. 
5 SAGE teams entered the State Future Problem Solving 
competition, three were invited to the State finals, and 1 
team took 2d place. 
High School Musicians competed for Regional and State 
honors. 12 band members auditioned for SEMSBA; 10 choral 
students tried out; and 7 made the group. Ten choral 
students auditioned for southeast District recognition 
with 6 making the c,roup along with 2 band members. 6 
choral students tried out for All state, and 5 made the 
most distinguished chorus. 
Several staff members left the School Department for lack 
of funds, despite an override vote in the Town Election. 
Harry Gerrish, who graduated from the Hanover Schools, 
and, for 39 years was a Teacher, Coach, and Athletic 
Director, retired. Harry had been voted Athletic Director 
of the year by his peers in the State. The School 
Committee voted to name the High School Football Field in 
his honor. 
The Hanover Schools continue to change, remembering the 
past, excelling in the present, and planning for a future 
that might bring to students yet to come, a quality 
education geared for each student's needs. Much of the 
town's value as a community rests on thoughtful planning 
in these critical times for the long-term future of its 
schools. 
Doctor Robert P. Fox 
Superintendent of Schools 
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REPORTOFTHETOWNACCOUNTANT 
Board of Selectmen 
Hanover 
Massachusetts 
In accordance with Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 
41, Section 61, I submit herewith the report of the Town 
Accountant for the fiscal year ended June JO, 1990, showing 
in detail the receipts and expenditures of the various Town 
Departments, and a statement of Town debt. 
Included also, is the opinion of the our independent 
auditor, Robert Ercolini & Company, and a portion of the 
Town's audited general purpose financial statements for the 
fiscal year ended June JO, 1990. The complete audit report 
is available for public inspection upon request. 
I would I like to thank the Town Officials, Boards, 
Committees and employees for their assistance and 
cooperation. 
Respectfully submitted, 
George L. Martin 
Town Accountant 
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REVDUES 
GDBRAL POND 
Personal & Real Estate Taxes 
Tax Liens Redeemed 
Motor Vehicle Excise Taxes 
Penalties and Interest 
Property Taxes 
Motor Vehicle Excise 
Tax Liens 
Departmental Revenue: 
Payments in Lieu of Taxes 
Stetson House Rental 
School Rentals 
North River Collaborative 
Police Department 
Fire Department 
Ambulance Fees 
Sealer of Weights & Measures 
Town Clerk Fees 
Selectmen Misc. Receipts 
Planning Board 
Board of Appeals 
Conservation commission 
Transfer station Recycle 
commercial Rubbish Fees 
Transfer Station - Other 
School - Other 
D.P.W. Subdivision Inspection Fees 
Demand and Warrant Fees 
Municipal Liens 
Residential School Tuition 
Licenses and Permits: 
Alcoholic Beverages Licenses 
Board of Health Permits 
Selectmen Licenses 
Permits - Marriage Intentions 
Dog Licenses and Late Fees 
Police Permits 
Building Inspections 
Plumbing Permits 
Gas Permits 
Wiring Permits 
Fines and Forfeitures: 
Parking Fines 
court Fines 
Library Fines 
Parking Surcharge 
Restitution 
Dog Fines 
Bad Check Fine 
Interest on Investments 
Miscellaneous 
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$10,058,013.74 
34,602.82 
808,991.52 
40,454.13 
1,512.76 
6,103.49 
52,425.00 
4,300.00 
31,975.00 
5,250.00 
4,284.45 
5,485.50 
48,820.60 
838.00 
11,490.60 
6,185.91 
3,800.50 
600.00 
10,019.25 
45.00 
57,753.46 
1,798.05 
337.43 
7,347.50 
12,872.50 
10,425.00 
8,177.32 
24,850.00 
19,525.00 
16,165.00 
1,400.00 
6,406.00 
717.00 
114,211.00 
7,525.00 
11,186.00 
13,120.00 
10,108.40 
87,816.25 
5,906.23 
692.10 
626.00 
460.00 
50.00 
261,079.61 
4,248.53 
State Aid and Reimbursements: 
Loss of Taxes 
Veterans Benefit Reimbursement 
Additional Assistance Local Aid 
Chapter 81 Highway Fund 
Urban Development Excise 
Lottery, Beano Recei~ts 
Chapter 70, School Aid 
Transport Pupils 
School Construction Reimbursement 
Additional Aid Public Library 
civil Defense 
Total General Fund 
Water Usage Charges 
Water Services 
Water Liens 
Total Water Fund 
WATBR i'1JBD 
SPECIAL REVENUE P1JBD 
Lost Book Reimbursement 
Athletic Revolving 
Extended Opportunities 
Summer School Tuition 
School Lunch 
Insurance Proceeds <lo,ooo 
Police - outside Details 
School Detail 
Fire Detail 
Police Restitution 
Visiting Nurse Donation 
Sale of Lots - Cemetery 
Insurance Proceeds >10,000 
Graves and Foundations 
Conservation Guarantee Deposits 
conservation 131-40 
Chapter 811 Highway Interest 
Conservation Penalty Interest 
Arts Lottery Grant Interest 
Gifts 
Drug Free School Grant 
Council on Aging Grant 
Arts Lottery Grant 
Horace Mann Grant 
Police Drug 
Health Guarantee Deposits 
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20,588.00 
45,050.65 
2,476,042.00 
54,059.00 
91,864.00 
449,091.00 
1,356,380.00 
100,453.00 
110,415.00 
1,028.00 
3,840.34 
16.528.811.99 
1,631,528.10 
70,816.66 
6,443.00 
1. 708. 787. 76 
2,004.28 
30,507.78 
26,363.00 
47,085.00 
319,281.81 
307.00 
168,492.00 
7,021.25 
70.00 
15.48 
a,000.00 
12,805.20 
10,162.50 
44,757.00 
30,203.90 
4,387.50 
1,634.81 
831.70 
231.79 
7,799.88 
8,269.00 
2,151.00 
8,853.00 
3,353.00 
8,335.12 
28,430.00 
Planning Board Guarantee Deposit 
Town Planner Grant 
Library Meg.Grant 
COA-Exec Office of Trans & Const 
P.L. 94-142 Title VI B 
P.L. 89-313 Title I 
P.L. 89-10 Chapter I 
P.L. 97-35 ECIA Chapter II 
P.L. 94-142 ECAP 
Title II Math & Science 
Total Special Revenue Fund 
TROST FONDS 
Gain on Sale of Investments -
John CUrtis Library 
Contributions - Bandstand 
Joseph Wilder 
Joan Frey 
Reward 
Recreation 
Health Insurance Trust 
Police Federal Forfeited 
Interest - Conservation 
Stabilization 
Perpetual Care 
Florence Goss 
William Dowden 
Ahearn Scholarship 
Edmund Q. Slyvester 
E. Hatfield Salmond 
Washburn Scholarship 
Mildred Ellis 
Joseph Wilder 
300th Anniversary 
Joan·Frey Ambulance Trust 
B. Everett Hall 
Tedeschi Trust 
Route 53 Trust 
Health Insurance Trust 
Bandstand Concerts 
Bandstand Permanent 
Recreation Trust 
Reward Trust 
John curtis Library 
Police Federal Forfeited Funds 
Total Trust Funds 
Total All Funds 
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Fd 
2,000.00 
16,484.12 
9,965.67 
19,745.60 
100,110.00 
15,625.00 
20,328.00 
7,233.00 
16,349.00 
2.390.00 
991.583.39 
16,118.00 
2,140.00 
15.00 
45.00 
500.00 
1,000.00 
226,220.66 
557,464.13 
3,676.12 
2,793.72 
13,598.88 
73.37 
80.30 
3,690.79 
819.24 
1,485.29 
1,348.48 
1,119.81 
207.37 
9.71 
120.92 
688.55 
49.56 
51.62 
1,087.96 
100.80 
53.23 
36.67 
18. 77 
17,091.00 
1i.529.88 
864.234.83 
201490.234.33 
r 
~ 
Selectmen 
Salary & Wages 
Expenses 
Encumbrance 
central computer 
Expenses 
Encumbrance 
AJ0/90 Computer Acq 
Expenses 
BXPENDH'ORES 
GBNB1U\L PUlm 
Budget 
95,301.00 
11,583.00 
24.12 
20,700.00 
7,015.15 
17,000.00 
AJ7/87 Public Safety Vehicle 
Expenses 1,055.19 
A56/85 Rte.SJ Design 
Expenses 
Advisory Committee 
Salary & Wages 
Expenses 
2,574.89 
1,300.00 
400.00 
A40/87 Webster/Whiting st 
Expenses 75,000.00 
A49/90 Rte. 53 Phase I 
Expenses 36,642.41 
A12/90 Handicapped Access 
Expenses 2,913.32 
Accountant 
Salary & Wages 
Expenses 
Encumbrance 
Assessors 
Salary & Wages 
Expenses 
Revaluation Expenses 
Expenses 
Tax Collector 
Salaries & Wages 
Expenses 
33,936.00 
10,275.00 
3,000.00 
63,589.00 
14,631.00 
39,750.00 
60,568.00 
12,325.00 
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Expended 
93,748.99 
10,860.95 
24.12 
18,632.79 
7,015.15 
10,863.13 
545.00 
2,103.37 
o.oo 
205.82 
13,254.80 
o.oo 
1,700.00 
33,906.80 
5,578.11 
o.oo 
62,727.83 
12,470.32 
39,750.00 
60,544.23 
11,997.72 
Encumbered 
6,136.87 
510.19 
471.52 
61,745.20 
36,642.41 
3,675.00 
Budget Exoended f;ncumbered 
Town Treasurer ~-
Salary & Wages 48,785.00 47,570.21 
Expenses 32,313.00 20,785.06 4,678.50 
---
-r 
Town Clerk 
Salaries & Wages 36,666.00 36,621.27 
Expenses 2,267.00 2,266.67 
Elections/Tn Meetings 
;-, 
Salaries & Wages 6,500.00 4,730.35 
Expenses 4,945.00 3,411.16 
Registrars 
Salaries & Wages 11,285.33 10,829.62 
Expenses 5,546.00 4,268.31 930.00 
Legal Services j 
Expenses 58,000.00 48,644.04 10,800.00 
Personnel Board 
Salaries & Wages s,000.00 2,928.77 
Expenses 700.00 658.23 
Capital Improvement 
Salary & Wages 80.00 o.oo 
Expenses 100.00 o.oo 
Board of Appeals 
Salaries & Wages 3,500.00 3,403.84 
Expenses 3,200.00 1,597.62 
Planning Board 
Salaries & Wages 43,502.00 41,431.23 
Expenses 11,330.00 9,580.10 
' ' 
Town Hall 
Salaries & Wages 29,259.00 29,258.35 
Expenses 28,560.00 22,920.96 5,257.56 
Encumbrance 4,980.38 4,937.48 
Fire Headquarters 
,...__ 
Encumbrance 455.96 421.09 
Conservation Commission 
Salaries & Wages 27,907.00 26,7?8.25 
Expenses 6,425.00 6,424.34 
Police 
Salaries & Wages 964,282.00 945,357.41 
Expenses 50,695.00 49,077.42 
Encumbrance 72.00 72 .00 
' 
'<._., 
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Budget Expended Encumbered 
Fire Department 
Salaries & Wages 488,214.00 487,242.47 
Expenses 117,750.00 117,340.15 
Encumbrance 5,616.54 5,459.64 
Suppression of Fire 
Salaries & Wages 65,552.30 65,552.30 
Civil Defense 
Expenses 1,900.00 1,895.79 
Emergency Communications Center 
Salaries & Wages 104,297.28 104,297.28 
Expenses 35,452.00 31,420.64 
Telephone Purchase 3,790.63 3,790.63 
Buildini Inspector 
Salaries & Wages 52,906.00 50,908.64 
Expenses 7,250.00 7,125.89 
Plumbiny Inspector 
Salar es & Wages 10,450.00 10,449.52 
Expenses 900.00 838.06 
Wiring Inspector 
Salaries & Wages 10,450.00 10,449.52 
Expenses 900.00 898.65 
Sealer of Weights & Measures 
Salaries & Wages 1,940.00 970.00 
Expenses 200.00 90.91 
Dog Officer 
Salaries & Wages 9,770.00 9,287.20 
Expenses 5,900.00 3,047.95 
~cumbrance 110.00 o.oo 
School Department 
Salaries & Wages 7,527,254.00 7,506,881.39 
Expenses 1,881,746.00 1,900,996.67 
Encumbrance 2,164.16 2,151.65 
A36/90 Wheelchair van 
Expenses 17,500.00 17,500.00 
A37/90 School Van 
Expenses 17,000.00 17,000.00 
A42/90 Center School Ceiling 
Expenses 25,000.00 8,107.99 16,892.01 
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Budget r,;~ended Encumbered 
A43/90 Cedar/Jr High Roof 
Expenses 235,000.00 226,984.65 8,015.35 
'-
South Shore Vo-Tech 239,672.00 239,672.00 -,, 
DPW Administration 
Salaries & Wages 121,149.00 118,946.65 
Expenses 41,160.00 30,281.56 
Highway 
Salaries & Wages 241,234.00 217,979.03 
Expenses 87,040.00 73,259.33 
Encumbrance 19,657.20 19,657.20 
Snow & Ice Removal 
Salaries & Wages 40,000.00 48,742.01 
Expenses 118,000.00 148,501.61 
AJS/90 Highway Roller 
Expenses 48,000.00 36,302.86 11,697.14 
Traffic Signs & Lines 
Expenses 15,000.00 3,304.85 
Encumbrance 6,696.85 6,679.53 10,415.75 
A43/89 CH199 Road Improvements 
Encumbrance 14,394.00 10,273.82 4,120.18 
A44/89 CH206 Road Improvements 
Encumbrance 14,081.00 13,921.23 159.77 
A47/90 CH577 Road Improvements 
Expenses 53,159.00 0.00 53,159.00 
A48/90 CH90 Maintenance "J 
Expenses 28,989.00 o.oo 28,989.00 
ASl/90 Underground H20 
Expenses 2,soo.00 1,110.00 1,390.00 
A42/90 Road Maintenance 
Encumbrance 48,446.65 6.828.20 41,618.45 
A45/87 Town Roads 
Encumbrance 4,010.72 0.00 4,010.72 
ASJ/90 Sanders 
Expenses 18,500.00 18,500.00 
Park Maintenance 
Salaries & Wages 73,012.00 72,718.51 
' Expenses 7,550.00 2,791.53 
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Budget Exgenged ~ncuml;!e;teg 
Playground switch Gear 
Encumbrance 1,440.00 400.00 1,040.00 
Tree Maintenance 
Salaries & Wages 8,400.00 1,830.89 
Expenses 6,300.00 2,059.70 3,450.50 
Encumbrance 2,900.00 2,900.00 
Cemetery 
Salaries & Wages 47,336.00 45,163.84 
Expenses 7,135.00 3,575.42 709.69 
A28/87 Cemetery Development 
Encumbrance 12,000.00 o.oo 12,000.00 
A24/89 Cemetery Development 
Encumbrance 12,000.00 o.oo 12,000.00 
Cemetery Development 
Encumbrance 6,242.74 510.90 5,731.84 
Drainage 
Expenses s,000.00 8,ooo.oo 
Board of Health 
Salaries & Wages 54,971.00 42,044.37 
Expenses 39,705.00 39,382.16 
Transfer Station 
Salaries & Wages 72,759.00 71,381.77 
Expenses 717,499.00 635,067.08 
A41/89 Loader 
Encumbrance 10,062.00 o.oo 
Inspector of Animals 
Salaries & Wages 600.00 600.00 
Visiting Nurse 
Salaries & Wages 36,772.00 36,772.00 
council on Aging 
Salaries & Wages 31,772.80 31,652.20 
Expenses 6., 650. 00 5,989.63 
Encumbrance 105.87 105.87 
Grange Hall Maintenance 
Expenses 6,075.00 5,700.96 
A44/90 COA Center Renovations 
Expenses 25,000.00 24,444.00 556.00 
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Bugget E~engeg EncYm~e1:eg 
Minibus Expenses 
Expenses 8,750.00 5,336.85 
--
Veterans' Services 
Salaries & Wages 8,084.00 8,084.00 
Expenses 655.00 344.99 102.25 --i 
Veterans• Benefits 
Subsistence 74,600.00 52,161.30 10,682.73 
Encumbrance 6,457.17 4,567.67 
--
-John curtis Library 
Salaries & Wages 117,000.00 116,197.20 
Expenses 38,033.00 38,018.32 
A36/89 Library Addition 
Encumbrance 1,731.60 258.05 
All/89 Library Addition 
Encumbrance 500.00 o.oo 
Old Colony Computer 
Encumbrance 17,691.00 o.oo 17,691.00 
Childrens• Room Program 
Encumbrance 25.96 o.oo 
Library -state Aid 
Encumbrance 522.92 522.92 
Library - Fine 
Expenses 2,515.68 2,514.05 
Library - Computer 
Encumbrance 5,797.82 0.00 5,797.82 -,,., 
Library - Boiler 
Encumbrance 13,500.00 13,346.91 
Stetson House 
---Expenses 1,500.00 1,496.15 
A27/84 Historical Inventory 
Encumbrance 84.33 84.33 
A32/87 Historical Committee 
Encumbrance 1,987.50 325.13 1,662.37 
Al0/89 Historical Committee 
Encumbrance 2,000.00 o.oo 2,000.00 
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Public Holidays 
Expenses 
Encumbrance 
Sign-Memorial Squares 
Encumbrance 
Budget 
2,668.09 
897.42 
165.82 
Park & Recreation Program 
Salaries & Wages 8,787.00 
Expenses 7,900.00 
Encumbrance 101.10 
A26/90 Calvin Ellis Field 
Expenses 3,000.00 
Debt 
Principal 
School 
Fire station 
Ladder Truck 
Interest 
School 
Fire Station 
Ladder Truck 
Bnd Anticipation 
Temporary Loan 
Expenses 
Note Issuance 
110,000.00 
125,ooo.oo 
64,000.00 
4,930.00 
72,403.00 
23,392.00 
29,040.00 
41,738.33 
500.00 
Plymouth county Retirement 
Expenses 491,217.00 
Retirement Fund 
Expenses 
Pension - Other 
Expenses 
8,222.00 
3,681.00 
State/County Assessments 
Expenses 240,608.00 
Employee Benefits 
Medicare 
Group Health Ins 
Group Life Ins 
Unemployment 
Public Safety Med 
Employee Medical 
Property & Casualty 
Expenses 
30,000.00 
soo,000.00 
3,854.00 
38,225.95 
1,600.00 
2,500.00 
357,272.00 
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Expended 
1,737.42 
273.48 
165.82 
8,489.36 
7,340.38 
42.87 
2,997.00 
110,000.00 
125,000.00 
64,000.00 
4,930.00 
72,402.50 
23,392.00 
8,034.28 
41,738.33 
160.00 
490,074.00 
8.,222.00 
3,680.43 
240,596.51 
27,256.04 
soo,000.00 
3,796.19 
38,225.95 
1,431.62 
456.00 
355,228.02 
Encumbered 
930.67 
115.00 
168·. 38 
2,044.00 
Budget Expended Encumbered 
Town Gas Pump 
Expenses 47,950.00 47,949.41 
Copy Machine 
Expenses 3,984.00 3,253.86 627.00 
Town Audit 
Expenses 15,000.00 15,000.00 
Encumbrance 1,000.00 7,000.00 
Town Reports 
Expenses 8,ooo.oo 6,847.01 
streetlights 
Expenses 36,960.98 36,891.96 
Tax Title 
Expenses 4,645.14 4,165.14 480.00 
Town By-Law Committee 
Encumbrance 110.96 o.oo 110.96 
Stabilization Fund 
Transfer to 20,000.00 20,000.00 
Counnty Aid/Agriculture 
Expenses 125.00 J,25.00 
Total General Fund 17.557.849.26 16 f 911. 869 • 75 389.214.83 
RESERVE FUND 
Budget Transferred ~ 
150,000.00 
Treasurer 820.00 
Registrars 1,435.33 
Personnel Board 200.00 
Suppression of Fires 5,552.30 
--Emergency Communications 9,102.28 
Snow &'Ice Removal 45,000.00 
Board of Health 10,105.00 
John Curtis Library 1,500.00 
Public Holidays ·643. 09 
Temporary Loans 2,738.33 
Unemployment Benefits 17,225.95 
Workers• Compensation 2,272.00 
Town Gas Pump 200.00 
streetlights 6,960.98 
Tax Title Expense §45.U 
Total Reserve Fund 120,000.00 104.400.40 o.oo 
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WATER FUND 
Budget Expended 
Water Division DPW 
Salaries & Wages 
Expenses 
Encumbrances 
370,015.00 
433,900.00 
49,581.00 
Treatment Plant Modifications 
Encumbrance 28,525.67 
A18/90 Water Regulation 
Encumbrance 10,000.00 
A48/90 Broad/ Han Well 
Expenses 4,236.00 
A20/90 Han/ Broad Well 
Encumbrance 65,000.00 
A44/84 Groundwater Monitoring 
Encumbrance 42,227.42 
A12/81 Water survey 
Encumbrance 
A19/90 Water Supply/Test 
s,000.00 
Encumbrance so,000.00 
A49/89 Drill Bedrock Well 
Encumbrance 68,985.00 
A63/87 Water Tank Repair 
Encumbrance 57,937.50 
A9/88 Computer 
Encumbrance 783.42 
A53/89 Pond St Garage 
Encumbrance 17,000.00 
A22/90 Equipment Truck 
Expenses 60,000.00 
A65/87 Main Reinforcement 
336,317.79 
316,995.10 
46,592.73 
o.oo 
o.oo 
2,466.00 
o.oo 
o.oo 
0.00 
o.oo 
58,951.19 
56,439.90 
410.00 
35.00 
59,962.20 
Encumbrance 762,956.53 538,386.24 
A52/89 Service Van 
Encumbrance 
AS0/89 Test Water Meter 
12,000.00 
Encumbrance 40,000.00 
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12,000.00 
40,000.00 
Encumbered 
6,000.00 
28,525.67 
10,000.00 
1,770.00 
65,000.00 
42,227.42 
5,000.00 
so,000.00 
10,033.81 
1,497.60 
373.42 
16,965.00 
37.80 
226,570.29 
Budget 
A21/90 Replace Meters 
Expenses 40,000.00 
ASl/89 School st. Tan.Jc 
Encumbrance 54,310.00 
Debt 
Principal 
Expended 
40,000.00 
54,310.00 
water Bond 134,500.00 .134,500.00 
Interest 
Water Bond 113,956.00 71,528.50 
Bond Anticipation 100,so2.oo 91,694.50 
Transfer 
General Fund .122.334.00 122.334.00 
Encumbered 
Total Water Fund 2.673.749.54 1.982.923.15 494.001.01 
SPECIAL RBVBHUB POBD 
Budget 
Computer Project 
Gift - Selectmen 
Conservation Guarantee Deposits 
Conservation 131-40 
Police Details 
School Details 
PL 97-35 Chapter 2 
Athletic Revolving 
CH188 School Improvement council 
CH188 Horace Mann 
PL99-570 Drug Free School 
PL94-142 ECAP 
PL94-142 Title VIB 
PL89-313 Title I 
PL89-10 Chapter I 
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Expended 
1,100.00 
923.27 
37,915.42 
633.70 
167,162.00 
7,072.66 
6,105.41 
20,238.46 
1,394.01 
3,353.00 
8,991.91 
8,426.02 
91,072.89 
10,824.93 
21,393.47 
Encumbered 
Budget 
Extended Opportunities 
Title II Math & Science 
Summer School Revolving 
School Lunch Revolving 
School Ballfields 
Transport~tion Improvement 
Board of Health Guarantee Deposits 
Visting: Nurse 
Grange Hall 
COA - Old Colony Plan 
COA State Formula Grant 
COA Chore 
COA Exec Office Trans & Const 
Gift - Library 
Library - State Aid MEG 
Library - Child Print Coll Devel 
Graves & Foundations 
Arts Lottery Grant 
Total Special Revenue o.oo 
TRUST FUNDS 
Budget 
Florence Goss School Prize 
Ahearn Scholarship 
Edmund Q. Sylvester 
Route 53 
Mildred Ellis Playground 
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Expended 
32,662.06 
2,231.97 
43,759.50 
242,476 •. 98 
398.34 
72,462.78 
26,208.88 
8,646.22 
973.27 
575.31 
2,154.25 
1,044.12 
19,513.60 
3,122.50 
8,343.87 
2,035.22 
·20, 000. 00 
7.719.00 
880.935.02 
Expended 
30.00 
3,300.00 
2,571.16 
10,000.00 
3,000.00 
Encumbered 
o.oo 
Encumbered 
Budget Expended Encumbered 
Joseph E. Wilder 124.23 
Bandstand Concerts 1,968.73 
John curtis Library 20,611.00 
Health Insurance 466,998.15 
Police Federeal Forfeited Funds 108,372.45 
Perpetual Care 51000.00 
Total Trust Funds Q.00 6n,91~.n o:oo 
Total All Funds 2013811598.80 201397,703.64 863,~15.84 
BOJIDS AHD Ma.rBS PAYABLB 
AS OF JUNE 30, 1990 
Fiacal Original Amount 
Data of Year of Principal Intareat outatanding 
....l!..fmL Maturity amount Rate 
Inside Debt Limit: 
Fire Station 11/17/86 2002 $1,605,000 s.so-
S.70 
Fire Ladder Truck 3/01/89 1994 320,000 7.31 
School Remodeling 11/01/89 1998 260,000 6.40 
Municipal Bquipmant 11/01/89 1994 ~a,ooo 6.40 
Total Inside Debt Limit 21233,QQQ 
Outside Debt Limit: 
Water 12/15/72 1992 1,225,000 4.70 
Water 12/20/88 1992 238,500 6.94 
Water Mains 11/01/89 2000 i.sQ2.ooo 6.40 
Total outside Debt Limit 2,2§5,000 
Total Debt $S,l2§1liOO 
Debt Service to maturity conaiete of the following: 
For the year ending 
June 30, 1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
Thereafter 
Principal 
523,500 
503,500 
369,000 
369,000 
300,000 
LSQQ.QOO 
S315651000 
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rntereet 
209,529 
177,667 
147,695 
124,473 
101,35S 
282,668 
$L043,JB7 
Juna Joi 1990 
$1,230,000 
256,000 
260,000 
~§ 1 000 
l1ZH,QQQ 
110,000 
159,000 
1.sQ2,000 
l122J.,OOO 
u.sH.ooo 
733,029 
681,167 
516,695 
493,473 
401,355 
1,282.§68 
$416Q81387 
~ 
'-.._ 
~ 
. ....__ 
-
Roi-err Er.:olim &. C,>mpam· 
C<nrricJ p,.,./,. .¾,::owuant, 
F1ftv°Fl\"r Summtt Srrttt 
Bmton. !'l.fassachuKm l'~ ! 10-llXI; 
Tdrphonr 1t-lil ~2-,;11 
Tclc.:01>1ri 1t-1;1 .fU•-H52 
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT 
To the Board of Selectmen 
Town of Hanover, Massachusetts 
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of 
Hanover, Massachusetts as of June 30, 1990 and for the year then ended, as listed in 
the table of contents. These general purpose financial statements are the 
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion 
on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit. 
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. 
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable 
assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material 
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the 
amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial statements. An audit also 
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by 
management, as well as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement 
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. 
As is the practice with many municipalities in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the 
Town has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. Accordingly, the 
general fixed assets account group is not included in the accompanying general purpose 
financial statements as required by generally accepted accounting principles. The 
amount that should be recorded in the general fixed assets account group cannot be 
reasonably determined. 
As described in Notes l(h) and 7, the Town does not provide for pension costs on an 
actuarial basis, but rather such costs are funded on a cash or "pay-as-you•go• basis. 
Generally accepted accounting principles require that pension costs be accounted for 
by the use of appropriate actuarial cost methods. The effects on the general purpose 
financial statements of this departure from generally accepted accounting principles 
ls n~t reasonably determinable. 
As described in Note l(j) to the general purpose financial statements, the Town has 
not reflected an obligation for accrued compensated absences in the accompanying 
general purpose financial statements as required by generally accepted accounting 
principles. The effects on the general purpose financial statements of this departure 
from generally accepted accounting principles is not reasonably determinable. 
Mun~r. Division for CPA Fimu, American ll'UlUJlle of Certifial Public AcCOIIIIUUIU 
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In our opinion, except for the effects on the general purpose financial statements 
of the matters described in paragraphs three through five, the accompanying general 
purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material 
respects, the financial position of the Town of Hanover, Massachusetts as of June 
30, 1990, and the results of its operations and cash flows of its nonexpendable 
trust funds for the year then ended in confomity with generally accepted account• 
ing principles. 
October 4, 1990 
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tOWll 07 BAllOVER, ttASSACBUSntS 
COGIIIIID IIAU1'CB 8BEE1' • ALL FmlD IYl'ES AIID .AmJUKT GR:0UP 
JmlZ 30, 1990 
FIDUCIARY 
GOVERINllTAls fl!S llm f'Y!2..I!m ACmllffm!25Zt 
General 
Special CepU.al ·1ru■t L«ia·tem Ccllllblned tot.ala 
a.venue ProJect.e • Agency Obllgatlona (HamorandlD 
IIDIEII bm!:1 ..fm!.. ....lm!.. -fla!!L ....i£2!!i.... 21!b:I 
ASSETS: 
Cuh •nd t.aaporary tnve■taent.a e S 1.,30.219 e 2,:s.1:11 S 1,012.169 s S 2,806,119 
lnveat.ment.a 170,434 170,43' 
Recelv•ble•: 
Property t.HH 39',847 395,847 
Hot.or vehicle and other 
e:11:clae t.u•• 85,573 
"'·'73 W•t.er and •-r 442,380 442,380 
tu Uena and fonoloaurH 113,278 453 113,731 
Departaefltal 16,300 16,300 
Leu: hovlelon for ab•t.-t.l 
and eiraarptlona ( 191,456) ( 191,456) 
Due from other aover-ta 2,465,129 18,043 ,.,20 2,492,700 
Depoalt.a • bHltb lmu-• 61,400 67~400 
-
Amount. to be provided for 'PQlleDt. of 
Vl lona-term obU11tlona I 2U 21!!1 I ~1:1 SHHI 
Vl 
0 
2 
"' 
671 0 1 991 995 , 263 m 8 1 259 531 ! 3565 999 f 9 966 928 I L IAB I LITI!S AJrD ruJID nAUIIClll 1 LhbUlt.lH: 
CHh overdraft. (lfot.• 11) e 190,116 e e 190,116 
Account.I payable 431,026 342 431,368 
Due t.o at.her aoverraent.a 110,232 2,891 12,200 125,323 
T-,porary loana 25,000 25,000 
Ot.her Uabllltlea H,752 , 40,768 80,525 
Du• t.o at.udmta 60,200 60,200 
General obllaatlon bond• payable 3,565,000 3,565,000 
Deferred revenue 121 !~I 496 iH ~ ZHU! Tot.al lhbUlt.iH 1 a,z ~aa !II lili Iii l'I I 2U !!!!!! 21112 m 
Fund balancH I 
ReHrved for anombranoa■ aid 
cont.ln111na appzoprlat.lona 354,704 267,UO 2113,115 885,389 
ReHrv■d for aspcadlt.UH 430,776 430,776 
RHerved for acmnpeadabla t.r11■ ta 250,390 250,390 
ReHrved • at.bar 3,996 3,996 
Unreaerved: 
D•atanat.ed 301,570 246,390 547,960 
UndHtanated a ilZ aa 2ll 1~2 (--'1,.!!1) HZ 221 amm 
Tot.al fund balinoH IHZ!IH I •H I~! ,mm I 141 HI ! tH a•a OIWIZ& 11 IH2ZI 81 HZ 5H f3a!U29 AZ 164 PH 
towll OF IW«>V!R, HAS~HUSUTS 
comIIIED STATIH!Nt OF IIIV!IIIIZS, Dl'!ll?IITUR!S, Allt> CHAIIGES Ill FUIID BALAIICES 
ALL GCM:IIMHZ1ttAL rmm nns All1) !XPEIIDABLI 11lUST FUIIDS 
YEAR ENDED JUIII 30, l 990 
FIDUCIARY 
GOVIRIIK!NTAL Dll!I! Ilm! f!!l!l!...Im 
Special Caplt.al lirpendabla COlllblned Tot.le 
Revmua ProJact. fruat. (Hamorandum 
IIIDIEII tYDSI ..Im1slL ..fmlltL _.I!mg_ e!llll 
REVENUES: 
Prop■rt.y t.uea 0 10,0,2,n, 0 $ s • 10,092,617 Hot.or vehlcle and ot.har uclH IOO,H2 11011, 992 
DeparttDent.el and ot.har U6,7U 690,11'9 7113,6115 1,701,2611 
LlcenaH end pemlt.1 215,6!15 215,655 
Jnt.eraovemment.al 4,708,1111 270,361 ,,'79,172 
JnvHtaant. lnc- 261,0110 6,08' 3',075 301,239 
FlnH 105,65' 105,659 
hnalt.lH and int.arHt. 41,070 48,070 
Wet.er rat.e1 and 1arvlcH 1, 7011, 71111 1,7011,71111 
Hlecellaneo.aa Hm z ml!! 3 m u 140 
Tot.al reYanuH HSI Ill a IH 121 Ril m ii! H• Z!!!! 
EXPEIIDI1'UJIES: 
General aovanaant 1u,1n 43,'15 78',6911 
Public ■ afet.7 l,f05,572 167,162 1011,372 2,1111,106 
Buman aervlca1 15,151 59,116 124,274 
Publlc -orll:I 157,136 1,096,f43 1,'54,117' 
!ducat.ion ,.,u.,o, 515,317 10,1119,621 
-
HHlth and 1anlt.at.lon ez5,zo 1125,247 
Vt 
°' 
Cult.ura and racraat.lon 1'0,410 21,221 1,969 213,600 
I Debt. aarvlca - prlnclpal 413,500 4'3,SO0 Debt. aarvlce - lntaraat. H3,IIIO 313,11110 Panllon and ratlr-t. 501,971 501,976 
Uncla■alfled 
'"·"' 
30, 479,720 1,436,411 
Caplt.al out.lay■ 1134,227 1:H,227 
lnt.■raove~t.•1 ~SI ~IZ 1•2 a, 
Tot.al ezpendlt.uraa II ZISI za I Iii !ZI H• H 7 ~!12 1111 i2 0!! 21§ 
been (d1flelanc7J of revanuH 
OJH;;~N~~l:a (USU): HIIRZl ZI! !I• m 2m 231 3§4 64 316) 
IHuanca of aaneral obU11t.1ca bond■ 1,110,000 1,810,000 
Operat.lna t.ranafera • ln so,,se, 19,11911 132,6114 65', 1611 
Operat.lna t.ranafan • out. 151,SU) 460,0114) .,,, 43,047) 656,168) 
Payment. or bond ant.lolpat.lon not.aa I&!!!!!!!!> I SI! !!811> 
Jot.al ot.h■r flnuiolnt IOUHH 
(U8H) Iii Rllt !•!Im> 151! ~i §9 637 313 coo 
En••• ldaflctency) of revenue 
end ot.her 1ourcH ovar azpancllt.urH 
end ot.har u••• IUHZ II! ZII S• .Hi> 32l!!ZJ 2,e 611' 
FUND BALANCE. baalnnlnt of ,,u, 
H prevloual:, reported l,H4,471 1,905,319 .,, 633,702 4,233,949 
RESJATEMEIIT (Not.a 10) ZHHII> ZHm M!~ I'!!> IH !!71> 
FUii!) BALAIIC!, bealnnlna of J'lff, 
aa reat.at.ed I Ill !ZI I Ill 'II ZII 411 32§ ~H 3 90 1178 
FUND BALAIICE, and of YHr R I IH HZ R 1 4H 129 R HR 7H s 649 2!! s • I" "2 
' 
I ( / "1'1' 
TOWN OF HANOVER, MASSACHUSETTS 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES OF GENERAL FUND 
BUDGET AND ACTUAL • BUDGETARY BASIS 
YEAR. ENDED JUNE 30, 1990 
REVENUES: 
Property taxes 
Motor vehicle and other excise 
Departmental and other 
Ucon.sos and permits 
lntergovermaental 
Investment income 
Fines 
Penalties and interest 
Yater rates 
Total revenues 
EXPENDITURES: 
General government 
Culture and recreation 
Public safety 
Public vodts 
Health and sanitation 
Education 
Human services 
Debt service 
Intergovernmental 
Unclassified 
Pension and retirement 
Total expenditures 
Excess (deficiency) of revenues 
over expenditures 
OTHER fiNANCING SOURCES, USES 
AND AVAILABLE FUNDS: 
Operating transfers - in 
Operating transfers - out 
Other available funds 
Total other financing sources, 
uses and available funds 
Excess of revenues, other 
financing sources and 
available funds over 
expenditures and other 
financing uses 
~ 
$10,108,035 
750,000 
257,000 
275,000 
4,339,611 
170,000 
90,000 
35,000 
1 421 IIH 
lZ n6 ~30 
819,728 
177,879 
1,928,809 
2,331,202 
922,306 
9,683,172 
85,339 
531,003 
241,707 
619,942 
503 122 
12 il!!!t 202 
mun 
38,000 
520,000) 
ao2 m 
J2Z §Z2 
s -0-
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~ 
$10,108,035 
808,992 
288,479 
215,655 
4,708,811 
261,080 
105,659 
48,070 
1 zoa m 
umm 
787,486 
176,314 
1,866,250 
2,100,901 
825,247 
9,682,050 
73,375 
509,657 
240,597 
586,169 
~01 22§ 
12 mm 
203 542 
38,456 
132,684) 
24 2211) 
s 809 319 
Variance• 
Favorable 
CYofayarfhle l 
$ 
58,992 
31,479 
59,345) 
369,200 
91,080 
15,659 
13,070 
m2~ 
m QJ2 
32,242 
1,565 
62,559 
230,301 
97,059 
1,122 
11,964 
21,346 
1,110 
33,773 
1144 
424 m 
1 231 224 
456 
387,316 
i192 §77) 
42\ 20~) 
s §99 319 
TOW OF HANOVER, MASSACHUSETTS 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN FUND BAUNCES 
NONEXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1990 
FIDUCIAllY FUND 
m1:1 
Nonexpendable 
Trwrt Funds 
llEVENUES: 
Investment income $ 26,657 
Gain ou sale of investments 16,118 
Contributions l:i 
42 790 
BXPENSBS: 
Culture and recreation 20,611 
Education S,901 
Public works lZ!! 
26 636 
INCOME BEFORE TRANSFERS 16,154 
TRANSFERS OlJT J 000) 
NET UCOHB U 154 
PUND BALAHCB, beginning of year, as 
previously reported 210,390 
RBSTA'tBMBRT (Note 10) 2n 2u 
FUND BAIAHCB, begiunlng of year, as 
restated !tf3 626 
FUND BALANCE, end of year s 4H zgg 
-158-
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TOWN OF HANOVER, HASSACHUSE'I'TS 
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOVS 
N0NEXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS 
YEAll END~ JUNE 30, 1990 
Cash flows from operating activities: 
Net income 
Adjustment to reconcile net income to 
cash nows from operating activities: 
Gain on sale of investments 
Nee cash nows used 1n operat1ng activities 
Cash nows from investing activities: 
Proceeds from sale of securities 
Purchase of securities 
Not cash flows from investing activities 
Net increase in cash 
Cash, beginning of year 
Cash, end of year 
-159-
Fiduciary 
Type• 
Nonnpendable 
truss rvna 
$ 13,154 
1§ 118 l 
2 9§4) 
57,977 
5 000) 
52 977 
50,013 
21§ m 
s 32§ 345 
REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER 
I submit herewith the report of the Town Treasurer 
showing the Town's cash balances as of June JO, 1990, 
Trust Fund balances as of June 30, 1990, and payroll 
expenditures from January 1, 1990 to December 31, 1990. 
I would like to thank Judith Paulin~for a job well 
done as Town Treasurer from January 15 to June 4, 1990, 
and for her assistance and cooperation as the prsent 
Assistant Town Treasurer. I would also like to thank 
Gloria McDonald, George Bartin, the Town Officials, _ 
Boards, Committees and employees for the cooperation that 
they have extended to me. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert c. Haley 
Treasurer 
-160-
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SCBBDOLB OP TREASURER'S CASH 
JtJNB 30, 1990 
Cash Balance - July 1, 1989 
Receipts 
Disbursements 
cash Balance - June 30, 1990 
Detail of Balances 
Bank of Boston 
Bank of New England 
BayBank Norfolk 
Boston Safe Deposit & Trust 
Century. Bank 
Rockland Trust company 
u. s. Trust 
state Street Bank 
Quincy Cooperative Bank 
Lincoln Trust Companf 
Mass Municipal Depository Trust 
Shawmut Bank 
Trust Funds 
Guarantee Deposits 
Petty Cash 
Total Cash 
-161-
$ 4,374,383.72 
20,226,056.20 
20.397.703.64 
$ 4.202.736.28 
$ 26,553.12 
63,174.45 
109,197.34 
2,146,441.00 
13,840.77 
294,722.23 
35,802.63 
260,823.28 
15,291.82 
157,498.40 
338,780.40 
93.11 
705,417.73 
34,000.00 
1,lQQzOO 
$ 4.202.736.28 
TOWII OF IIANOVER 
TRUST FUtnlS 
JUIIE 30, 1990 
Belenc:e lrnftlff/ Interest Transfer Cto)fr Belenc:e 
Fw,d July 1, 1989 Additions Income Expend! turn Gcnerel FWld June 30, 1990 
··-------·-- --------· --- ------------ -------------John C\n'tla Library Trust 236,080.00 16, 118,00 17,091.00 20,611.00 48,6711.00 
Gosl School Prize Trust 1,376.44 73.37 30.00 1,419.81 
Oowden School Prize Trust 1,505.83 80.30 1,586.13 
Ahearn Scholarahlp Trust 44,244.97 3,690.79 3,300.00 44,635.76 
Hell Pleygrcu,d Trust 7,243.82 688.55 7,932.37 
Bandstand Concert• Trust 1,848.73 2,140.00 100.80 1,968.73 2,120.80 
Bandstand Permnent Trust 1,000.00 53.23 1,053.23 
Sylvester School Repair Trust 8,681.00 819.24 2,571.16 6,929.08 
Stabll I Ht Ion FWld 79,297.14 2,m.n 20,000.00 102,090.86 
Salmond School Trust 16,395.71 1,485.29 17,881.00 
..... 
~ Vasburn Scholarahlp Trust 14,439.82 1,348.48 15,788.30 
I Ell la Playground Trust 15,302.711 1,119.81 (3,000.00) 13,422.59 300th Annlwreary Trust 180.40 9.71 190.11 
Joan Frey AldJulenc:e Trust 2,126.32 45.00 120.92 2,292.24 
Conservation Trust 39,255.31 3,676.12 42,931.43 
CC111Ctery Perpetual Cere IIICOIDII 26,143.40 13,598.88 (5,000.00) 34,742.28 
Cetlllltery Perpetual Cere Principal 133,494.59 133,494.59 
111 Ider Cemetery Trust 3,860.91 15.00 207.37 124,23 3,959.05 
Tasch! Recreation Trust 921.45 49.56 971.01 
Route 53 Trust 10,970.84 51.62 10,000.00 1,022.46 
Heal th Cle Im Trust 161,m.51 226,220,66 1,087.96 438,951.56 (28,046.59) 
112,683.94 
40,767.92 
Pol Ice Forfeltld Property•F•r•l o.oo 557,464.13 12,529.88 1oa,3n.45 461,621.56 
Police Forfel ted Property•Stete 45.00 31.71 (31.71) 45.00 
Pol Ice Reward Trust fint o.oo 500.00 18.77 518.77 
··········--812,187.97 802,502.79 60,n7.08 575,929.13 86,605.64 1,186,094.35 
.•••.•.... 
······••1:• ■aaaa:caa •===••···· ••••aaa-aa ••=••······· 
r 
TOWN PAYROLL 
ACORN JEHRBY A 464,00 CALJOUW DBNISB 10571,47 
AHZRR JEAR r. 612. 00 CAMPBELL DAVID 49.10 
AHERN MICHAEL J. 8286,50 CAKPBBLL DIANB 80.02 
ALllS MARTIR P 104.00 CAMPITBLLI SCOTT 2836,00 
ALLEN ALAN C 5974.81 CAMPO MONIQUB 9579.91 
ALLEN JAKES 11'. 34275.07 CAPACCIOLI ARTHUR 30490. 77 
ALLEN JR. GILBERT G. 32238.07 CARPENTER DANIBL K 22462.49 
AMBROSE NARr.Y 1775,25 CARPBNTBR TIMOTHY A 26396.05 
ANASTASIO JOSEPH A 288.00 CARTWRIGHT JANICB H, 2790.00 
ANSTASIO ERNEST P. 6867,88 CASHMAN SEAR 675.00 
UTANARICZ ANNE 9839.15 CAVANAUGH KBVIN p 5326.89 
ARTORIZICK DIANNE H. 337.50 CBURVBLS BLBRA 10315.91 
ARDINI JBHRBY 632,00 CBAMBBRR THOMAS B. 37830,83 
ARMSTRONG JUDITH G. 12072,22 CHAR KAM CBIR 27791.16 
ARMSTRONG LORRIMER 1681.27 CBAPKAR STBPRBN 20934.27 
BAGLEY KATHLEEN J. 17083.47 CBATSKO MICHABL p. 20838.48 
BANDONI NANCY 21527.72 CHISHOLM JOHN 308: 09 
BARKER WILLIAM B. 6328,48 CRRISTBWSBH MARK 34897.64 
BARRICOAT CHARLES 512,00 CHRISTOPOULOS PAUL 1099. 00 
BARRICOAT JEllRIY 207.82 CIGRARBLLA LINDA 687.38 
BARRA PAKBLA J, 617.50 CLARCY JR. VIRCBRT J. 26930.34 
BARRON RONALD J. 480.00 CLBARY CARL J. 4855.65 
BARTHOLOKBW BARBARA 22395.43 COBB JARBT 6629.82 
BA'l'ES BDITB K. 571.73 COLBY ROBBRT G, l9299.56 
BBAL BARBARA 1892,73 COLLINS DIANB 9596.21 
BEAL PBTBR 1J. 468.00 COLLIRS URISTRA 9948. 53 
BEAL PHILIP C. 48185.87 COLUCI lRARCINB B. 3605.00 
BBCKBR JBllRBY 68.74 COLUMBUS JOHN J 568,00 
BERG RICHARD A 9018,69 CORAR'l' BRAD 3758.75 
BERGBR lRBDBRICK 275,00 CONANT ROB BR T E. 39877,41 
BBRGBR LI RDA J. 2804,05 CORART JR. ROBBRT B. 40.00 
BBRGBROR JUNB If 150.46 CORDON CORRBLIUS 2694.50 
BERGERON JR LORINE B 86.63 COOK KAURBBN 108.94 
BBTHOUY ROBBRT 330.00 COR WI R ANDRBlf 23,63 
BILLING HARRY 63,00 COSTA BARBARA 1653.75 
BILLINGS DOUGLAS N. 39546. 25 CRAWlORD BLIZABBTH A. 63.83 
BIRDA ALICB 361S.90 CRESCBNZI LOUISB 17302.98 
BLANCHARD JBl!RBY 43416.61 CROWLBY CHRISTINE 2089.50 
BLANCHARD KBRRBTH 39113.46 r.ROIJLBY RTBVBN J. 1036.00 
BLANCHARD SHIRLBY A, 298, 83 CRUISE JOAN L. 19228.06 
BLOURTS AKIB 280.00 CURRAN KARY PAULA 12607.50 
BOOTHBY ALAR B 1es.ee CURTIS LYNN 400,00 
BO\DBR-POPSIB HOLLY 11925,00 D'ITALIA CORINNB 337.50 
BOSTIC JES SIB J. 9642,84 DAVIS SUSAN P. 19083,80 
BOUIC LILY M 78.75 DAVI~ JR JAMBS R. 37366.37 
BOSTIC IILLIAH 32563.91 DBACB'l'IS. GINO 992,00 
BOUR RB !RED M. 21320.07 DBBOBR MARILYN J. 30444, 70 
BOVAIRD JAKES 27234.00 DBBOBR STBVBN R. 344.27 
BOIES ROBERT 2630,25 DBGRBNISR JANS 14938.95 
BOYD SCOTT 2u. ee DBLUSB LAURA R 19. 6 4 
BRAD!ORD CHARLES J. 19. 64 DBLUSB HARK 1721.55 
BRADLEY ROSANNA 85S8. 51 DBKARANVILLB ANNE B. 13204.55 
BRADLBY SUZARRE B 350.00 DBMPUY LINDA A. 9058.81 
BRAUN CHRISTOPHER 7025,91 DBKPSBY NEAL i'. 4823.41 
BRIGG~ MARCIA LEE 9661,52 DERO~A ROSALIND N 5697.66 
BRONN JR. ROBERT l. 209,28 DEROUEN PETER 318.00 
BUCKLEY DONALD 2 6. 2 5 DEVBRBAUX JOHN s. 3976.62 
BUCKLEY JR. DONALD F. 36648,16 DILL MARGARET 298.83 
BURKB CAROL 16419.61 DINEBN KARIE 5108.70 
BUTLBR ELLEN 9369.33 DINIAK VICTOR 33451.76. 
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DITULLIO ;R VIHC~Nr 176.00 GBRHAINE SAMUEL 144.00 
DOHBRt'Y JOHN H 1 76. 00 GERRISH DAVID A 1307.50 
DONAHUB MAUREEN T. 4406.07 GBRRISH PATRICIA 17315.72 
DONRBLLY JOSBPH B. 4296.71 GBRTSBN ARRI 15207.26 
DOUCBTTB ALICK 1437,50 GU'HAN S JOSHUA 579.60 .. ..... 
DOUCETfE THOMAS F. 25961.75 GIARDIBLLO CATHBRINB Ul049.70 
DOUGHTY CATHERINB A. 13302.34 ~ILLAR !RANCB~ B. 12096.11 
DOYLB JOARNB 1220.96 GILMARTIN JAHICB 11582,36 
DRAPBR RONALD 8110.87 GILMARTIN JOHN J 3788,94 
DRISCOLL SALLY A, 1284.75 GIORDANI DORBBR A. 16992.54 
DUBOIS CHARLBS 60.38 GIROUX JOAR 111. 52 
DUBOIS JOAR i' 80.02 GIROUX ROBBRT 639.00 
DUBOIS MARC R 19.64 GLASTHAL PATRICH A 2769.29 
DUCBARBY DARIBLLB 60.38 GLUSOR BIRT 160.00 
DUCBARBY PAKBLA 36.75 GOCKBL PAULA 1176.58 
DUCBARMB IIL~IAK 32,00 GOU BLUIB 4805,78 
DUGAS DUA K 144,00 GOU JOBR I. 766.50 
DUBAKBL JOSBPH B. 337.50 GOLDTBllif JOBI 80.02 
DURBAll DBBORAH 1449.00 GOLDTBlfllT RUCY J. 4590.53 
DUii BlROLD L 272.00 GORKAR PATRICIA 7755.00 
DYCKKAR DOUGLAS D, 600.00 GOVORI DOUGLAS 914.00 
BATOR RICHARD 60.38 GRADY JAUS 6071.67 
BATOR RICHARD T, 10494.24 GRAHAM DORALD 35056.27 
BBBRSOLB JO HR P 80.02 GRART IBRRI-LYIR 622.50 
BBBRSOLB MARIS H 80.02 GRillIR PHILIP B. 1572.50 
BGGBRS SUSAN J 22498.01 GRILLO JORR 69.76 
BSUBROOK BRUCE 312.00 GOADARO RAH CY L, 596'.34 
!ALLOR CAROL 13345.51 GUDBRANDSBR CBRISTBR K 3425.16 
!ARIBLLO ROSS HARIB 24643.01 GULBRARSBH THOMAS C 328,00 
PARROW ROBBRT J. 1544.00 HAIGH DIARB J 16 2. 00 
lBRGUSON PAKBLA 60.38 HAIGHT BBTB 36.75 
URRY VBR'A-JBAN 9067.54 HALBY ROBBRi' C 15939.88 
PINCH JOAN 1709,98 HANKBY CHBSTBR J. 12248,88 
PINNER 'l'Y BR IN 120.00 HANNIGAN BDIARD 8151.89 
PIRTH JOY 90.00 HARRIGAN JOSBPH 35015.04 
lLAHBRTY DAVID 50.00 HARRIGAN JOSBPH B, 322.01 
!LAHBRTY MICHAEL J. 7527.32 HANNIGAN PATRICIA 7437.50 
!LANAGAN THOHAS 1892.00 HARSBR PBTBR C. 41407,65 
!LYNN TIMOTHY 7125.93 HARSBN SHARON K. 440,00 
PLYNN WILLIAM l 23648,16 HARKINS RICHARD P, 400.00 
POGG JR. JOHN 12831,40 HARPBR LILLIAN 10067,10 
POLBY JAMBS K. 560.00 HARRINGTON DONALD 4:1067.86 
POLBY JOHN J 397.44 HARRISON THOMAS 23.63 
POLBY JOHN R. 110.40 HU'CH JUlRBY 82. 88 
PORTBS JOHN 1360.00 HAYS$ PAUL R. 45229.50 
!ORAN PAUL K 2 9 7. 00 HAYBS THOMAS i'. 39574.29 
!ORRY JOHN 36.75 BAYBll JR. DONALD C' 38736.66 
!ORRY MARIS A, 218.71 HBALBY BDIARD f 4846.41 
POSTER LUCY H, 18221.68 HBNDBRSOR GARY V. 1720.35 
PRANK JANI CB B. 22792. 54 BBNNBSSBY ROBBRT J 184.00 
!RATTASIO BBVBRLY 10729.35 HBRBBRT CAROL 6916.82 
rusco-LIVELY PATRICIA A 4136.27 HBRRMANN STBVBN D. 28216.24 
GALLAGHBR JAKES P. 10113.19 HBYWOOD JR. ROBB RT p. 40436,17 
GALLAGHER JBANNE M. 6298.41 HICKBY BRIAN 19,64 
GANIHIAN KARBN L. 7243.00 HOADLEY DONNA 116.03 
GANONG JBSSICA 198.00 HOADLEY JOHN B. 1116.00 
GARDINER JOHN R. 544,00 HOADLEY KICHAKL 1568.00 
GARDINBR JOHN SCOTT 368.00 HOLBROOK KBRBDITH 1184.50 
GARRIGAN CLAIRB 18465.98 HONAN JR. JOHH C. 336,00 
GARRITY ARTHUR 56.00 HONBN CHRISTOPHER 704,88 
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HOOK ROBBRT C. 23437. 42 LBE NANCY R • 80.02 
HOOKBR THOMAS 12170.68 LU SUSAN J 106.27 
HOWARTH ARTHUR D 2561.88 LBSLIB JR ROGBR A. 440.00 
HONBS JR LBONARO 72.00 LBSLIB SR ROGBR 272.00 
HUGHBR LISA 6228.75 LBWALD GBORGB 75.00 
HORRIS PAUL H. 740. 00 LIBBY JR DAVID 'l' 624.80 
HYNES DORHA K 1712.18 LIBBR'l'INB JOHR A 19, 6 4 
INGLE lRBDBRICK 160,00 LilrnB JOYCB S. 18299,64 
INGLB JR, 'l'HOKAS H. 35561,97 LINDQUIST WALLACE 152.36 
INGLB SR, 'l'HOKAS R, 180,00 LINDSAY DBRRIS K, 4954,68 
' 
UGLIS ROBBRT B, '6207.80 LINDSAY RICHARD A. 560,00 
INGLIS JR, CHARLBS L. 28733,83 LIIGLBY JOHN B, 54315,50 
JACOBSON RARCY P, 19808,50 LITCB!IBLD !BILKA B 192,59 
JAKOB SUSAI su. ee LOCBI&TTO DALI A. 89.95 
JANKOWSKI CAROL K 17774.67 LOIB &LICB K, 120, 00 
JARSOR DONALD G, 24907, U LOIi !LORBRCB 100. 00 
JBUBRROR RORKAR 36:15 LURBT!A KATBLBBR D 14685.38 
JOHRSOR ARTHUR 5041. 95 LOIBTU PAUL V. 162.16 
JORRSON LOUIS 78.56 LUSCIISKI TBBODORB l 10420.56 
JOBNSOR PATRICIA 78.75 LYICB llARIB A. 8094.00 
JOBRSON SHARON K, 7395. '9 LYICB llICBABL 529.92 
JORDA& JAMBS 1815.58 LYOI DAVID f. 2U.99 
JOSRBLYH CLARK 1u.ee MAC DOUGALL JR JOBR I 400.00 
JOUBIR1' JBAR 80.H HACARTBUR RICHARD 36.75 
JOUBBR1' KICKBY 160.00 KlCDOIALD CBARLBRB 59.85 
JOYCB ROBBRT P, 1315.38 KACDOIALD DARCIB K. 30.00 
JUDGB ALICB B 280.00 KACDORALD DOROTHY 19,64 
KAKOR GRBG 1198,00 KACDORALD ROBBRT B. 37788,29 
KARAS ROBB RT If. 21688,95 KACDORALD scon 63,83 
KBifH JILL L, 7896,01 KACUDGBR JBAN 86.63 
KBLLBY PBTBR L, 1111.82 KACKBY VALBRIB H. 11936.95 
KBLLBY SUB S, 4102.31 KACKIRRON JACQUBLINB 21061.48 
KILLY IIILLIAK 221.34 MACLBAN CURT 29642.28 
KINDALL LO IS A, 28593,84 KACLBOD MARGUBRITS 1244. 40 
KBNDRIGAR JOSBPHINB 235.00 MACRBlLL JUN I. 2124.24 
KBNBRSOR PAUL B, 35799,46 MADDBR RANCY Ir. 10320.25 
KBRNBDY BRBRDAR J 817,84 MAGA CBRISTINB 12658.11 
KBNNBDY CHARLBNB O, 3826,52 MALLOY DURIS C. 36831,54 
KBNHBDY JAMBS B, 1224,00 MALLOY DORIS K, 20982,81 
KURY BORRIB J, 1013,15 MALLOY BOWARD 3000.88 
KBNT JBARKARIB 31649,80 MALONBY ROBBRT T. 24311.78 
KBRR BOWARD S. 6333,56 KARDBVILLB NANCY A, 159.48 
KBRR JOSBPH 24219.28 KARR JOHN 529.92 
KBRR MICHAIL 13149, 21 MARCONI KARY B. 19227,93 
KIHBALL BLBANOR K. 29247.57 MARTIN GBORGB L 35672,89 
KINGSBURY BDITH 9 5, 3 6 MARTINO PAUL J 440,00 
KINGSTON LAURIN A. 3450. 52 MARTUCCI KARIB L 6492.88 
KIRLEY TIMOTHY J. 536,00 MATTIOLI KADBLIRB 12174,15 
KNOP BILBBN 7325,72 KATTHBWS HBNRY J, 801, 00 
KOZOWYK ALISON 1338.48 MAXIBLL PRISCILLA 8330,76 
KRAKBR SANDRA L 350.00 KC CUIN ROBBRT G. 520.00 
KRUPA ANTHONY J, 2 3. 6 3 KC DONALD GLORIA H. 11106,17 
KRURBR BBNJAKIN 21.00 KCAUB LOIS 22894.63 
KRUSIR UHYLB 19562. 20 KCCARfHY KEVIN 264.00 
L'ITALIEN PATRICIA 18607.44 MCDONOUGH JANET B. 7277,89 
LAIDLER WILLIAM F. 9572.41 MCDONOUGH WALTBR I. 106.27 
LANCASTER INGRID A. 15354,00 KCGUINRIS CAROL A. 10979.28 
LANCASTBR KARK 3 4, 9 6 MCKBBVBR MICHAEL P. 3945,92 
LAVBRTUB KURT W. 29517,H MCLAUGHLIN JAMER 964.00 
LBA'l'E JR. ALi'RED J. 28694.21 MC KARON AR THUR 20135,39 
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KCRULTY CAROL 
KCSHBllRBY MICHAEL 
KCVIRRBY BDWARD 
KCVIRNBY NANCY 
KBLARSON PBTBR R, 
MBRRILL TAKI A. 
KBRRITT III CHARLBS D. 
KBRRITT JR CHARLES 
MBSSIRGBR JOAN 
MICHALOWSKI WILLIAM 
NISKBL KAURBBR 
KITCBBLL CLAIRE K, 
KITCBBLL GBORGB I 
NORAGBAR THOMAS J 
KORABAR TIMOTHY K 
KOIB JOHR D, 
HOODIB ROBBRT 
ltOODIB VIRGINIA 
KOORBS CARRIS M. 
KOORHBAO ROBBRT 
MORIARTY LORRAIRB 
HORRIS JOHR D. 
KORRISOR CBBRYL 
KOR SB IADB L. 
KORSB IILLIAK 
NOIBRAY PATRICIA l, 
MURCBY SR. PBTBR R, 
MURPHY III VILLIAK J 
MURRAY JUDITH A. 
HURRAY RICHARD 
KYBRS GARLB HARRIS 
RAVITSKIS JUN 
RAVAZBLSKI BLBAROR 
RBAL BBTSBY L. 
RBLSOR GARTH R 
NBVCOKB CAROLE 
NBWCOKB PAUL C. 
RBVHALL DBBORAH 
RIHAN GRBGORY K, 
HORRIS KARGARB'l' JOAN 
HORTON-RYAN JBANNB 
NYHAN CHRISTINA 
O'BRIBH JOBL T, 
O'DOHHBLL CHRIS 
O'DORRBLL JAMBS 
O'DORNBLL KEVIN 
O'DORRBLL LOIS A 
O'KALLBY KICHABL A, 
O'RBIL III CHARLES E 
0 'ROURKB AHHB K. 
O'ROURKB ROBBR'l' 
O'TOOLB KICHABL C. 
O'TOOLB THBODORB 
O'TOOLB THOMAS 
OBRBZA SUVBH S, 
OWBNS JOHR 
PARSONS KARA 
PAULIN JUDH'H G. 
PBACOCK BARBARA JEAN 
PBNNIRGTOR VERNON r. 
l:'.762,43 
787.88 
80,02 
60,38 
11279.37 
591. 48 
624,00 
594,00 
PERSONA ROBERT 
PBRBDNA ROBBRT A. 
PBRRY DOUGLAS 
PBURSON GARY 
PBT'l'Y DOLORBS C. 
PHELAN JULIB 
PIZZI PATRICIA C 
PLAGEMAN PHILIPPE V. 
296.00 
144. 00 
7 6. 13 
408.00 
21542.37 
13206.45 
12742,91 
33572.55 
26525.46 9667,99 
152. 26 
7062.72 
21601.22 
80.00 
2714.00 
21508.84 
H71.41 
179:77 
179.77 
2509.90 
PLATT RBGINALD C. 
POINDBXTBR HOVARD 
POOLBR CHERYL A 
JOHN 687.50 
839.96 
9847.99 
1029.00 
7391.25 
24744.06 
31448. 78 
~312,29 
248, 00 
3 6. 7 5 
3272,09 
63.00 
897.00 
17096,92 
22488.09 
22595.51 
2984,02 
40,00 
46736.41 
2671. 20 
37936,61 
25,00 
240.00 
14153.28 
106.27 
690.00 
111. 18 
3267.00 
63.83 
6 9. 5 2 
441,60 
420.68 
528.00 
2976.88 
304,00 
657.00 
5708. 77 
3A657.91 
659.85 
20641.63" 
6337.51 
64,00 
PORT JOAR T. 
POVBRS BROCB B. 
POWBRS HARGARBT B. 
POVBRS RICHARD A 
PRATT JBIIIlBR S, 
PRATT LIIDA 
PRATT MARILYN C. 
PURCBLL J lNBS A, 
QUIRR DOROR\'HY 
QUIRR HARTIN 
RARDALL ARTHUR G. 
RANDALL K BLIZABBTH 
RAPPAPORT DIRBK 
RAPPAPORT DBRBK 
RBALB ARI J 
RBGAR J AKBS J. 
RBGAN JULIB B 
RBISS BLURB 
RBKORDINI CARBY 
RBHONDINI KAURBBR 
RICHARDS VAYNB K, 
RICHARDSON KARY BBTH 
RICHARDSON STBPHBR T. 
ROACH HAURBBN 
ROACH MICHAIL 
ROACH PAUL J, 
ROBISON BARBARA 
ROLLINS HOWARD E. 
ROLLINS STBPHBN S. 
RO~RI KARGARBT D. 
ROSSI RBAL 
ROVBLTO III WILLIAM O. 
ROY JAMBS 
RUU JANBT H. 
SABNZ AHA B 
SAGB NANCY B. 
SALIRBS CARKBH J. 
SALIRBS JBN•NIB 
SALVUCCI JOSBPH 
SALVUCCI JR RICHARD P 
SALVUCCI JR. DANIBL 
~ALVUCCI SR DANIBL 
SAMPSON JBNHIPBR LYNN 
SANDMAN CAROL A. 
SARGBRT KAURBBN A. 
SARSON JOHN P 
SCANNBLL JUDI'l'H 
SCHUH LOUISB 
SCOTT ROSB HAY 
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2282. 28 
13587.90 
1740.00 
7618.88 
63.83 
2:U99.17 
415. 20 
16020.26 
40892.87 
36.75 
3 6. 7 5 
26019.98 
585.00 
287. 82 
808.00 
310.44 
6280.30 
622.50 
11718.66 
'657.00 
3060.00 
40858.25 
648,80 
707.33 
223.96 
626.65 
38971.98 
60.38 
40342,41 
46A84,74 
9154.65 
34. SR 
120.00 
24652,17 
3592.26 
1317,00 
106.27 
1463.34 
218.71 
648,00 
232,00 
4A289,70 
536.00 
5 6. 3 9 
10702.52 
2193.17 
80.02 
16939.98 
8745.01 
24173.67 
SCO~T JR. RAYMO NC ). 23463.08 TUCKER ~TBPHEN R. 50283. ~6 
SCOZZARI JOHN 176.00 TUlTS BLAINE 1'.\019.75 
~COZZARI MEREDITH 4558.00 TUP'l'S ROBERT L. 656.00 
SCRIBNER MARCIAL. 21152,81 TURNBR CLYDE 31486,95 
flEARLES CHRISTOPHER y 4554,17 'l'UZIK DAVID B 657.00 
SBARS EILBBN H 327,84 'l'YRIB DAVID i. 36471,46 
r ~HAW DANA If. 31804.01 UKBRIARNA BARBARA A 648.80 
SHEA CHRISTOPHER D 1334. 56 VALIBRB CLAUNBTT 5923.68 
SHBBHAN ALICE 1828.01 VBRNAVA LISA K. 8 6. 6 3 
SHORBY PHILIP E. 24561.35 VIA!ORE KAREN 1714. 50 
UDU ROBERT T. 29595,00 VLA~SAKIS CHARLES J. 4446,88 
SLANEY LAIRBRCB B. us. 21 IAISGERBER JOSEPH 687.50 
SMITH BARBARA E. 2 9 8 .-8 3 WALKER MAURBBN 43.27 
SKIT& CAROL A. 9918. 75 llLKBR RONALD 43.27 
SMITH DEBORAH L 1870.36 VALL BLURB T 2166.40 
SMITH lRARCBS 4745.39 IAfBRNAR KARY VIRGI fs86.00 
SllITB GEORGE B 1140.00 IBBBER KICBBLLB R 11804t65 
SllITB HAROLD S. 249.00 IBITZ MICHAEL C 48.00 
SKITH JURB I. 15532.24 WILDON PATRICK J 7929.94 
SKITR KATBBRIRB 23289.95 IBLSH LORRAIHB ~0444.70 
SKITS LIRDA A. 80.55 nn ARTHUR c. 1231.31 
SKIT& LINDA r. 9571.35 IBITB DBRRISB L. 3296.88 
SMITH KARY L. 102.03 IBifB !REDRICK J 24989.63 
SKITB SCOH O. 27064.73 1111TB JUE 10573.63 
SUDBR GLORIA E. 385.33 IILBBR AUDRBY 16615.75 
SPOORBR III VtLLIAH B. 39570.12 IILKIB ROBBRT K, 3587.22 
SPURR MANILLA K. 9467.88 WILLIAMS PATRICIA 21748.01 
STAPLBS BLIZABBTH 682.24 WILLIAMS YVE\'TB 9578.H 
STBPHAHIB RUGGIANO 657.00 IILSOH ANN 179.77 
STBVBRS ANDREI J. 9522.60 IILSOR BARBARA B 1196.00 
STBVBRS RBGINA 1630.72 IILSOR JR. ROBBRT p. 6536.82 
STBIART ROBBRT W. 836.75 IOODIARD BBVBRLY 19227.79 
STOCKWBLL ROBBRT J. 5294.55 IORKALD HBNRY V. 24743. 54 
STODDARD ALISON ff 157.51 WORRALL RICHARD A. 31067.38 
RTOL!A PRANK 3904.84 WRIGHT PATRICIA A 11823.05 
STONB BARBARA J. 11893.94 YBTSOOK GBORGB 21040.18 
RTONB HBNRY 6599.60 ZABLOSKY PAUL PBTBR 8232.78 
STORR PATRICIA 24766.53 ZALBISKI THBRBSA 32.22 
SULLIVAN CASBY P 2130.50 ZBKOTBL DAVID J. 22446.33 
SULLIVAN DOROTHY T. 21061.48 ZBKOTBL VALERIA 298.83 
SULLIVAN JAKES 19411,87 
SULLIVAR MARYANN 160.13 
~UTCLI!lE JR, WILLIAM F.24426.52 
SVIZZBRO DOMENIC J 1298.00 
UBBRBY DAVID C. 3698.27 
SIBBRBY SBAN 5233.69 
UBBNBY JR. WALTBR 41302.23 
SIIPT RICHARD C. 31568.20 
SYLIVIA ROBERT 2760, 20 
SYLVIA KICHBLLE K, 767.83 
'l'BAGUB NANCY 11483.06 
TBAGUB VINAL G 320,00 
THBMISTOCLBS ROBBRTA A. 8896.19 
THOMSON JOHN 216.09 
THORNTON ROBERT 184,00 
'l'I TUS JUNB E 80.02 
TOU HARJORIB A 33.56 
TOSI PAUL 1454.00 
TRIPP JAMBS 264.00 
'l'UC:KBR JOYCE D. 25256.44 
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ABBOUD CHRISTINE 
ALLBN HIRIAK 
AMARAL EDWARD 
ANDERSON KARGOT E. 
BABCOCK SYLVIA 
BACUS JOANN! Z 
BAKER KARBN L, 
&AKER PETER C. 
BARKE JR, RICHARD G. 
BARKBR BARBARA 
BARNBS BOWARD W 
BARRA ROBBR! J. 
BELCHBR PRISCILLA 
BBLL VILLIAK B. 
BBLKORB SfBPHBH 
BBLOCAS AHR KARIB 
BIGLBR JUDITH A 
BLAKB RICHARD P, 
BOLOGNA PATRICIA 
BOUCHARD RAYKORD B 
BOYBS SUSAR 
BOYLB lLORBRCB C 
BRABAZON BBTTY 
BRIDS KICBBLLB l. 
BRIGGS ARNOLD 
BROIR SBBLIA 
BURKS CAROL 
CADOGAR BLAIRB L. 
CADOGAR JOHR 
CARROLL LAURIB J 
CARO NI DAVID J. 
CASONI LOURDBBR S 
CHADWICK MARILYN 
CHAPMAN BARBARA J, 
CHOP CATBBRIRB 
CLARK DARLBRB 
CLINTON D KBNNBTH 
COCCIKIGLIO CATHERINE 
COLBY BLIZABBTH 
COLE BARBARA 
CONDON KATHLBBN A 
CONDOR KARY 
CORDON JR. ROBBRT J, 
COOK lfILLIAK D, 
COYLB rRARCIS If, 
CURRAR FRANCIS J, 
CURRANT ROSBKARY 
CURRY JOHN T. 
DAVU ALYCB K. 
DAVIS JR. JOHN P. 
DBL COLLE RAYMOND 
DBKBRS BILBBR MCGOWAN 
DBVBR BARBARA J, 
DOHBRTY BOWARD K, 
DOLL lRBD.sRICK 
DOUILLBTTB L. RUTH 
DOWNBY JOSI PH f. 
DOYLB VIRGINIA 
DROZDOW~KI KBLANIB 
DYCKMAN MARYANN R. 
340. 00 
17382.76 
45781.95 
41983,48 
37372,44 
2600.00 
180.00 
42326,45 
33844.01 
37622.44 
5920.83 
20193.96 
42183,61 
34850.85 
43483.51 
HU.74 
80.00 
50502:43 
4800.00 
1480.90 
100. ee 
37665,37 
34435.95 
17476.25 
41933.61 
100.80 
7102.34 
42749.91 
41983.48 
1760.00 
42033.61 
4500.00 
37422.52 
36960.81 
33463.28 
1285.74 
38843,02 
41665.08 
16380,96 
34440.96 
35698.53 
39,22 
51628.24 
42689,99 
40263.40 
54830,03 
37210.81 
42507,57 
37516,32 
37272.52 
420.00 
4500.00 
22231.41 
56329.97 
42258,61 
34236,03 
37210.81 
960,00 
34497.17 
30266.19 
3DEN JANE 
RDGERLY DARLENE 
BDGIRLY ROBBRT P. 
KLOFSON JANICE 
BNG~TROK KIRSTIN 
PARRBLL MICHAIL K. 
lA~ANO JANIT LIi 
lBRRARI KARIH A, 
USTA RACHBLB 
lIELD CAROL G. 
lLYRN JANIS B, 
!LYNN KARY B. 
lORKAR BLIZABBTH 
lORU JODI ARN 
rox ROBBRT p. 
GABRIBL KAfHBRINI K. 
GARDBLL LIRDA 
GARLAND SOSAR S. 
GBORGB DBBORAH 
GBRRISR HARRY 
Gli'KAN ADA 
GILKARTBR BBVBRLY 
GILMARTIN JOHN R 
GILKARTIR RICHARD 
GLBRDYB STBVBR T. 
GRAVBLLI BLIZABBTR 
GUBRARD J DAVID 
GOGLIBLKO JBARNINB 
HALLISBY CAROL 
HARUBY MARILYN 
HBB!RBR BARTON L .. 
HBl!BRNAN ROSBKARY 
HBRDIRSOR BONNIB 
BURY ARN K. 
HENRY JR, RALPH P, 
HICKBY PAUL V. 
HILLIARD DONALD B. 
HOPKINS JOHN I, 
HOWARD LILAND 0. 
JACKMAN KARY ANN 
JACUON KARY B. 
J AKUB DAVID 
JARCAITIS BLIZABBTH 
J AQUB'H HBLBH K. 
JBNKIRS KBLLY 
JINKINS RICHARD L. 
JOHR~ON KARBN ANN 
JOHNSON KATHLBBN 
JOHNSON KINNBTH R, 
JOUBBRT DBBORAH A. 
KBB!B JAMBS i', 
KELLBY KARY A. 
KBNNBY BARBARA 
KBNNBY CAROLYN H. 
KISIEL KARY KATHLEEN 
KLING JBANNE 
KLOCK DOLORES 
KOELSCH JOSBPHIHB 
KORSZBNIEWSKI KAREN 
KYRICOS CHRIS 
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28200.72 
41833.48 
26295.37 
41730.46 
60.00 
5400.00 
29346.74 
37397.52 
8650.48 
37372,44 
18480,45 
lH63. 28 
31700.56 
42015.87 
74318.98 
420.00 
50,00 
41283.90 
23223.85 
46845.00 
34140.85 
100.00 
40.00 
se.ee 
34171.62 
44324.47 
43156.58 
64. 44 
32566,31 
36371.37 
39179,81 
35606.76 
20151.60 
1472.00 
30935.04 
37641.38 
43678.45 
33313.14 
41733,48 
56610,02 
360.00 
48824.87 
1560.00 
42265.08 
50,00 
42033,61 
25694.81 
12582.81 
70176.13 
17577.97 
22930,78 
2520,00 
300.00 
20804.11 
1670.64 
34718,71 
6985,80 
42013,48 
32334.78 
50,00 
LALLY BARLBNB K. 570.00 ROLL JORBPH lL 57720.60 
LBACH HOLLY ANRB 22176.35 RUSSELL LINDA L. 39969.31 
LBADBBTTBR-HANS BLAINE 34535.95 RYAN PAKBLA M, 39005.01 
LIBBRTIRB ROCCO W. 43216.45 SAKPSOH ROSBMARY 3:l835. 27 
LINDQUIST LOIS R, 33214.42 SARDBRS WILMA 42183.61 
LOMBARDI KBRBDITH 21880.46 SAlfYBR KABBL K. 34478.79 i LONERGAN SUSAN J. 15556,23 SCHNBIDBR JUDITH A, 41212.89 
LUBARSKY BHID 42226.45 SCHRADBR JOHN R. 442U.98 
LUSCINSKI JAMBS 600.00 RCBUKACHBR JOHN 35375.83 
KAClARLAHB BBLBN R. 40631. 52 SBUIR LINDA J. 41733.48 
MARCHANT ULBU 42183.61 RHALGIU NARY B. 15556.23 
KARGARIT ROBBRr T. 31288.07 SBARAHAR ROBBRT L, 36172.43 
MARTIR KARIi T. 3672. 27 SHU PATRICIA A 10098.38 
KUIBLL HIDY 41619.67 SIIIBDY BBIRY H 110.ee 
KAY BLSIB I. 34478.79 SBIBBlR JORI J. 40122.49 
KC SHB!!RIY JAMBS K. 44926.38 SBOIIIG BOWARD K. 44576.38 
HCCUlRBY ARRB 3630.00 SLllROB KARY UR 42799,83 
KBSSIRGBR JOU 7102.34 SLAISOB ROBBRT R. 37260.84 
KICIURAS IARCY A, 42307.54 1111TB DOUGLAS 50.H 
lllLLBR RALPH 47705,38 SOIOLOISII I I I BDIIARD I 110.ee 
KORNS SHARON 12341. 22 ffUGIO ltlRY C. 6413.51 
HOLLA SUSAN 1460.50 SHPBBRS ILLIR 60.80 
KOLYRBAUJ LBSLIE J. 42466.76 STI!LIR JOBll R 50.ee 
KOO RB RUCY K. 16400.43 STOIIIGIR SUSAN v. 41976.45 
MORAR ltUBLBBR B 37041.42 STORKS an, B. 4916.15 
KORAR HIDY J. 41833. 48 STRl!!IR BBIRY D. 37657.59 
HOSBBR PATRICIA J 34040.85 SULLIVAN DAVID R. 42208.48 
KOYBR KARIA K. 41695.81 SULLIVAN JORN J. 41479.81 
KURIATY JR BUGBNE J 480,00 ~trLLIVAR SUSAN H. 50.00 
RBB i'BOKAS R. 60121.41 SIBBRBY SUH P. 731.78 
RBLSOR KBRRBTH A. 41796.62 SIBBRBY IALTBR L. 56329.97 
RORTOR BB'l'H A 50,00 SYLVIA JAMBS A. 43238.04 
MORTON ROBB RT K. 41733.48 SZOSTAK MARGARET B 34890.07 
NOYBS LOUISB C. 41745.87 THBRRIBN JARS C. 35989.08 
O'BRIBR CORSTANCB 37210,81 i'HOKAS HARLAN D, 3469!25 
O'CALLAGHAN KILDRBD 37515,85 THORRfOR KARIA 35098.71 
O'DONNBLL CHARLES 62089.00 TOLKBN JOY CB A. 43934.57 
O'RBIL PHILIP J. 1;0793,00 TORK BY CHBR YL A. 8065.83 
PALKBR RANDRA P. 32900. 55 TORRE BLISB 300.00 
PALKIBRI VIRGINIA DOOLEY 6177,51 'l'OINB JOAN K. 29771.74 
PARKBR GILLIAN 34396,03 TRORGORB BARBARA 43165.08 
PASSARBTTI KATHLBBN 50.00 VBRRAVA LISA K 191. 74 
PBARL DOROTHY LAWLER 31482.77 VIRTUB DAVID W 50.00 
PBRCHARD JBARNBTfB 37172.52 VOILKBL THBRBSA A. H40', 00 
PHILIPPON CAROLYN 33685.27 WALSH DAVID H, 56329,97 
PLUKKBR KUTHBII 5018.32 lfALZBR VBNDY A. 41733.48 
POLI:ARD H. ALBXANDRA 36910.81 VUS ANNB T. 41733.48 
PURDY KATHY-LYNN 3060.00 VBBB VINU'RBD K 120.00 
QUIRK BDIARD P. 41745,87 WBSSLING JOSEPH 42392.87 
RBALB ARR J 50.00 IBSTPIBLD MARGARET 27720.59 
RICHARD$ DIANB L, 43092.22 VBYD'l' MICHAEL 25676.88 
RICHARDSON DONNA 39454.36 WHITT JULIB II. 34571. 71 
RIDDBR KARY 5220,00 WILCOX JR. WILLIAM J. 46153.64 
RIBRDBAU DIANE C. 41833.48 WILSON DONNA J 740. 00 
RILBY BARBARA 34435.95 WILRON KAREN KARIE 64.44 
RISGIN JBANNINE H. 14101. 32 WOODBROVN DOUGLAS 9224,20 
ROBBIN$ JOY K. 42822.23 WOOSTER TYLER S 34685.95 
ROBINSON SUSAN w. 3H19.06 YUKNA CHRISTOPHBR 720.00 
ROMANO BARBARA A 151. 08 
ROSS ANITA N. 41976.45 
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The amounts shown include base pay, overtime, and special 
detail pay. Our payroll service bureau does not show these 
amounts separately. Extra detail pay is earned during off-
duty hours, and is included in the,gross pay figures. 
School Administrators' amounts include salaries and money 
for business expense. (travel) which the employee was not 
required to substantiate to the Town. 
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